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ABSTRACT 
n,.....~l ' .. ~....:~...;_.. ___ .... ~- v_..: -'- ..... 
.i UU. ... L LaiAUUl..i.ifSVViJ. fl.ii..l_C,ijl.. 
'The Place and Purpose of English Literature Teaching 
at Secondary Level.' 
It :i_s the aim of this thesis to trace the path of English 
Literature's deve_1oping and changing place and purpose within 
the aim of the development of a liberal education. It will do 
so from the nineteenth century's time of socio-economic change, 
through the reassessments and confirmations of the importance of 
Literature's place described by writers following the social and 
political upheavals caused by the Great War, through to an 
analysis of the contemporary situation, and to a consideration 
of likely future developments. 
The study is concerned with the placing of contemporary and 
possible future proposals for the teaching of English Literature 
in the historical context of past provision and beliefs 
concerning Literature's purpose, and the first part of the 
thesis wi11 show how and why Literature came to have a major 
role in a liberal education's provision assigned to it, and how 
that role evolved over the ensuing decades. 
The second part will consider how contemporary nat_ional 
pressures have brought about a reassessment of Literature's 
place and purpose, caused by demands for change. The agents of 
that change will be examined and the thesis will indicate where 
the traditional role of English Literature teaching stands in 
relation to some of the changes in educational emphasis being 
introduced. 
Finally the study wi1J examine the implications such nationally 
designed initiatives and changes may have upon the provision and 
teaching of Literature in secondary schools in County Durham. 
Through survey, it will investigate how English departments are 
responding, bearing i__n mind their views on Literature's place 
and purpose in their teaching. 
It will appear from surveys and 
complex and that actual and 
markedly from those expected. 
interviews that responses are 
predicted changes may differ 
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CHAPTER ONE 
The Historical Context. 
One of the major aims of teaching tn Eng] and has been to 
prov~de a 'Liberal Education' an aim which has been 
promoted for many years. As a means of achieving this aim, 
for a long while expertence of and contact with English 
Literature have been employed. T w o q u e s t i o n s a r i s e f i' om 
this, one concerns the concept of what a 'Liberal 
Education' is' and the second is that of why English 
Literature was chosen as the means to achieve the aim. 
With regard to the first question, as with many concepts, 
definitions and interpretations differ in detail if not in 
substance. John Milton for example defined 'a complete and 
generous education' as one: 
Perhaps 
"which fits a man to perform justly, skilfully, 
and magnanimously all the offices, both private 
and public, of peace and war." ( 1) 
one can adequately substitute 'liberal' for 
'complete and generous'. If one moves chronological 1 y 
forward to the nineteenth century for here it was that 
Eng] ish Literature began to be read in schools Thomas 
Arnold emphasised the need for a liberal education to fit 
the pupil for: 
"The calling of a citizen and a man." (2) 
- ? 
A 1 i b e t" a 1 e d u c a t i o n a t t l1 a t t i m e w a s s e e n t o [1 e o n e t h a t 
gave a or" e a at n or mental cu.Ltur'e, a n a l"i a t n e vi 
followed and developed h~s father's thinking and felt: that 
Lhe v a J u c: of such a cuJtur·e v1as noc simply in 
acqu~sition of knowledge but in ~ts applications to a 
changing world. Arnold's view Ls summarised in this way: 
" ' S w e e t n e s s an d 1 i g h t ' w o u 1 d b e a c cl i e v e d t h r o u g h 
a true education, through the appreciation of 
past nobility, present beauty and wonder, and 
future promise." (3) 
T.H. Huxley's view and understanding of a liberal education 
was one that saw the achievement of the aim through a 
balanced diet to produce a free man, he said: 
"one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of 1ife 
and fire, but whose passions are trained to 
come to heel by a vigorous will, the servant 
of a tender conscience, who has learned to 
love all beauty, whether of Nature or of Art, 
to hate all vileness, and to respect others 
as himself." (4) 
These hoped for ideals may have been too impractical 1 y 
optimistic to be achieved, for one senses education was 
s t i 11 some way from a c h. i e v in g the i d e a l when, some s e v en t y 
years later, the aims of what might still be described as a 
liberal education were being promoted by the then Ministry 
of Education, and again the question was being asked: 
"What kinds of experiences w.il J help them (pupils 
of only moderate skills) to develop their full 
capacities f'or thought and task and fee_1 ing? .. 
They need to develop a sense of responsibility 
for their work and towards other people, and 
to begin to arrive at some code of moral and 
s o c i a l b e h a v i o u r \·J h i c h i s s e 1 f - i m p o s e d . " ( 5 J 
Such an aim appears very similar to that of Milton and of 
cne n1neteenth century wr1ters and such descr1pt1ons can be 
a p p J i e d t o i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s o f t h e c o n c e p t o f a J i b e i" a 1 
education vii t h whLci1 Engl. ish came co be 
associated. 
This leads then to the second question, that of how English 
Literature came to be associated so closely with the 
achievement of a liberal education, for this had not always 
been the case. 
The rise in the place of Literature came about because the 
provision of a liberaJ education in the nineteenth century 
was not being achieved satisfactorily. There were 
hindrances to the achievement of the aim and these acted to 
promote the place of English Literature within the school 
curriculum by providing the subject with the purpose of 
overcoming these obstructions. 
There were three major hindrances. Firstly the charge was 
being levelled that the process by which the liberal 
education was to be achieved was not succeeding, but 
nonetheless one centrally educative subject couJd achieve 
the aim. Secondly, many purchasers and providers of the 
liberal education felt it should exclude knowledge of, and 
contact with, science, industry and commerce. Thirdly, the 
liberal education was costly and such an expensive item 
automatically excluded many from obtaining its benefits. 
Cardwell writes: 
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" T h e u n t v e r s i t i e s \4 e r e c o n c e t" n e ci \v i t h ;: h e .' ; b e r· a i 
educatjon of men or a pt"ivi I edged c·lass \·ir-JO 
wouJd later adopt suitable professions, or 
e 1 s e L o .1 1 o \~ t n e J 1 1 e o 1 1 e l s u r· e . llle eoucatlonal 
idea I was the Christi an gentleman." ( 6) 
In the main, the public schools pr"epared pupils !"or the 
Universities. However·, these schools were themselves 
hampered in their· developing of the libera.L.Ly educated 
person by the first two hindrances mentioned. These now 
need to be consider·ed in greater detail in order to 
establish why English Literature grew to a place of 
significance within the curriculum. 
Firstly is the charge that the syllabus designed to achieve 
the aim of a liberal education was failing, but that the 
view was held that one subject could be centrally educ:ative 
and could achieve the aim. The syllabus taught, as it had 
been for centuries (see appendix 1) consisted in the main 
of a study of the Classics - Latin and Greek. It had been 
believed by many that this subject area was sufficient for 
the achievement of the aim, for as the Head of Winchester 
said: 
"Classical learning is the inheritance of all 
former ages, it puts a person into the possession 
of all the inherited wisdom of the ages." ( 7) 
and Henry Sidgwick commented: 
"Gr·eek and Latin writing show the purest, serenest 
and most elevated literary taste." (8) 
- ') -
Hence C 1 ass i c s was seen as bet n g or t r1 e greatest v a .l u e an (j 
benefit. 
Nonetheless a growing criticism was developing; not of the 
a i m of t he .1 .i be r a 1 e d u c at i on an d o C a (~ en l. r· a J 1 y e d u c a t i v e 
subject, but of the failing of Classics to achieve the 
objective. It was increasingly felt that much Classics 
teaching was poorly done, was narrow and dull, and that 
many pupils were not getting beyond the working of 
exercises in translation, Pupils were not reaching the 
level of proficiency required to benefit from the writings 
themselves, and were not gaining access to, and the 
influence of, the humanising effects of its literature 
because that access was too difficult for most pupils to 
achieve, No doubt George Eliot struck several chords of 
recognition when describing the tortures Tom Tulliver had 
to undergo: 
"Tom's faculties failed him before the abstrac-
tions hideously symbolized to him in the pages 
of the Eton Grammar ... it was not until he had 
got on some way in the next half-year, and 
in the Delectus, that he was advanced enough 
to call it a 'bore' and 'beastly stuff'." (9) 
It could be argued that these difficulties were the fault 
of the teachers and their methods, not the fault of the 
subject, but the difficulties inherent .in the subject was 
the argument for change put forward - from whatever cause. 
- b 
Some of tr1e critics arguing fot" change r"r'om Classic-s ~!er'e 
OI cons2.oer·auJ e acaoern1.c S 1~dnULng, dliU enuuc::;eu '~ n e 
e x p e r· _i e n c e s d e s c t" i b e ci b y E .l i_ o t . Charles Darw~n commenting 
as leaving nothing more than 'a blank' 10) Thomas Huxley 
felt the failure was because pupils were getting no 
further than the: 
"getting up of endless forms and rules by heat"t. 
It means turning Latin and Greek into English 
for the mere sake of being able to do it, and 
without the smallest regard to the worth or 
worthlessness of the author read." ( 11) 
J.W. Hales made a similar point, and began to suggest a 
substitute subject. He felt the boy: 
"is not at all at ease in the society of the 
Classics, he cannot converse naturally with 
them, justly estimate and admire their calm 
and placid beauty, their noble dignified grace. 
He must find a society more accordant with 
his tastes and abilities." (12) 
However, change was slow, and some centres of learning 
continued to hold out against what was becoming a 
vociferous pressure group. Lancing College for example had 
a '~1odern Side' in 1885 that: 
"consisted of one despised form. It existed. 
No one had the least wish for it to exist and 
it was a sor"t of parasite." (13) 
,, 
! 
None r. he t e s s do u b r s as to r he C 1 ass i c s ' err i c a c y r· o per~ m .i '· 
a c c e s s ~~ o l l s n ~ g i! e t" o c· d e t-· as p e c t s c o n c: -~ n u e a r. o g r ow an ci 
slowly a change was proposed. 
che vehicle used r~o i)ring about the .!iber'al eciucat.!.on ana 
the complete, rounded gentleman, although desp-Ltc the 
proposals there remained for many years a considerable and 
lingering differentiation of status regarding the relative 
merits of Classics and English Literature. Much of the 
differentiation was seen in social status terms. English 
Literature was thought to be particularly suitable for 
those 'below' Public School. An example of both the 
pt"oposed use of literatur·e, and its relative place can be 
seen in the NewcastleCommission Report. It recommended in 
1861 that: 
"Student teachers should study English Language 
and Literature, just as the Greek and Latin 
classics are read in the superior public schools." 
( 1 4 ) 
By 1868, The Taunton Commission had advanced a stage further 
in its recommendations. It endorsed a suggestion that 
modern subjects should be encouraged. It stated: 
"give unusual weight to the teaching of English 
Language and Literature, to the attempt to 
humanise and refine a boy's mind by trying 
early to familiarise him with English poetry 
and to inspire him with a taste for the best 
authors that can be placed before him." (15) 
At this time similar statements were being made hy others. 
Appendix 2 contains a speech made by Robert Lowe Ln 1868 
recommending the study of English. 
,, 
- I) -
.1 t 1;-; a:_; t. 1-1 e sem j na I II Essays ()(I a lJ i her· a l Ed uca t i on'' ed ' t.eci 
by L" arrer' al so i n I 868 that ',vOU l cJ go further" and make l 
' ' 
mot"e expljrit. the purpo:se and place of English Litet"atur"e 
.i n e cJ u c a r i. o n a s t h e r e p .I a c em e n r f o t" C .l a s s ~ c s as t· h e c e n t t" a .l 
subJect, good for most hurnanis.ing purposes. Although he 
felt Classics superior, Huxley was one who felt that their 
inaccessibility was an insurmountab.1e probJern, and hence 
the need for change to a second-rate but nonetheless 
servicable subJect. Hence, he is one who champions the 
cause of English Literature in the volume. Having 
cr.iticised the state of English teaching for not going 
beyond the basic, mechanistic skills, he stresses the need 
for English Literature because of its ability to 'character 
bu.ild'. As Mathieson comments: 
"he firmly believed that the solution lay with 
the introduction of English. He was convinced 
that English Literature could provide those 
formative experiences which most pupils missed 
in their linguistic battles with Latin and 
Greek." (16) 
In the same voJ.ume as Huxley, Henry Sidgwick wrote in terms 
that were to typify the campaign for English Literature, 
and in a style that still can be found to influence the 
subJect's ideology amongst indivi.dual writers even in the 
late Twentieth Century. His and others' claims for the 
value and power of Eng] ish were striking in theit" passion 
and hyperbole, champion.lng thei.r cause in what may seem 
almost desperate tones and Justifying their belief vlith 
expressions of great moral seriousness. Sidgwick speaks of 
a 'missionary of culture' when he says: 
" I f' L h e s c !1 o o I rn a s t e r' i s e v e r" t: o b e a m i s s i o n a r- y 
of cu.lture ... !"Je must. rnake •.he study of moder·n 
Literature a substantive and important part 
of' h 1 s tea.in.Lng." 
T r1 i s rn u s t b e d o n e il e b e 1 L e v e c1 ' n o t" d e r·· t h a t t 1·1 e p u p l 1 ' s : 
Despite, 
"views and sympathies may be en.1aeged and expanded 
by apprehending nob.1e, subtle and profound 
thoughts, refined and lofty feelings, so that 
the source and essence of a truly humanj.sing 
culture may ever abide with them."(17) 
or perhaps because of, this rather lofty 
vocabuJary, one can sense that these and other writers and 
thinkers \-Jere only tentatively feeling their way to the 
proposal to dispossess the Classics of its place. It was 
clearly a significant step that was not taken lightly, was 
considered and the reasons for the step made explicit. The 
process of change was slow and tentative for the suggestion 
was new to these thinkers and writers themselves, for they 
had been brought up in the old way, and of course the ideas 
of replacing the Classics was new to the wider public too; 
as wel as being an anathema to those opposing change 
within the system -of which there were many. It might 
a.1most be thought surprising that change took place at alJ, 
particularly in view of the fact that these change 
proposa.1s were being mooted in fairly esoter:Lc 
publications, w .it h no expensive nationa.1 campaigns and 
'.launches' to a.Ld acceptance of the change: Change that 
Has call eel for to counteract the beJ ief that Classics was 
failing to produce a liberal education because of its 
inherent difficulties. 
j .- 1,.,; as he i,- ;:i u ~· e i~': f' r- h C:. t-_ r a~ .1 u r' e r h a~ ~ n g ! i .s h L i T p (' .::l ~ u; e \-.!2 s 
p c ()posed as the centra .1 _l y e ducat _tv e sub ,i e c t . In:itiallV 
h u ~·! (--' v e r , , ::1 n o t. h e r· s u b j e c t a 1 s o h a d its suppor'ters a:-~ the 
c· e p I a c e m e n ~~ f o t" C 1 a s s i. c s , a n cl t h a t s u h j P c 1• w 3 s S c ', e n c e . 
Essentially this proposa.l faiJed, and for the second reason 
g'cven earl ·ier: if possible the Liberal educatjon should 
preferably exclude teaching in, kno\vledge of, and contact 
with, industry and commerce, and Science \·ias pec·ceived by 
fee paying parents as being linked with these traits of the 
Nineteenth Century. Ho1v liberal an education that then 
leaves is of course open to question. Despite its final 
failure, the case for Science vJas strong and must briefly 
be considered, for English Literature's place, as well as 
much of education's future tone, depended upon Science's 
failure. 
In the mid Nineteenth Century, a charge being laid against 
both Classics and the Arts was that England needed greatly 
increased Sc:ience teaching to keep the rising forces of 
other industrial ising nations such as France, Germany and 
the U.S. A. at bay, and to compete successfully in 
international commerce, industrial invention and 
production. As early as 1825 the Westminster Review states 
thetoe must be: 
Some f e 1 t 
"science, on which the wealth and power of 
B t" i t a i n d e p e n d s . " ( 1 8 ) 
an .4 r t s based educat.ion wCJs friiline; IO nrnri11rP 
.-------
the cype of educated young that were seen as necessary. It 
was thought that some modern scientific knowledge should be 
p c u r (' i (~ u l Ll !TI 0 r t r. e p u h l i r :c; (' [-, n 0 : s 
1d0U l d almost ,~ e t" t a l n ., y b e t h e on es · .. 0 go 0 n I 
i n r' u s r r i 2.1 y an d n ag t" i c u ! ' u re ,J '· pc11 it· ~cal 
In order to keep within ~he known an~ recognised rheories 
of ~he curriculum, Science's proponen 1:s argued also f'or 
the one centt"ally educative subject., 
strengt.hs of belief. 
Herbert Spencer insisted on the value of science because: 
"not only 
t:he best, 
for intel J ectual discipline is science 
but aJso fot" moral dLscipline." (19) 
And Faraday to the Clarendon Commission stated: 
"an exclusively scientific education is at .least 
as effectual as an exc.lusively .literary one."(20) 
Despite such claims, the Science lobby failed to achieve 
its aim, and the main reasons seem quite clear. Many, if 
not most, parents who had choice and the money to ex e r c is e 
that choice disliked very strongly i.ndeed the ideas of 
commerce and industry, preferring the status and image of 
'o.l d money', even if theirs had been obtained through the 
very commerce and industry they appeared to revile. In 
consequence they wanted nothing at all to do with the 
teaching to their children of anything that might suggest 
Lndustrial ism or i_ t s 1 i. k e; ancl the scl·Jools were very 
pt"epared to agree wiU1 this view. Thet"e was however, a 
' ' ' ' 
,-ontinu;n~ f'eeling Class;cs toe: r' ~ m 0 r e ' 2 n (j 
E n g l i s h L ~ '- e r a • u i" e \-J o u l cl a c t a s a c om p t" om ~ s e v e h ~- c 1 e t h c: ': 
a l s o p t" c t: e c t_ i ,. -~ s r u d e n ~', s f t" o m c o n ,. e m p o r a r v c o n d : t i_ o n s f o r· 
wJ·J~ch theee was such a feel tng of distast-.e. 
So, foe th~s second reason the place of English Literatuee 
as another purpose '-tJas assigned to it-
L L ' 
and 
and status developed even though the subject was showing 
some signs of falling into the same path as that trodden 
by Classics. Where previously Herodotus, Thucydided, Livy 
or Tacitus had kept the century at bay and had provided 
status by restricting knowledge and generating esoteric 
superiority, these were simp.ly replaced by the slightly 
1 e s s inaccessible Chaucer a n cl M i. l t o n , Shakespeare and 
Marlowe,in order to equip pupils to withstand the: 
"mechanised, commercial ised, industrialised 
existence" (21) 
and hence, the failure of Science. 
It is important not to underestimate the strength of 
feeling held against the Nineteenth Century's industrial, 
scientific environment. Many people did fear the threat 
posed by the cent:ury's mechanical aspects to cul tura.l 
standards, and English Literature was seen as the most 
efficacious souece of a ibeeal educat~on geaeed to eesist 
peeceived ug.ly faeces. And these forces could otherwise 
have been further promoted had the Science supporters won 
:! m ~ gh I iJ e acid e ci ~n which t-he 
subject English Ltterat:ure was pr·omoted, sometimes ~n 1~he 
111 CJ s t ~ t. (' ~ dent (J r 1. e r· m :::~ ; as a me an s r- o an~_)~- her end . 
...:l s about r_, he of t,each 1.ng, 
experiencing and enjoying Literature for no other purposes 
than these; for studying li_terature for i_ts O\vn i_ntrinsj_c 
worth. It would seem that any appreciation of the art 
form i_tseJf that might come ::Jbout would be pureJy 
incidental to many of the writers and enthusiasts. 
However, such was the beJ ief in the powers of Engl i_sh 
Literature that the next step in its growing place began 
to come about, and here the third rider mentioned at the 
start of this chapter can be considered, for it gave 
English Literature a broader purpose. 
The provision of a liberal education was costly, and 
access to it was very restricted, but it was feJ t that 
here was an opportunity for those many children who would 
previously have been denied Classical study and the 
desired education to benefit from another access route to 
the admired aim. 
provide that route. 
EngJ ish Literature's purpose was to 
This could be achieved in two ways. 
Firstly, because Engl i_sh Literature was more accessible, 
i_t could be used further down the i_ntellectuaJ scale than 
the Classicist had to or could go. Second] y, and more 
importantly in t-,erms of numbers of chi_1dt"en 1.nvolved, 
Engllsh Literature became seen to be the tool to soften 
a n cJ ~ rn p r' o '.J e 1" h o ~. e · r· c m h u m fJ 1 e r' s n ~~ ~ e1 l o r_., i .~: ~ r! s , 2 .:. ~·J e 1 i ::::; _s 
r-_ r) p r· o t e c ~ t h e m a 1 s c.. r r· o m m o d e r· n , u r· b a n s u r-· r· o u n d ~ n g s \·•' ~ r~ h 
f 0 l" 
rnocal explanation and suppr:,rr., ro encourage human~ sm and 
under"standing i. n •he mechanical i.ndustr·i.all y r· e l La n t 
aceas of the country, foe the cealisation was growing that 
there was a need for such aims amongst this wider 
popu.lation of children to be found being taught in t;he 
Board schools. In these schools the sy.llabus was very 
restricted, demanding basic mechanistic responses. 
The Board schools taught on.ly the most basic reading and 
writing, for that was aJJ that was required of them. At 
Standard V (about age 1 1 ) for example; a pupiJ needed 
to be able to perform the fo.l.lowing: 
"Reading: 
Writing: 
Eng.l ish: 
to read a passage from some standard 
author, or from a history of England 
writing from memory the substance of 
a short story read out twice; 
spe.l.ling, handwriting and correct 
expression to be considered. Copy 
books to be shown. 
to recite 100 Jines from some stand-
ard poet, and to exp.lain the words 
and a.l.lusions. To parse and ana.lyse 
simple sentences, and to know the 
method of forming Eng.lish nouns, 
adjectives and verbs from each othel"." 
(22) 
Ttlis was the prescri_prion in '36? It represents a.ll the 
teaching and instruction a pupil needed to rPreive in h!s 
own language and literature. It was with this situation 
- 1 5 -
that a growing number of eminent Victorians perceived a 
crisis in the cul turaJ education of society. This was 
becaDse children of all classes were being deprived of the 
humanising influences felt to be so important in the new 
environments; and the mechanistic, tech·nical skiJ.ls that 
the school board ' s s y J 1 a bus prescribed co u J_ d not , it was 
believed, h'elp to alleViate this deprivation. 
One of those eminent Victorians who expressed concern was 
a 1 so in a p o s i t i o,n an d ha d t he a b i 1 i t y t o a c t . M at t h e:w 
Arnold, poet, writer and H.M.I.(a) was a man who stress~d 
the p;u r p O'S e of E B:g 1 i s h in s.c h o ol s throughout the c 6 u n t r y . 
Such is his importance in te.rms of influ<ence upo.n the 
growth of English that it is necessary to examir:1e his 
o w t s t an d i n g s i g n 1 f i c a:n c e f u r the r . His beliefs and work 
r:1eed to oe considered in the context of the times i,n which 
he worked. 
Such was the pQlitical a'nd social upheaval, discontent and 
t he 1 8 6·0 ; s and 1 8 7 0 ' s with 
traciles union d.istur'bances, Irish outrages, riots in 
Birm.ing;ham, Ma,Bthester and o•ther major pop.ulation centres, 
that Arnol,d like others, fea,red for thH·= ft:1ture an·d for the 
children of that futUrE'? Jiving in those plac.es and times. 
Fo'r Arnold, 'his wo·rk became a crusade against these 
distruptions, and against the perceived destructive forces 
of industrialisation and the negative i.n f J u e n c e s of 
Science. He set out to do something about his beliefs: 
a c t ions that s t i 11 have an in f l u en c e to d a y . I n add i t i on , 
(a) Member of Her Majesty's Irnspectorate. 
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he also bel "ieved the School board's syllabus to be 
inadequate in countere1cting the contemporary ugly 
environment; his r'emedy was Engltsr1 Literature. Th"is 
would bring culture to the liVes of the children most at 
risk. 
It was Arnold for example, who suggest.ed that elementary 
school children sho[lld stu.dy the best models of E:nglis'h 
poetry. Wheth.er, nowever, one should be grateful for the 
fact that Arnold introd1;1ced the lea.rning of poetry by 
heart by pu.[)ils, may be open to question, particularly as 
i r:1 many c as e s t.h i s may h av e 1 e d t o j u s t t he s o r t of b ad 
teaching pra·c t ice that in t ·rod u c t i o.n of English 
Literature w·as supposed to have remov·ed. Many child:ren 
must have been put off English Literature and hence, 
according to its supporters, access to cultural 
improve;ment must have b·EH~n clo.sed too. 
was again being replaced by l i:ke. N o n.e t he 1 e s,s , A r no 1 d '' s 
belief was strong, and he w•as d&eply co1ncerned ab·out the 
competitive, mat!erialistic trE!its of Victorian society, 
and he believed th.at utilitarianism t.ended to exclud•e 
EN:g1ish Literatur.e from middle-class s<;:.twoits as well as 
f r·o m t h e B o a r d s c h o o .1 s . Pernaps it is because of th:i's 
tl:lat Arnold h:as remained a popular figure, for he believed 
that culture should not be the exclusive property of the 
few , but that i t s h o l!ll d b•e a v a i l alb 1 e to rn i d•d 1 e and w o r k in g 
classes too. He·nce th:e third drawback could be overcome, 
and help to save: 
"the future a·s one may hope from be:tng v'ulgarised, 
even if it (English Literature) c:annot save the 
present." ( 23) 
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This 'hope' took the form of such a strong belief in 
English Literature's efficacy that it was put forward as 
the soJ ution to society's iJ Js With an almost religious 
zeal Working as a member of H • M • I • , A r no l d wrote : 
"G,ood poetry does undoubtedly tend to form the 
soul and chatacter; it tends to beget a love 
of be au t y a:n d of t ru t h i n a 1J i an c e t og e t h e r ; 
it suggests however indirectly, high and noble 
principles of action, and it inspires the 
emotion so helpful in making principles operative. 
Hence its extreme im~ortance to all of us; but 
in our elementary schools its imp·orta•nce seems 
to me at present quite extraordin~ry,ff (24) 
To summarise Ar'l'lbldl' s role in th:e development o.f English 
l.iterature's purpose, he saw it as th'e to,ol to bring about 
the aim of provid~ing a liberal humanising ed:ucation for 
ali l sc·hool: chi 1 d·ren; to do which, mu C'h more time an.d 
resources wob.ld have to be p·rovide<:l to raise the place of 
Et'llg.lish. Through his role in H.M.I. At:>nold was a'ble to d!O 
this. He ensured that in 1871 English l.iterature and 
grpmmar were made 'specific subjects' taught to individUal 
p u p i 1 s· i n S t an d a r d s I V , V , a'n d V ! . BY 1&82 English was 
mad·e a compwlsory 'class' subject, W'her•e it was to remain 
i n m:o s t s t at e s c h o o 1 s f o r t h e ens u i h g one 'hundred y ear s : 
a central plank in the *common-core' cur~iculum right 
through to sixteen and schOol leaving. 
The pJac•e of English Literature was fUrther strengthe·ned 
dtiring the latter part of the Nineteenth Century by other 
concerned writers, as its rOle of shield ahd protector was 
further developecJ and ma·de more e.x,pJicit. There w•as much 
c once r n ex pressed o v e r t h.e co a r s e•n i ng e f f e c t s be in g worked 
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on the em o t ions of chi 1 d !:'en by the l an g u.a g e , and i t s 
res u 1 t s , fou-nd in what was regarded as ' bad art ' be it 
cheap fiction, advertis_ing, or later, the cinema. It was 
felt that Eng1 ish Literature caul d he.l p prevent some of 
their more pernicious influences. As one w~iter put it: 
"Pupils are left to pic~ up their mother tongue 
from the periodical wo~ks of fiction which are 
the baQe of out ~outh ~nd the dre~d of every 
cons c Um t i o t:1 s s•ch o o 1 master . " ( 2 5 ) 
O·ne might wish to comment that much of Dicke•ns' work was 
first publish€d in periodical form. How-ever, it must 
always be ~em~mb~red that th~se are the Writers of another 
time with different social attitl:ldes and beliefs. When 
criticism of their beliefs, concerns aru,d p,rescriptions is 
expressed by those who would di~approve of VictDrian 
writers' right to prescribe and judge upon the interests 
and enthusiasms o:f others; this comm,ent, that the times 
and a,ttitu,des were very diffe-reNt the•n, must be barrie in 
mind. 
In fa c t , many c i r c UJ!lS t a, nc e s were very s i m i 1 a r to t h b s e of 
t •h e 1 9 8 0 ' s • Some Of Arnold 1 s expwe.ssed co.ncer!;l$, and 
thos.e of write·rs in 'Essay~ on a Lib,eraJ Ed'ucation 1 
describe fri~bt@ningly similar situations to those of 
tod:ay. Referri.ng b•ack to the i cheap fiction' for example, 
whe-n on·e could find such titles as 'The •Maniac Father', 
' V i c e an d i t s V i c t i m s ' , 90 d i T h e C as t J e F i e n d ' , on e c a•n 
both understand the WOrries Df the CDncerned, Bbd see how 
similar that worry about the less attractive Gothic novel 
_is with concerns over the effects of 'Driller Killer' B.•nd 
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'The Chainsaw Massacre' hired from the .1oca.l video sllop. 
Then and now, the demand was often expressed for Eng] ish 
Literature to b~ used to counte~act such material and its 
supposed influence 
It was felt that good literature could negate the powerful 
i n f 1 u e n c e s o f ' p b p u J a r f i c t i on ' an d h av e an up 1 i f t i n g 
effect. T h i s a t t i t u d.e c on t i n u e d as s u g g e s t e d to a 1 m o s t 
the present day. I t i s k h o W·n f o r ex am p 1 e t h at D a r 1 i n g t on 
Bo•rough L:i::brg.ry in the so'uth of County Durham, still in 
1984 had a stahd or book~ labelled in large letters 'Good 
F i q t ion' , in amo•ngs t the shiel ves of 12 esmond Bagley a.n d 
Jeffrey Archer. 
To cou·nter such dubious works, it was thougiht that more 
time needed to be allocated to t.he study of English 
L i t e rat u r e , ~ui'd mo r e m on. e y s p e1n t on i t t o o • By i 9.~)'0 the 
S•l!l1bject ha.d gained a wide-spread acceptance as t'he panacea 
for a number .of s·ociety's ills, many o,f w:hich were feit to 
be all too luridly described and enjoyed in the po•pular:> 
fiction, E. 1-loHnes for example aambe1sts this fict:i_o·n as 
·'a vicious a•nd d1emoral ising literattJr:-e'. Ne felt 
chiiJ dreh Were taking: 
ilso readily to t.his garbage because th·ey have 
lost thei·r a,ppetite for .wholes:ome food." (26) 
He maintained it was the job of the English teacher to 
co•unteract this 'garbagei and its influe,nce. Another to 
maH<e a very simila·r point was W. Tomkinson who told the 
English teache~ that: 
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"he must set his face against printed nlbbish." 
(27) 
A 1 t h o ugh s o m.e o f t h e s e d e s c J" i p t i on s an d at t ; t u d e s , 1 i_ k e 
those of the Victorians before, could be chaJl enged for 
appearing somewhat arrogant in their force and sense of 
superiority, they carried then, as now, considerable 
we i g h t a n.d in f J u e nc:: e . Muc::h hope was resting 6·n English 
L i t era t u r e , it s t each e r s and mater i a 1 s • This h.o p e was 
restate>d by a number of writers throl.lghout the early 
decades o;f UH~ T weB t i e t h C en t u r y , C a l· d we 11 Cook w i t h h is 
'Play Way' was one of these. The hope was never more 
cie.ariy expressed than in two highly ir:Jflu.ential works 
bot.h published in 1921 W'hich further helped raise the 
pl~ce of En.glish teaching, and clarify its purpose, 
bringiNg to more modern reader~ the tho~ghts and views of 
fro rn pre v i o lll s genera t ions as well as the 
experiences of World War O.ne whicb helped refocus thought, 
opinion and attitude. 
be bri.efly consider·ed first, for the autnor of the second 
of tihese Twenties w.<)rks., George Sampson, sat on t.he 
Departmental Comini ttee appointed by the Board of Ed1t:rcation 
w~ich proctuce~ Ne~bo]tis reportj ~nd Sampson's voll!lme 
perhaps had more popl:ll ar atte1ntiot1 a1nd broa·der inf]'uence. 
T h e N e w b o l t R e p or t v e ry e a r l y on m a'k e s i t s v i e w o f t h e 
value of English clear: 
("I 
iifhe inad•equate concep.tion of the teaching 
bf ~nSlt~h in this country is not a separate 
d'efect wh·ich can he S1epar-a.tel y remedied. It 
1 S Q Q e t 0 a more fa t r e a G h i h:g f a iJ l.We '"'. t h e 
fc;i1ure to co:nceive tYle full meaning an•d 
p.o s s i b i 1 i t i e s of n a t i .on a 1 e d u c a t i on as a w hcJ.l e , 
and that faiJ.ure again is. due to a misunderstand~ 
in g of t h.e e d u c <H i on ai v aJ u e s to b e f o wn d tn t he 
oiffeTent regions of mentaJ activity, a:nd 
especiallY to an· underestimate of the importance 
of the E'ng.lis,h language and Qiterature." ·(28) 
Arguing with the same ;passionate z.eal as Arnold for 
En:gJ is•h and its eff :i oacy, N;ewbol t too s.aw Ehgl i.s h as a 
~6~~~ wer~ high in 1921~ 
"'W·e claim that •no p,e,rso:nality can hlt! <;:Qli)I:Yilete, 
c arn s e e 1 i f e s t e ad i 1 y am d s e e t t WiJ!l o 1 e , ·w i tho El t 
the unifyi.rig itlfliJ¢·t1Ge, th;iilt p:i;ir'ifyin:g of the 
eim,o·t t.o1n s w.f;l i c n ar .t. and 11 t.e;r a tH.ilrr e .al Oir:J.@ bt@ s t o:w. 
Itt foJllows the'l'il fr.o,m wh,at we h,a.ve said Elb·<DVe 
t.h1at t1h e b!u l k o,f p~e o p 1Le , 0:f w.hlc;tt ~ v $ r .c l q:s's , ~·no• e 
UiBconsciou:sly Hivi,i'l.g $t;:;trV~d e,x:tstence$, that 
oirt~ of the· 1t'i<>he?$t fields of o1ur s<piritu;al being 
i's l et·t u:r:1cu 1 t :tv a t>e d - not in;<i!;ee d b ar1re1:t, for · 
t:ne w•t3eds· 0f litera tuN~ have H~v·E).r been so 
p'ro1 ific a's in otJr (jay,,'; ( 2'9 •) 
E:ng1ish Lit~rature co!}ld aJs.o act a's a unifieT of the 
The Repor't S)aW England !?,pJ.it 
English Literatur·e coliiJd O'pera:te t.o cure such divlstv·E;nes.s 
in so.cie·ty by providing a common rich experience of 
c\::lltt.I<re and art thCit ali coulcl a'ppreciate, ,share <and .g.row 
from. The Rep:o,rt p:rescribed English h.ite·rature as a 
'bond' subject to help form a $o·cial bridge between 
classes and their:' positions of employment, and that 
e m:p l o y men t an d a 1 i be r a 1 e d l1 c at ion were we 11' 1 i nk e d , 
"tfte needs of bus~ness must b• strictly subor~­
ina~ed to thos~ of a lib~r~l educatioh. To the 
s.atisf•actioh of us, a.ll, th.e ansvte:f:'s to our 
q·tlestiori:n:a'i,re made it cleaP that. what t.h:e le;ad..., 
img fit:>ms of the country desi.reo most oT $,11 in 
t.heir employee•::; w~re just th;ose qualities whlith 
a 1 ibe,ra:l ed.U1Catio·h' r'igtltly undlerstood, should 
d'evelop in young people ••• It was refr:'esfuing to 
find' the teacfuing of lite't'at,u,re a.dvqca.t:ed a's a:n 
e•ssentia·l prel'Ja:rC~'t ion· for a 'busines,s ca..reer." 
(30) 
However, o;r:Je of the compilers of the repo·rt respor:isible 
Sam!pso,n; an·d in his seminal 'English for the English' i:le 
t.h:e employee, rather tha.f.l looking fo,r links and br·idge,s. 
Before tOn$icl~rin,g his view.s, Samp•son' s ow.n plac@ in t•his 
studY lil!l~ s t be c 1 a r if i e•d . He is Ql,lote<;l a,t so.m.e le:ngth 
beca~se of his styl~ ancl tnfluer:i~e. He writes cle~rly and 
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statements many of whic'h would be an anathema t.o s.ome 
C'tlrrent eurriculum aim:s and designs by 
Government and industrial a,.gencies of the 1!980' s. The 
very style of hiB writing is such that his work wnd ideas 
w~re easily acC~$Si~le, and ~ere widely re~di consequently 
the 'take-upi level was high, and his influence re.mains. 
To see how this wa.s dOh1e, the qt:iota..tior:J.s are more len;gthy. 
To return to S.CJ.mpson' s vie\ii's on employment ar:td tJ~e purpose 
or En.glisJl; he, like Arno.1:d l,ln•d the Newbolt R€l!port, 
believe<;! tnat ml:l:Ch of life for many oould ~e u;npleasant, 
ah·d that much agricu.l tural, factory an'd shop work was 
brutalisi.n.g and: Uinedifyin.,g. He feJ:t tha·t the aim of 
ed~catioh was to prepare people for livins, not for 
e.arning a living. Sampso1n says ih on.e famous paragraph: 
1
'1 m<i:iAHain; withol!lt a:ny reservations or perhap-
s:es, tihat it is t.he purpos:e of ea!ucatioill not to 
prepar·e children fo:r tih~ir occupations, but to 
prepare childN~i1 a.:gaitlst their oecupatio:ns ."·( 31) 
Me paints this pict~re in support: 
" He r•e aN~ g i r 1 s w'h o ~it' e daily ro:r five or t .en 
or a doz:en y·ears, doimg nothing else but pu:t tin 
l:idls on iboxe•s; ~Hld ali oVEH' the cot~,ntry th,ere 
are hLmd'r.eds of thou1san<ZI:f[!, .adoJ;,escents and adult ts 
of both sexes ...., wha$e w.age earn i hg 1 ife is. spent 
in tf;u:~k:s ju1st as brainle•ss, ju;st as ma.daening]y 
mec,hanical ••• it sou1r:tds almost morally coOtVinci:ng 
to say that 'ed~cation should be g!V~n avoca-
tional bias with ref~rence to the spe~ific 
c hia,r a c t e r o.f t h:e 1 o•e a i i h dtu s t r i e s . 1 '' ( 32 ) 
Sampson p.rotests again:;;t thiS detrH~1!1·0, h<e ar-gue,s at:lid fig!pts 
with the fervour of his fore!bears, a.n,d his work provides 
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<;J.!D interest ihg comparison with some of the more recent 
statemRnts on t·he purposes of education and Eng1ish 
teaching to be cons ide red 1 ater in this study. SamN;On 
asks: 
11 Is a.ny one p re:p are d to maintain that ttte purpose 
of education is to t&ath boys hoM to he~ coal 
a:n d g i r 1 s to p u t 1 i d s on box e s? 11 ( :n l 
Pre.sumably more modern repetitive :Lndtl!.lstria:l tasks could 
be substituted here. 
co,ncerned' with the soti.al divisivet:less of s<)ciety that 
~n!lch labou:r divisi.ons tre~ated and pe:rpetuated, and he 
b:elie~ved that edUcatio:n estab.lishments heJ:pedi to ;maintain 
the gulf: 
11 It is I tJhin!{, intdisp,utable that mo,st p'eople 
thinK of' an elementary school as something qt.!lite 
d i' f f e r en t in P'U r p o s e f rom a p·u b 1 i c s c h o o 1 • T h e 
d'ifference ma:y be thu.s: Harrow is allowed to 
make mren; Haxton 11:as to make hands. Fr·om the 
el~rl'!eintary ::;choo1 employers ,expe:ct to t'·eceive a 
stead'y su.JDply of acquiesc,ent and well-equipp,ed 
em p 1 o y e e s • 11 ( 3A ) · 
Sarn:Pso'n mral<e.s the point that elementarY scnools· have don:e 
Ute j o:b of them very well, bu:t that by 
concentrating t.he tecMlical ski111s 
deman~ed, they haVe: 
11 fa,ile.d to lay the foundations of a hiumane 
e d!\!l c at 1 on . 11 ( 3 5 ) 
the empty 
training h:e p.revi0usly describes a·nd feels to be so 
want i n:g • He states: 
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"It is our duty to educate a child; not train a 
hand. The child will becom.e a ha,nd quite soon 
enDugh: the school need not hasten the process." 
(36) 
In conse·quence, Sampson calls for tlie provision of a 
1 i be ra 1 e ducat i o,r:J once t h·e a c q u :is it i 0 h of n:e cess a r y s k ± 1 1 s 
has been acomplished. For a liberalising humanising 
educatio;h, simply to heJ'p peop.le live together; Samp·son 
pre s c r i b·e s Eng 1 i s h , in a 11 i t s modes . He says about the 
importa"tice of English: 
"Whatever tne matu•r"e of the l:tvelino.od that 
actually awaits them; (all children) must be 
a0le to sp;eak, to read', to write, beCCJ.US'e speak'"' 
t.ng, reacting and writing are the tn.ea,hs of hu:m,an 
ihtercours:e; ()f communion 'bet.weeri man and his 
fello•ws. The i~narticulat·e person is cut off 
from his kind, and is fatally li,rn:it~d to a 
commu:nion of S'ulle;n co,ntact with the equ1ally 
i h a r t ± c ul a t e . ti ( 3 7 ) 
To d:evelop t.he I communion'' S·amps.on presrcribes LiteraJture 
as the subje.ct be,st suitee to cure the ills he has 
id~ht:lfie<t, be>st B!l:~le t.a provide the vehicle to achieve 
his purp;ose o,f edwcatio•n, and b:est able to alleviate the 
dreadft!l.l situation of tYle person he has· just described 
icte·ali!:!t, as he a,dim:i,ts: 
'iif we are really sincere, this ideal must 
inspi~e ~ot merely our educational talk, but our 
educational deeds." (38) 
To raise t·he lev.e1 of the Hoxton pupils' e.d·UC<:Hional 
Aiperienc~, and tn equip th@m 'against their occu~ations' 
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Sampson says: 
"Our chief ta~:rk in school :i's twofo.ld: (a) to 
tre.at Eng1 ish as a tool, and (b) to treat 
English. as a means of access to formative life 
and beauty~'' ( 39) 
To indicate finally bow Sampson envisaged this chie:f task, 
he recounts t.l7le experience t:hat perha.ps enca.p.sulates his 
views on the purpose of Eng;L i sb and the pl a:ce of English 
As a rnem.ber of H.M.I. Sarnp.son had to show. a Visitor a:round 
a Lo1n.don $ChooJ. The visitor, having wi tness,ed a 
classroom p•e:r-forrnance of 'Twelfth Night' said 11 ![t 1 s very 
nice for the !)oys, bl.lt Shak·espeare won't help th,em ear;n 
the i r 1 i v i .n g . " A s S a:rnrp s o r:1 s ay s : 
"''Fhis is profou,Rdly true. Shakespe·a.re il? quit.e 
useless,. as useless as Beauty and Lo~e and Joy 
and Lal!.l~ghte,r, {3.11 of whicli rnan·y reput,able 
persons wou.ld like to banis!h fr·orn the schools 
Of the poor. Yet it is in be~~ty and lo~e and 
joy and lawght·e.r that w'e mlili$t find tt:H~ Wa'Y of 
speaking t.o the souJ, tihe soul that does Rot 
ap:JH'!IH' in the statistiC'.S, and is t1hert!!fore 
always left ou:t of the account~ •• 1\nd so child1reh 
think they learn il'l or·<!ler to earn, aiRd ca:nnot 
irniagir.re any otlher purp.ose in il.ear:nin.g." ( 40) 
Des:!!)ite, or be:cql)ste of, this ringing ton.e of idealism, 
Sa•lfiJpson's influence continued to IDe felt fo:t' very many 
years. H.o w e v e'r , i t was p e r h a1p s at t h i s t i me t h a t t h e 
place of E,hgiish Literature in 
e<']1ucationa.l thought EJ.ll1d planning, with it·s purpos:e most 
as a !:luma:nising force for good, as a ve.hicJ!e for ·th:e 
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transm~ssion of aims and ideals in education that: were 
grea~er than the perceived narrow demands of industry and 
economy conscious governments and local authorities. 
Despir.e this clear education rationale provided in the 
early 1920's, what is Jess cJear however, is what level of 
English Literature provision, resouJ~c ing and teaching 
actually went on. Unlike the hopes expressed, one has the 
feeling that perhaps a degree of that teaching was 
probably wooden and mechan:i_stic, taught in a way designed 
to pass Literature exams, something both Newbolt and 
Sampson were fearful of. Nonetheless the:i_r work brought 
to a generation that had recently suffered such a trauma 
as the First World War a renewed hope and direct:i_on for 
the future. 
After Sampson, in many ways English Literature's purpose 
as perceived by many educationists came to be seen to be 
of less importance than other aspects and purposes of 
English teaching. In consequence therefore, it also began 
to have a diminishing place in the syl 1 abus. Changes in 
emphasis and purpose of EngJ ish were being suggested by 
supporters and promoters of English but only slowly, even 
gently at first, for they saw the need for changes to be 
suggested and made gradually, and Literature's place had 
only just been truly established. 
Later :i_n the 1920's, a need was perceived for pupi 1 s to 
have a much greater opportunity for self-expression and 
creativity. Writers held the v:i_ew that the creative 
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nature of children should be expressed in order to achieve 
greater personal deve.lopment and individuality, 
particu.larly to guard against events taking place in 
Germany, Italy, and Russia at tr1is time. This new need 
helped reduce Literature's place .in the Eng.l ish 
curriculum. The work fe.l 1 within the remit of the 
Language side of English, which continued to slowly move 
away from the mechanical exercises, repetition and rote 
l . 
_earnlng that had characterised this area for so long. It 
moved towards work designed to exercise and develop this 
self-expression and creativity because, as Tomkinson 
states: 
and such 
,The creative instinct is as strong and abiding 
in the child as in the poet. They are both 
makers. The child strives after the expression 
of himself and does it in the same way as the 
poet- by creative work.rr (41) 
work would be exercised through 'Language' 
composition. 
It was felt by some that a child's self-expression in its 
own language and in its own personal response to 
Literature, rather than somebody else's, couJd be 
recommended as formative experiences for pupils. 
Educationists such as Stanley HalJ in America and Percy 
Nunn in England were such people. As in previous years, 
the link was made between the quality of life and English; 
not as previously however, just with English Literature, 
but with work stemming from English Language that used 
Literature as an aid to Language's purpose of helping 
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psychological development. This was a crucial sh~ft of 
relationship. As a consequence, the term 'Eng.l ish' began 
to broaden, and the place of 'Language' in tf1e English 
curriculum became ever more important at the expense of 
Literature's. 
In the 1927 l"eport 'The Education of the Ado.lescent', an 
individual's experience and expression was thought to be 
best released and realised through English, not 
necessariJ y through Eng] ish Literature. The report felt 
that Li_terature was still important, but to it had to be 
added oral work and drama, as we.ll as creative composition 
writing in order that: 
Clearly, 
"through 
process, 
uality." 
active participation in the learning 
children should achieve fuller individ-
(42) 
here was a progress, a deve.lopment on from 
Sampson who too felt al J modes to be of importance but 
Literature for him had been pre-eminent - now this was no 
l anger to be the case. And so, from the later 1920's 
onwards, Literature had to accept a diminished 
responsibility for the development of a child's character 
and a .lesser role in the production of a J iberal 
education, diminished in the sense of no longer being 
pre-eminent, but sharing the task of libera.lly educating. 
Perhaps this change was sensible, for one must quest_ion 
how successfully Literature had accomplished aim when 
prescribed by Arnold and others as the one centrally 
educative subject. 
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Nonetheless, in the face of reductionist tendencies 
sometimes found in education, the supporters of Literature 
have had to contlnue to justify its position and role, to 
explicate its purpose in changing circumstances and 
conditions; to keep it relevant to contemporary demands 
and situati_ons, and rni_ndful of pe!"Ceived shortcomings in 
society and the dangers they present to new generati_ons. 
This process of justification of the purpose and the 
promotion of the place of English Literature has conti_nued 
throughout the years between the 1920's and the late 
1980's. As previously, the justification has often been 
based upon grounds related to a relevant social. context of 
need. 
Following in the traditions of Arnold, the writers of 
'Essays on a Libera] Education', Sampson, and the Newbolt 
Report committee, carne the highly influential F.R. Leavis, 
and some consideration must be given to his thoughts and 
work on the purpose and teaching of English Literature. 
He too identified as his be] ief the view that only the 
study and criticism of English Literature could counteract 
the perceived cuJ.turaJ. debasement of England that he felt 
was occurring. He believed that modern urban society was 
in a state of cultural disintegration from the influences 
of ugly environments and mechanical work patterns, and 
that the trivial mass-media of cinema, music hall, 
tab1oid newspapers and magazines and advertising were 
conspiring to reduce taste and powers of discrimination. 
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One contemporary of Leavis, I.A. Richards, states: 
"Bad taste and crude t~esponses aee not mer·e 
f]aws in an otherwise admirable person, they 
are actually a root evil from whirh other 
defects follow. No life can be excellent in 
which the elementary responses are confused 
and di_sorganised." (43) 
By studying Literature, Lea vis maintained, such 
unfortunate results as these could be averted, and the 
destructive dangers and influences of ugly conditions of 
work and unemployment, of the influence of commerce, and 
the persuasive appea.1s of the mass-media, could be 
lessened on the cultural .life of England. It seems 
Leavis felt he had a sense of obligation to all levels of 
education and society to defend that culture against such 
infJuences, and he argued with the passion of his 
predecessors, the on1y difference being his metaphors 
were m_i] itary; theirs' had been religious. 
As to method, Leavis maintains that Art, in this case 
Literature, is not something that can be seen in 
isolation segregated from existence and 'life' it is an 
integral part that may cast light on our existences and 
lives, adding meaning and insight, understanding and 
sympathy. By studying Literature Leavis feJt students 
would be abJe to discriminate between the highly precise 
and sensitive writing of experience recreation that 
affects the reader's reactions, and the crude, 
superficia1 c=Jnd bana1 presentations that b1unL and 
deaden, and that Leavre the reader open to: 
To arrest 
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"a tert"ifying apparatus of propaganda ... emulations 
of Hitler and his accomplices ... What is to fore-
stall or check them? Without an intelligent 
educated and morally responsible public, polit-
ical programmes can do nothing to arrest the 
process of disjntegration." (44) 
process, cultural transmission 
language was the answer Leavis proposed. He believed that 
at the centre of the EngJ ish culture stood the use of 
language, and that without language linked with culture 
and tradition the whole basis of understanding in English 
society begins to crumble: 
Writing 
"Largely conveyed in Language there is our 
spit"itual, moral and emotional tradition, 
which preserves the picked experience of ages 
regarding the finer issues of life." (45) 
together, Leavis and Thompson held that the 
English language was being debased and that therefore it 
was becoming more difficult to solve problems of: 
"conduct, taste, valuation of a response to 
experience because words and language are 
losing their life, vigour and potency." (46) 
They thought language was Josing its vigour because of the 
debasing uses to which it was being put and that: 
"the decisive use of words today is 
tion with advertising, journalism, 
motor cars and the cinema." (47) 
.in associa-
best-sellers, 
To prevent this identified debasement of language use, an 
awareness of language through literature - an integration 
of the two - was proposed: 
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"It is to literature alone, wt1ere its (Language's) 
subtlest and finest use is preserved, only to 
that can we look with any hope of keeping in 
:,~uu~__iJ w1_·~il uuc· sp'cf'LLua:L sr·ad~L~ur1- vi.Ltrl Lne 
picked experiences of ages." (48) 
Leavis further developed his thinking and felt there was a 
need for· greater 1 i terary awareness in order· to 
d i f f e ~-. e n t i a t e b e t \v e e n i n v i go r· a t L n g an d d e b a s i n g l a n g u age 
use, and he believed that the process of teaching finer 
discrimination needed to begin in schools in ordet" to 
repel the assau1 ts being made on cuJ tura1 standards. 1-le 
proposed: 
"the training of sensibility might profitably 
begin at an early age ... practical criticism of 
Literature must be associated with training of 
awareness of the environment ... for to the 
pervasive counter-influence of this environment 
the literary training of sensibility in school 
is at present an inadequate reply." (49) 
Leavis lastingly inf1uenced those who came under him at 
Cambridge, some of whom, like Thompson, were later to work 
with him. Thompson himself, Frank Whitehead, and David 
Holbrook have al1 taken on Leavis' ideas and all have held 
their own positions of power and influence, through which 
in their own writings they have passed on similar, 
although modified ideas. Thompson for example: 
"In an ordinary school, all the time a literary 
education is striving to sharpen percipience and 
to provide standards, it is fighting a running 
engagement against the environment." (50) 
Th.is view of the purpose of English Literature teaching, 
with it being used as the central humanising experience of 
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the curr1.culum to provide a cr·ittcal discrimination to 
bi"ing about personal and social awareness, was held by 
L e a v i s ' r o l l o w e r· s r o r· m a n y y e a r· s . However, i:Jy the .1 a l;e 
1950's and early 1960's, further· shifts of emphasis and 
changes of purpose began t:o come to tile fore and t:o be 
taken up in English classrooms. This happened as nevi 
voices with different views and motivations began to 
achieve grea•:er influence on English teaching and its 
direction, and on the place and purpose of Literature with-
in that movement. 
In the early 1960's Leavis' views began to be discredited. 
His assumptions that the mass-media were a bad influence 
and that cult:ures other than his were less 'good' 1-vere 
questioned more forcefully, as were his purposes. 
challenging Leav.is these new thinkers and writers were 
also challenging the very foundations and raison d'etre of 
English studies proposed and supported by many of the 
influential voices of the past hundred years. 
Changes were and stil.1 are being proposed and introduced 
by these new thinkers and educationalists, and their views 
and influence on the teaching of English and its direction 
have been consideJ~able. As previously there have been 
several writers and reports that have been most 
in f J u en t i al and most of these have tended unti.l very 
recently to continue the trend away from a Literature 
base, to move its purpose to a more peripheral zone. 
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One of :::hese fol"Ces for change was the Newsom Report of 
1 9 6 3' this stc1ted that pupiJ achievement at schoo.l 
wa:::; closely j_nked with pupil inguistic ability. This 
began to shift the emphasis of' English teacr1ing to1-1ards 
the improvement of' inguistic competence in average and 
below average pupils, and away from the uses and purposes 
of Literature. The report was widely read and acted upon 
and was certainly still required reading in SchooJs of 
Education HelJ into the 1970's, where it was considered 
and analysed by training teachers. 
A further shift of emphasis occurred because it Has held 
by the 'Nevi Left' that the study of great Literature was 
inappropriate, besides being inaccessible to the majority 
of pupiJs a charge l eve] 1 ed a hundred years before at 
the Classics. It was claimed that the study of Literature 
was elitist and that it excluded working-class culture. 
The claim was also made that its study implied support for 
the pr·esent social structure Hith its inequalities, and 
helped perpetuate social divisions, thus contradicting the 
NeHbo.l t Report. Such 'NeVI Left' thinkers feJ t 
Leavis' concentration on great Literature 
that 
and 
disparagement of commercial cuJ ture and the mass-media, 
supported middle-class values, encouraged eJit.ism, 
detracted from Horking-cJass vaJues, and adversely affected 
many pupils' school performances. 
The concepts for great Literature and High art Here sJoHly 
to be taken out of the cJ ass room. This move coincided 
with the genera] change to a more child-centred teaching 
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and learning approach that was being made at that time and 
cnac was weJ estab.llslled by the mid 1960's. Literature 
was to be used differently as the new methods advanced. 
The1·e was a greater concentration on the experience pupils 
could ~hemselves bring to the classroom, hence introducing 
t"elevance and familiarity. To aid th.is approach, themes 
and projects '..:ere designed and '-'/Orks of liter~atui"e wet"e 
dismantled into short extracts to illustrate relevant 
points. 
Such developments can best be seen in schooJ textbooks of 
the time and the areas they stt"ess. 'English through 
Experience' (51), emphasises clearly the experience pupils 
can bring to the classroom, or on experiences that can be 
offered to them within it, and writing and expression will 
come from these things. 
Also in 1963 the highly influential 'Ref1ections' (')2) was 
introduced and became a great commercial success. It took 
a thematic approach of the social-studies type of 
immediate familiarity to pupils; 'Parents', 'Old Age', 
'The Neighbourhood', and 'Work' were some of its themes. 
It had no grammar or other work on technical mechanics of 
language, and little or no literature appreciation despite 
the number of passages included. The Literature extracts 
were there to iLlustrate and illuminate the pupils' own 
experiences, thoughts and emotions, to help him negotiate 
his world, as well as possibJy to provoke thoughts and 
attitudes he might not otherwise have held. 
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This use of Engli.sh to help the chi.ld 'make sense' of hi.s 
world was further advanced by a famous conference held at 
Dartmouth College in the U.S.A. in 1966. from it came 
'Gr'O\-Jth Thcough English' by J. Dixon, c3 I s n a 
co-compiler of 'Reflections' Here too, the demand is for 
a s t r o n g 1 y c h i. l d - c e n t r e d a p p l" o a c f-1 s o t h a t t ll e c h i J d c a n : 
"build his own representational world". The plan of 
action being: 
"In English, pupils meet to share their encount-
ers with life, and to do this effectively they 
move freely between dialogue and monologue -
between talk, drama and writing and literature; 
by bringing new voices into the classroom they 
add to the store of shared experience. Each 
pupil takes from the store what he can and what 
he needs. In so doing he learns to use language 
to build his own representational world to make 
this fit reality as he experiences it." (53) 
Dixon went on to claim the need for a shift from having 
Literature at the centre of English teaching. He stated 
there had been: 
Although 
"An erosion of belief in the power of Literature 
as such, in the value of exposing oneself to the 
impact of the poem or story or novel for its own 
sake." (54) 
the imp] ication here was that others had 
explicated this 'erosion' Dixon himself was one of those 
responsible for creating or articulating what may or may 
not have been there before, and Dixon's .influence on the 
downgrading of the place of Literature was considerable. 
He f e J t the important thing to emphasise was the 
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importance of the experience of the pupils and their life 
and growth - without reference to the thought of tradition 
and transmission of cu1tut"es and va.lues p r· e v i o u s l y 
considered so impot"tant. .Such views provoked a 
.l inguLstic con' rc.vsrsy frank Whitehead, a leading Light 
at Dartmouth, challenged Dixon's vie~J. He felt i_t:erature 
was being 'used'. He feared that belief in the power of 
l ir.erat:ure was being eroded. However, despite these and 
later doubts, the pt"evious centt"a1ity of Literature was 
gone, and Dixon's work must have helped in this. Some of 
the resultant consequences of Dixon's work are still 
influencing the role of English in the late 1980's and the 
purpose and pJace of Literature within that broader 
function. 
One must consider one of the ways Dixon's vie1<1S became 
assimilated. As the success of 'RefJections' became 
clear, bringing seemingly greater immediate relevance to 
changing social conditions, other publishers had to 
produce similar works. Passages were extracted from all 
sorts of novels in an effort to i.1 l ustrate themes for 
their publications. This could lead to abuse of passages 
and novels with extracts taken out of context, as Allen 
asks in a response to Dixon's 'Growth Through English': 
"how could 
Candleford' 
'Localities 
the unique quality of 
fail to be destroyed 
and Customs?' (55) 
'Lark Rise 
by its use 
to 
for 
Adams advanced one step further from themes, to projects 
designed to 1 ast one year .(56)' Landscapes' for example was 
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for the third year pup i] ' extt"acts from 0.1-1. 
Lawrence, Owen, Sassoon and Frost. 
What such textbooks encouraged \1aS r. he c r· eat:·~ on ,.. Ot a 
div~ston within the subject Engl ~sh. One branch of rhis 
d~visi.on saw itself as relevant, and contemporary 
explaining and making sense of a pupil's world; the other 
branch was 'pure' L~terature. This 'purity' took the form 
of a subject devoted to Jitet"at"Y cr·iticism, and the 
passing of exams. A f u r t h e r s u b - d i v i s i o n o c c u r r e d \·1 i t h 
'good' literature texts being studied by G.C.E. pupils, 
and more relevant, contemporary texts, supposedly more 
accessible in nature, being read by C.S.E. cand.idates. 
Contrary to the hopes and designs of previous writers and 
thinkers, such studtes became divorced from 
'real' J ife, and this the exam boards encouraged through 
the types of questions that were set, (for a closer 
examination of this, see Appendix 3 'Unlocking Mind-Forg'd 
fvianacles?' In addition, the subject often tended to 
become an option in secondary schools years 4 and 5, 
rather like Geography and Biology. It lost its place and 
its relevance and purpose. 
So by this stage the further shift of emphasis had evolved 
and become institutionalised, made up of the two 
divisions. On the one hand the use of such projects 
designed by Adams tended to indicate that the subject 
EngJ ish was becoming less specific, and its meaning was 
broadening, with subject boundaries being broken down; and 
on the other hand a specialist 'pure' Literature course 
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d~vorced from mainstream Engl i.sh existed too. These 
developments have continued progressively during the last 
f i f t e e n y e a r s a n d w i 1 J n o \.J b e t r· a c e cl t u t h e p r· e s e n r: d a v 
for they cl earJy have a major bear~.ng upon what sort of 
English Literature will be taught in schools for· the 
foreseeable future . 
. 4s 'Reflections' sho1·1ed, English was tendi.ng away from 
clearly defined boundaries, and was spreading into other 
subjects, in order to 'make sense' of them. The question 
asked by some curr~cul urn designers was, if knowledge and 
learning were a unity, then surely there was a need to 
integrate the 'subjects', so that for example, EngJ ish, 
History, Geography, Religious Education and Social 
Studies could 'unite' in 'Humanities'. Another route was 
that proposed by Abbs in 'English Within the Arts' (57). 
He stressed the personal growth of individual pupils to 
be the aim, to be achieved by the use of 'English' 
through experience. He argued that it was necessary to 
reject academic disciplines with definable limits and 
particular values, that such rigid subject boundaries 
were not needed. Saunders in 'Developments in English 
Teaching' sums this movement up with the comment: 
"It is a short step from this sort of reference 
across subject boundaries to a questioning of 
the validity of the boundaries themselves." (58) 
This, and further steps, were taken i.n the 1970's when 
there was a great inc] inat ion to widen the scope and 
breadth of 'English' It is at about this time that one 
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begins to feel it necessary to place the title, English, 
in inverted commas, so far had it moved awav from the 
m o co e r· e s t. r· [ c t e d s u b j e c t d e v e 1 o p e d o v e r r. h e p r e c e d i n g 
decades. During the 1970's courses of the 'int:egrated 
studies', ' i n t e r d i s c i p 1 i. n a r y e n q u i r y ' , an d ' a u t o n om o u s 
1 earning' sort were being estab1 ished. 
was used as just another 'input' sel erted by publisher, 
teacher or writer as being of relevance to the projecs or 
theme not for its own value, and some even as early as 
1973 were beginning to question this development for the 
damage it did to Literature. The claim was made by Allen 
for example, that to ignore Literature's distinctive 
qualities is to change it to bend the author's aim. 
Using a lLterary extract only as social evidence to 
iJJust:rate some human disadvantage might mean the 
material selected by teacher or publisher, and truncated 
to fit the theme, only conveys the teachet~•s values and 
opinions. He says: 
"The teacher becomes a block on the plurality 
of voices instead of offering real choice." (59) 
This statement is reinforced by the danger identified by 
Lindley. He believed that such teaching could produce 
wrongful distortions of meaning: 
"an application of Literature that ignores the 
intention behind, and the complexity of, the 
work in question, is an abuse." (60) 
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Despite such doubts as those expressed by All en and 
Lindley, 'official' voices were moving w.ith the general 
of thoughi: oui:J ined. By subject-
boundar~es, and by ignoring the centrally organising 
concepts of Literature rhat give it: its uniqueness, h
" J 
distorting its intent to make it fit fol~ other tasks, 
Literature had Jost lts place and the purpo.ses ascribed 
to ~t over the previous century. It might well be argued 
t h a t t h o s e w r i t e r' s o f t h e 1 9 6 0 ' s w e r e p l an n i n g f o r j u s t 
such a development, effectively-the loss of Literature 
from the 'core' curriculum in order that 'English' 
classroom time could concentrate on ot:her things with a 
new central emphasis and purpose. 
Although moving away from Literature briefJy, 
necessary to consider where this new emphasis 1 ay, for ~ t 
has considerable bearing on what role is assigned to 
Literature in both the present day, and in the future. A 
major influence on directing the path of English in 
recent times came in the mid 1970's with the influential 
BuJ 1 ock Report which was considered to be wide-ranging 
and of value. Its aims were to consider "aJJ aspects of 
teaching the use of English", and to see "how present 
practice might be improved", to discover to what extent 
monitoring arrangements "can be introduced or improved" 
and "to make recommendations". (61) 
Perhaps because of the broad approach of 'themes' and 
'projects' that spread across subject boundaries, much of 
Bullock's findings were linked with this aspect. The 
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report r·ecommended the need in schools for a language 
pol ~cy "Language across the CuJ~ricu:lum" as it 1-1as 
known. The rationale was that learning requires language 
not just to receive i nstt"uct i_on, but a1so as the 
essential means of forming and centr·al 
subject concepts. As Bullock states: 
"Each school should have an organised po.t1cy 
for language across the curriculum, establish-
ing every teacher's involvement in language 
and reading development throughout the years of 
schooling." (62) 
So, language and it:s use became the central point of 
emphasis, language as the tool for learning, and English 
specialists were exorted to concentrate upon this. In 
many Vl a y s the report form a] is e d and made ! off i c ~!_a J ' L f1 e 
work and views of the London Association for the Teaching 
of Eng.1ish team, of Rosen, Barnes and Britton. It was 
in "Language, the Learner· and the School" (6J) that the 
place of .language was greatly emphasised, part icu.l arly 
the use of talk learning, and this emphasis was 
reflected by Bullock. Thus it was that the importance of 
language for learning in a l J subjects and learning 
situations achieved a place of not only awareness in the 
minds of educationalists and practitioners, but also a 
place of some dominance; and for the reason Bul :1 ock 
gives: 
"The one feature shared by alJ educational 
institutions is that they make heavy demands 
on the language of those who Jearn, and those 
who teach ... the pupi1 should be heJ ped to 
develop increasingly technical control over 
his language so that he can put it to increas-
ing] y complex use." ( 64) 
In consequence the emphasis was to shift in order to 
concentrate on tne development ot .llngulstlC competence 
as an enabling device to help l ear'n and under~stanci 
u t f 1 e t • 1_, I 1 ~ 11 g ::; . .4 s ivJ a t' l an ci s i:. a L e s : 
"Language is vita.l t.o learning to provide 
access to the source materials and the learn-
ing experiences" ( 65) 
Fo.l.lowing the publication of Bullock and its generally 
favourable reception, many textbooks rapidly became 
available to English departments that emphasised this 
ser·vice approach \vith such tasks as ceading tcain and 
bus timetables, and understanding labels on medicine 
bott.les, within the read.ing for I ] if e I sphere. 
Exercises also became avaUable for work on specimen 
passages from, for example, Biology text: books and 
Science manua.ls, (see appendix 4), for the 'across the 
curriculum' acea. 
Despite the fairly widespread support for the new 
direction, some were casting doubts. One such was 
Abbs. He argued in 'English Within the Arts', that: 
"The intrinsic concerns of English as a dis-
cipline are literary, expressive and aesthetic." 
And that English should link closely with: 
"The undervalued disciplines of art, dance, 
drama, music and film," (66) 
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Abbs takes a different view from Marland, Abbs believes 
it to be wrong that the English teacher becomes more and 
mol"e involved with "English as a medium", as part of a 
,, ,. 
J a n g u a g e f o r l e a r n i n g p o l i c y , r a t 11 e r t 11 a n E n g .l .L s h a s a 
discipline. He fears that English wil .l become submerged 
within the med:Lum. A bbs suggests that as a result of 
such trends as those set by Bullock, the English t:eacher 
becomes a: 
"general adviser rather than an initiator into 
a specific kind of knowledge through a specific 
kind of procedure and through a specific kind 
of J anguage ... (the English teacher becomes) 
like a man carrying a bag of tools, but with 
only other people's jobs to do." (67) 
This concern is one more frequently expressed in recent 
years, and as the 1980's progress, is one being voiced by 
various individuals in the press. However, much 
classroom practice has shifted, to emphasise the use of 
1 anguage as a 1 earning tool for other subject areas, and 
this shift has placed a greater emphasis on the 
importance of classroom talk, discussion groups for 
example being central to the discovery and assimilation 
of knowledge and understanding. Many recent textbooks 
encourage and follow this approach, 'Oxford Secondary 
English' (68) being a recent popular example. 
With the example of a modern textbook before us, it is at 
this point that the survey of the development of English 
teaching, and the place and purposP nf Literature within 
it, reaches current developments. The designers and 
d e v e 1 o p e r s 0 f t rl e s e w .L l 1 n ow b e ex am i n e d t o c a s t l i g h t on 
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their value, their implications for future practice, and 
their actual influence on teachers of Eng] ish. This must 
be done against the background of past practice and 
beliefs about the pI ace and purpose of L~. teratut"e 
previously identified. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Modern Voices 
There are many current deveLopments and proposaLs tor 
innovations within English and many attempts are made to 
sway teachers Lo one or another, and importantly this can 
J ead to confusion, uncertainty and discomfort over aims 
and methods. Such attempts to persuade teachers to one 
particular emphasis or development are made by various 
agents and bodies concerned to promote their development, 
their design for change and innovation. This is perhaps 
what epitomises the current situation in schools and 
within English departments: the number of agencies for 
change, all pressuring for that change from a wide range 
of directions, and for a wide range of purposes. As a 
personal example of this, the writer, in the guise of 
Head of English Department, has received a quite 
remarkable number of bulletins, pamphlets and 
instructions during the period of the literature survey 
which follows, all of which exhort, order, advise or 
inform of one proposed, advised, instructed or hoped for 
change or another. 
What has not yet changed markedly is that with regard to 
this present situation, English, as suggested at the 
beginning of this study, does still maintain a dominance 
as a subject area alongside Mathematics, aJ.though as 
indicated, Literature's place would seem much reduced. 
In terms of lesson allocation and in numbers of pupils 
continuing with the sub~ect through to at least sixteen, 
this is the case; at C.S.E. level for example in 1986 the 
total number of candidates sitting the North Regional 
Examinations Board English Language exam was over 19,000, 
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as it was for l'1athematics. The next closest subject in 
terms of entries was Geography with just over 9,000 (see 
appendix 5). 
I shall shortly suggest that this situation may change 
dramatically over the next few years, for current] y the 
forces for change are louder and more powerful than 
seemingly at any previous time. 
case in the area of publicity. 
This is particularly the 
The use of the mass-media 
for pressure-group type tactics, and their input of 
materials into L. E. A. offices, school staff rooms, 
Headteacher offices and the like are examples of the 
strength of voice being heard, not just by Heads of 
English Departments. 
There are many of these different change 
currently operating upon the EngJ ish teacher. 
not a unique position; a J J subjects are 
agencies 
This is 
pt"esent1 y 
undergoing change, and English is but one of these. 
However, given its central position and place of 
dominance in subject hierarchy, these change agencies and 
what they are wanting to do must be examined for the 
effects they are having and will have upon the body of 
English teachers, upon what is taught, and upon where 
Literature will stand in such proposals. 
Briefly one must consider the assumption underlying aJ J 
proposals for change. They a] J assume that English 
teaching does need changing in some way, frequently this 
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assumption is implied, with no reference made to it. 
Sometimes it is made explicit but sometimes with nothing 
more than the ike of: "of cour·se we all recognise that 
standards are fa] 1 ing." 
recourse of politicians. 
Unfortunately this ls often the 
Nonetheless, no matter what the rationale or motivation, 
it is necessary to identify these agencies for change, 
and consider their views on what should be being done in 
English teaching in secondary schools, and what their 
view of Literature's role is. This study will attempt to 
place their designs and planned areas of emphasis within 
the framework of past purpose and practice of English 
teaching identified in the first part of the study; for 
that is the base upon Hhich change must build, and it is 
the current structure with its traditions, methods, and 
aims. 
The following agencies for change have been identified as 
currently operating within the sphere of English 
teaching, and having some influence upon it. Naturally 
not all are as influential as others, and some may have 
greater power in one area of the country than another. 
It is necessary to make explicit the methodology for 
selection. This study must naturally confine itself only 
to agencies for change that the writer has become aware 
of; in consequence more loca.lised, or nationally 
influentiaJ but subtler forces for change, cannot be 
included. For this reason for exampJe, the influence of 
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specif"Lc local or county subject advLsers, indivi.dual 
school Heads of Department, Headteachers, or individual 
L. E .A.'s have not been considered, for their impot"tant 
influences wll .l vary from p.l ace to place and thi_s study 
does not have the scope to include them. However, their 
"i.nfluence is great, and must not go unrecognised. In 
addition it would go against the design of the first part 
of this study to consider l ocaJ i_sed influences here as 
they have not previously been included. 
The study then, wiJ J consider those influences that come 
within the wider, national and public domain as there 
they are able to influence and change al J readers or 
receivers of that attempted influence. 
The agencies of influence attempting to change aims and 
practice, or attempting to retain and maintain current 
procedures fall within two main categories. These 
will be examined :i_n the following order: firstly, as in 
the past, there are the individual voices, the individual 
thinkers and writers; secondly, there are the official 
and semi-official groups and bodies, often backed by 
pubJ ic money, Government Ministries, or quangos of one 
sort or another. 
As far as the first category is concerned, writers 
working in the recent past from late '84-'86 will be 
considered and incJ uded, as it is the current state of 
thinking and writing being examined; work done earlier is 
aJ.ready being absorbed into book texts, and into the work 
and productions of the second category identified above. 
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As well as strict date parameters, only the writings 
found in two publications wi.l 1 be reviewed as these are 
national·! y available and contain art:i.cl es open to the 
public domain. The two journals give a good impression 
and are representative of the prevail i.ng state of 
opinion. The work of writers publishing material in 'The 
Times Educational Supplement'- the main general journ;:ll 
on Education, and 'English Education'- the main 
specialist journal, produced by The National Association 
for the Teaching of English, will be used to examine 
individual writers' perceptions of the current position 
of English teaching and prescriptions for the future of 
it' and particularly Literature's place and purpose 
within that teaching. How these views fit with the past 
framework of English teaching, and which mode] they tend 
to emphasise will also be considered. 
The individual writers publishing in T.E.S. and 'English 
in Education' will be considered first. They can be 
considered as something of a group, for a remarkable point 
concerning these individual writers is their degree of 
unanimity; and this feature of their writing needs to be 
made very clearly. 
simi1ar line. 
They al 1 appear to take a very 
The individual writers 
promoting and defending 
are 
the 
primari1y concerned 
traditional values 
with 
and 
purposes of Eng] ish teaching, and continue to see that 
teaching working within the literary model. They do at 
times argue and protest against Government sponsored 
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bodies' proposed changes of emphasis, and they do so in 
much the same style as the writers of the past, indeed 
often cal J ~ng upon them in support of their cause. They 
argue because they believe the semi-official and official 
Government view and that of some of its sponsored bodies 
appears to be that there is a need for English teaching 
to have: 
a) a far greater degree of centralised control 
in terms of aims, planning, method and 
assessment 
b) in terms of content, a far greater concen-
tration upon a mechanistic functionalistic 
English curriculum; with greatly reduced 
Literature content 
c) greater 'relevance', for it to be more 
closely tied to the demands of 'market 
forces', the economy and manufacturing 
and the requirements of prespective 
employers. 
This promotion of a more mechanistic approach and 
emphasis and how it is being encouraged will be 
considered in due course. However, the work of the 
individual contemporary writers, which includes protests 
against such developments as those outJ ined, wilJ be 
first considered. 
A l 1 T. E. S. articles directly related to, and 
concentrating upon, English, written between November 1984 
and 1986 have been included, and these wil J be examined 
first for they fa] J into a wider pub] ic domain than the 
more specialist and less easily obtainRhl P 'English in 
Education'. In essence the analysis wiLl work from the 
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general journal to the specific journal. Although each 
arr:lcJe VJliJ be treated separately, a consideration of 
threads common to each Hill aJso be made. 
As a preliminary comment, Hhat is of interest is tt1at to 
one degree or another, all articles are fearful of 
proposed changes of emphasis being considered by official 
and semi-official bodies, and they exhort teachers to 
resist such changes. They plead for the central emphasis 
of English teaching to be Literature and the enriching of 
lives and spirits. 
David Holbrook, Director of EngJ ish Studies at DoVJning 
College, Cambridge, VJriting a major 2000 VJord article in 
response to the then Secretary of State's outline for 
debate on the 5-16 curriculum, fears for English as art, 
as an aid to personal expression and experience, for 
personal development. He fears for the possible loss of 
the English Literature model Holbrook believes that the 
danger to English comes from the newJy proposed 
concentration on 'language' meaning 'language skiJls' or 
'communication skills' that may come about as a result of 
pressure from the Department of Education and Science to 
be 'business like' and to address much more time to t!1e 
new technologies. He sees this as a danger that will 
bring poverty to people's lives. 
HoJ brook quotes Sampson to support his view, and cCJll s 
for teachers to resist pressures from the D.E.S. for Jess 
imaginative work and for more 'practicaJ skiLls'. He 
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argues that the humanities in fact aid techno.logy and 
industry, for it is the arts that stimulate: "spit"it, 
or vision for the futur"e, of flex~bility and 
:imagination." He goes on to state: 11 many thousands o I' 
teachers know that the most efficient way to foster the 
dynamic of .learning in chi.ldren is to stimulate the:i.r 
imaginations." He restates his c]aim, made originalJy 
:in 1961 in 'English for Maturity' that the need is to 
continue to foster creative writing and an imaginative 
response in the pupil in order· to continue to "discover 
himself and the wor1 d", for as he quotes Samuel 
Co.leridge: "The imagination is the primary agent of 
human perception." 
Ho.lbrook argues that: "cu.lture and the poetic faculties, 
in the widest sense", come first. He believes, for 
example, reading Huckleberry Finn or Keats will excite 
chi] dren to write: "the most marvellous sentences" that 
wi.l 1 deveJ op articulateness from which technical and 
mechanical matters can be developed and dealt with; so 
there becomes no problem in coping with the 'practical' 
needs of writing and reading in the world. In 
consequence, he resists the emphasis of the "limited 
concept of practical English" being proposed by the then 
Secretary of State for Education, Sir Keith Joseph and 
the D.L.S. as being "misguided and il.l-informed". 
So, Holbrook sets his stall very firmly in the 
arts/personal development area of emphasis, as one might 
expect from a former foJlower of Leavis, and he ends with 
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the ca.l.l: "teachers should resist, because they know it 
just won't work." (69) 
Here, clearly, is a call from a powerful individual voi.ce 
for teachers to listen and for their work and practice to 
be affected by an individual writer. 
A similar point is taken up in an article by Roger 
Knight, Senior Lecturer in Education, University of 
Leicester, and Editor of 'Use of English' This too is 
concerned with personal development. Knight's main 
thrust is a criticism of the Secondary Examinations 
Counci1 English Working Party's 'Report and Draft 
Criteria for G.C.S.E.'. He criticises the report as 
recommending and promoting "external observable; 
measurable objectives" that ignore the "centrality of 
English Literature". 
Knight cites the importance of Literature by quoting from 
the NewboJt Report and from F.R. Leavis. From Leavis he 
quotes: "English Literature gives us a continuity that 
is not yet dead ... a fulJ continuity of mind, spirit and 
sensibility". Knight believes that English is changing 
its emphasis through Bullock and the S.E.C. to place too 
great an emphasis on linguistics that has nothing to do 
with "mind, spirit and sensibility", an English teaching: 
"in which Literature has a distinctly subordinate place". 
He identifies the danger as he sees it as that: "the 
heart has gone from the subject when the centrality of 
English Literature to promote the inner, the individual, 
the imaginative, the symbolic ace ignor,ed". 
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As with past writers, one can hear the similar strains of 
exhortation and fervent belief for the place of 
Li.terature st.udy to be at the rentre of English, and 
Kni..ght too ends by warni.ng English teachers that: "the 
acceptance of such terms (as those lai.d down by S.E.C.) 
cou.ld on.ly betray the true va.lues of the subject and 
travesty l..ts best contemporary practice."(70) 
Ni.cholas Shrimpton's artic.le i.s less directly concerned 
wi.th schools, and deals with the purposes of Literary 
criticism at University level. However, he closes by 
1 i..nking this to schools and considers the purpose of 
Literature as a school subject. He makes no reference to 
external agencies for change that recommend the more 
'practical' and 'mechanistic' elements of English 
teaching. He places Literature study and its purposes in 
the same area as that identified by Sampson and Arnold, 
and considers the various accusations made against 
Literature teaching. He says: "we are left teaching 
reading skills, cultural history and taste, albeit more 
self-consciously than before" and believes that the taste 
and culture of English Literature is worth transmitting. 
To establish this point he has to refute the Marxist view 
that such transmission of culture and taste reflects and 
reinforces economic inequality in society. 
Shrimpton then examines the supporters' views: he 
questions the validity of the claim for the moral power 
of a literary education as being hard to sustain; he 
considers the view that specifically EngJ ish Literature 
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is better than others is a patriotic argument, 
unfashionab.l e and questionabJ e; he a.l so questions the 
belier tr·1at literary cciti.c"csm as an academic disc~_p_1ine 
has been coherently justified. 
However, despite making the teaching of Jiter"ary 
criticism problematic and finding unsatisfactory proofs 
for i_ts continued study, Shrimpton finds: "we still seem 
to be in business" because "the tt"ansmission of taste by 
teachers of English has its importance."(71) 
So here too, i.n the Arnold, Sampson and Leavis mould is 
the continuing purpose of Engl-!.sh teaching, without 
reference to language and '.linguistic competence skills'. 
An art-!.cJe by Michael Church rev-!.ews an essay competition 
devoted to the improvement of EngJ ish teaching. Church 
entitles the article 'Keeping the Faith' and wonders 
whether EngJ ish in schools is a "service department or 
elite occupation?" and goes on to quote from various 
competitors' essays. Without exception these lean away 
from "the service department" and towards Literature. 
Mrs K. Huggett from Roseberry School, Epson, is typicaJ 
both in thought and style: 
"The finest writing creates a space around it 
into which tendrils of association and memory 
grow ... from word hoards we offer an alterna-
tive magic which owes nothing to technological 
marvels." 
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It may be that this is a biased sample- the extracts 
carefully selected -for certainly Church can be accused 
of establishing a false dichotomy with "secv.ice 
department or elite occupation", and his views are cleac 
from the article's title. Nonetheless, this article .is 
pub1ished and presumably read, and Church's attempt at 
influence made as he too stresses the centra1ity of 
Literature.( 72) 
In the major piece headed an 'English Extra', Dr. 
Philip Crumpton, General County Inspector, 
Staffordshire, warns that the place of English in the 
curriculum is being eroded. He too poses the danger of 
concentration upon "a service department". He states: 
"Many English teachers see no need to distin-
guish between the kind of work that is done 
in English lessons and the language element 
in all learning." 
He fears that 'subject English' is in a dangerously 
vulnerable position as the erosion of subject boundaries 
leave no specific purpose: "questions are being asked 
about what exactly is its role". 
Crumpton foresees a possible future when, as Bullock, 
and indeed Sampson suggested, all teachers do recognise 
and accept responsibility for language and when all 
teachers would be provided with the expertise to carry 
out such work: in which case it would be possible for 
pupils to become articulate in the varying types of 
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language w.ithout attending subject -specific lessons. 
Crumpton believes it vita] to define and stress again 
what the centra] pul"pose of 'English' is. 
He too returns to L.iterature and its value. He 
believes, and here once more he calls for the help of 
English teachers, that English teachers should again: 
"demonstrate the personal, social value of 
Literature and those language concerns that 
foster the 'whole life' of the young person 
rather than just his or her role as Learner." 
In an echo back to Sampson he adds: 
"all subjects are concerned with language 
for learning; the distinctive concern of 
English is with language for living." (73) 
With the exception of articles and comments published 
referring specifically to new National Criteria for 
English, and with exam board syllabuses - both of which 
will be considered in due course these articles 
constitute those on the subject English. It is clear 
how there is this common thread picked up by all writers 
in T.E.S. over the late 1984-86 period. It stresses the 
centrality of Literature and the dangers inherent if 
Literature loses its place to, as they see it, a 
mechanistic, instrumentalist 'communication' centred 
approach fostered and encouraged by some external 
agencies. One does wonder however, if had the same 
writers been defending the place and centrality of the 
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Classics one hundred years before, whether· they wouJ d 
not have used the same arguments and forcefulness as is 
used here. 
The other relatively accessible organ of current thought 
and debate to be examined is the more specialist journal 
'English in Education', pubLished triennua1Jy by 
N.A.T.E., the association "for all those professionally 
concerned with the learning and teaching of EngJ.ish from 
the nursery years to higher and adult education". (74) 
N.A.T.E. itself is a body with representatives on many 
committees. It makes representations to all major 
reports and initiatives sponsored by central government, 
as well as to exam boards and other institutions, Not 
infrequently the chairman of N.A.T.E. is called upon to 
comment on matters effecting English teaching which 
reach the public domain of the national newspapers. It 
is an association that has many branches which hold 
regular meetings designed to disseminate and encourage 
good practice, to inform and update English teachers, 
and to provide a forum for discussion. The association 
and its members possess a considerable body of knowledge 
and experience in English teaching that is often turned 
to for reference, guidance and advice; it was, for 
example, referred to by Bullock, and by the designers of 
the National Criteria for English. 
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The writer believes then that it is important to review 
N.A.T.E.'s official public journal to examine its 
current thought and practLce r-egat"cl tng the p1 ace and 
pur-pose of Literature teaching, for _in the light of 
T.E.S. articles all expressing concern and fear over the 
future dit'ectlon of English, a more specialist organ 
with the opportunity for longer, more profound papers 
would indicate the degree or otherwise of agreement with 
these individual writers; or with the official proposals 
and designs of the Department of Education and Science, 
the Manpower Services Commission, Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate, and the exam boards. Where N.A.T.E. 
stands is important for the Association's voice does 
have considerable influence over the work and practice 
of many teachers, and consequently over the type of 
teaching children receive. 
Five issues of the N.A.T.E. journal will be reviewed; 
those of Spring, Summer and Autumn 1985, and Spring and 
Summer 1986; because of what they say and do not say, 
the writer believes it important to examine them in some 
detail. These reviews will begin with the most recent 
edition and work chronologically backwards. As with the 
T.E.S. articles, each will be treated separately, but a 
consideration of common threads will also be made. 
These common threads will be briefly outlined first. 
There appear to be two of these. One is that 
contributors to the journal see Literature as central 
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to English, both for its intrinsic worth, and as a 
stimulus for humanitarian considerations. The second is 
that whereas the articles found in T.E.S. were uniformly 
of a campaigning sort, cal ling for defence against the 
dangers of unwarranted change, papers in 'English in 
Education' tend almost to ignore the likelihood or 
danger of externally promoted change being imposed. 
The Summet" 1986 'English in Education' contains eleven 
major articles, ten of which are concerned with methods 
of making Literature more accessible to school children. 
One article concerns 'Readers at Risk' how and why 
some children stop reading. One questions the structure 
of the traditional 'A' level Literature examination, 
another discusses transferring Shakespeare from text to 
performance in the 6th form, one on 'making sense' of 
poetry, two articles refer to 'reader-response' 
criticism of 'Heart of Darkness' and one artic_le is 
language biased, on the language of newspapers and 
advertising. 
The Spring 1986 edition, unlike the Summer one, does at 
first appear to address itself to the problem of 
direction and emphasis. It questions the D.E.S. 
publication 'Curriculum 5-1 6' ' and its call for 
concentration on knowledge skills and concepts, and 
whilst recognising their importance states: 
"it is only be experiencing something and 
imaginatively engaging with it, that we can 
come close to having understood it. In this 
spirit we open this issue with a poem. We 
are reminded that language and literature 
provide ideal opportunities for exploring 
sensitive but important areas of experience."(75) 
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Here may be signs of an integrated language and 
literature approach; however the articles which follow 
are concecned mainly with method; vl it h anecdotal 
accounts of 'good practice' described by the writer·s. 
There is an article on gender bias in Literature, one on 
homosexuality in Literature, one on developing classroom 
atmosphere conducive to providing "an intimate, sense 
for the power of ideas through Literature", one article 
on essay writing, and one on teach.ing 'King Lear' in 
junior schools. 
There is no further reference made to external agencies 
of change after the brief mention in the editorial, and 
no debate or discussion on possible changes of emphasis 
being imposed; or that: the time and chance for the sort 
of literature study in the classroom which six of the 
eight articles describe and advocate, might well be 
reduced by external imposition. 
The Autumn 1985 edition is one devoted to a series of 
ten papers on multi-cultural education, seven of which 
describe work in progress in the London area. 
The Summer 1985 journal contains eight major articles, 
four of which are closely connected with Literature 
teaching and believing in the centrality of Literature 
to English. Most are similar to those in the Spring 
1986 edition. One aJ"ticle however is devoted to an 
examination of the H.M.I. document 'English from 5-16'. 
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In 'Dover Beach Revisited: A Response to 'English from 
5-1 6 I I BarTy Smith, Head of English, Bishop Luffa 
School Chichester, questions the central direction 
proposed for English teaching by Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate, and here is found something of the concern 
expressed by T.E.S. writers. 
Smith criticises the H.M.I. call for a concentration 
upon language skills and knowledge of grammar and the 
concomitant Joss of Literature's centrality which 
inferentially most N.A.T.E. articles believe in. His 
fear is put so: 
"Linguistic studies has in recent years given 
stress to language over Literature, to the 
point where Literature has become reduced to 
nothing more than one example of written 
expression, of no more intrinsic value than 
any other form. In drafting 'English from 
5-16', H.M.I. appear to have given official 
approval to this utilitarian view of English." 
Pursuing as Smith puts it of: 
"the idea of persona] growth through creative, 
personal expression and engagement with 
Literature," (76) 
he looks, as the art.icle's title wou]d suggest, at the 
work of Matthew Arnold, and then NewboJt tore-emphasise 
the place of Literature. He poses the question that is 
important to English teachers about the direction of 
English: 
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"How should we consider English teaching? As 
about skills or as about the illumination of 
life?" 
He demands from H.M.I. 
"a reaffirmation of English as the education 
of the human spirit, and helpful guidance 
about ways we can set about this process."(77) 
The Spring 1985 edition reverts exclusively to a mix of 
seven articles that consider various aspects of English 
teaching, four of which follow the common thread and are 
Literature based, and all of which are of a similar 
style to that described for the Summer 1986 edition. 
It can be seen then that the organ of 'English in 
Education' devotes itself generally to the study of what 
it believes to be the good teaching of English in 
schools. Excluding the Autumn 1985 edition, the other 
four reviewed have twenty four articles on Literature 
teaching, and only ten on other aspects of English 
teaching. From this survey, the implied assumption must 
be drawn that the dominant and central emphasis for 
English teachers and their pupils must be in the realm 
of Literature, but only Smith's Summer 1985 paper makes 
this view explicit, challenges the work of an external 
agency of change, and defends with a traditionalist 
view, couched in traditional terms. 
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Whether explicitly stated, 0 l" implicit1y assumed, 
contributors to both T.E.S. and 'English in Education' 
appear in agreement ovei" what is centt"a.l to English and 
where present and future emphasis must J ie. They also 
seem in accord on what they see as the threat to 
Literature's centrality. To them the danger of a change 
of emphasis and direction in English teaching during the 
latter part of the 1980's and into the 1990's comes from 
the second group of agents attempting to influence the 
direction of English in the late twentieth century. As 
identified earlier, these are the official and 
semi-official groups or bodies who have been producing 
their own documents and designs for schools and teachers 
of English. 
These groups, their methods and proposals shall now be 
considered. 
As with T.E.S. and 'English in Education', the purpose 
here will be to see how these groups perceive English 
teaching and the place and purpose of Literature within 
it, both now and where they want it to go in the future, 
and what model of English teaching they would wish to 
emphasise, and how their designs fit with past practice. 
More detailed and specific changes are promoted by 
agencies such as D.E.S., M.S.C. and H.M.I. 
summary will first be provided. 
A brief 
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Generally these agencies call for a greatly reduced 
emphasis on Literature and the traditions of English 
teaching, accompanied by demands to leave 'ivory towers' 
and for 
experience 
skills'. 
reachers to provide 'relevant' work and 
often and increasingly in 'communication 
This functionalist 'communication skills' 
approach is most often called for by the increasingly 
dominant vocational training boards sponsored by M.S.C., 
an organisation working from the Department of 
Employment. These agencies are having considerable 
influence and are clearly promoting very different 
emphases to those found in traditional English teaching. 
In addition they appear to promote a reduced place for 
Literature. These change agencies will now be 
considered in greater detail and separately, although 
again common threads of emphasis will be identified. 
One of the official Government agencies is the 
Department of Education and Science. This department 
has designed and has now imposed through the Secondary 
Examination Council, compulsory subject National 
Criteria, implemented through the examination boards' 
own G .C. S. E. syllabuses; consequently the D. E. S. 
influence is direct and immediate because the influence 
on secondary teaching t-lhicll an exam syllabus at 16 has is 
very great. For the new General Certificate of 
Secondary Education (G. C. S. E.) started in September 
1986, all syllabuses must conform to the D.E.S.'s 
National Criteria, so much of what is taught in 
secondary schools both in exam years and earlier will be 
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much influenced by their requirements. These National 
Criteria will be considered to see where the emphasis is 
placed, and to what extent they demure from the emphasis 
identified by T.E.S. and 'English in Education' writers. 
The development of National Criteria was already 
underway when further developments came as a result of a 
statement made by the then Secretary of State for 
Education, Sir Keith Joseph, at the North of England 
conference in January 1984. That statement has set the 
tone for much of the following design and innovation for 
exams at 1 6 +' and therefore for the accompanying 
teaching. His statements have been reinforced more 
recently by his successor Mr Kenneth Baker at the 1987 
conference. It is useful to consider Joseph's statement 
for it has a direct bearing on designs which followed. 
It is also helpful to look at how the work on National 
Criteria was organised. 
As far as Sir Keith Joseph's statement is concerned, the 
Secretary of State said that there was a need to move 
more firmly towards criterion-referenced exams, and away 
from norm-referenced ones. He stated: 
"The existing system tells us a great deal 
about relative standards between different 
candidates. It tells us much less about 
absolute standards." 
He sent on to say: 
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"we need a reasonable assurance that pupils 
obtaining a particular grade will know certain 
things and possess certain skills or have 
achieved certain competence ... we need to move 
to>-Jards a scheme of grade criteria."(78) 
In response to this and other statements from Sir Keith 
Joseph, the G.C.E. and C.S.E. boards ,Joint Council for 
1 6 + N a t i on a 1 C r· i t e r i a w as e s t a b 1 i s h e d an d r e p o r t e d i n 
December 1984. In addition the Secondary Examination 
Council (S.E.C.) reported on their working parties' 
deliberations on grade criteria in September 1985 which 
are planned for introduction at some future date. 
Since this time, the S.E.C. has become the dominant 
body even though having been established only in May 
1983 by the Secretary of State. It speaks with the 
authority of the official and approved voice, and its 
purpose is clear. To it must al.l new exam board 
syllabuses first be submitted for approval, to ensure 
they conform to the relevant National criteria. If 
they do not then the S.E.C. refuses to sanction their 
use. Therefore S.E.C. 's view of what falls outside the 
assessment criteria, and hence will have less teaching 
time devoted to it, is interesting and important, for 
that will determine to a considerable extent, what is 
taught. Their decision on priorities is also of great 
significance. 
It was decided that there would be two separate 
certificated exams within the English area. One would 
be ror a qualification titled 'English', the other 
would be 'English Literature'. 
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The 'Eng] .ish' cert.if.icate was to repJace the o.ld 
'English Language' qual.if.ication and would be of a 
unitary des.ign intended to demonstrate competence in a 
number of elements of reading and wr.iting, because of 
the necessary ski.l.ls taught and tested it wou.ld 
continue to be of much greater basic importance than 
'Engl.ish Literature' to parents, schools, employers and 
pupils themselves. 
Of the two certificates, the 'English' G. C. S. E. 
syLlabus was the first to be designed, reflecting its 
greater relative importance. Proposals for 'English 
Literature' came 1 8 months later. Prior to the 
introduction of G.C.S.E. in 1986, in the Northern 
Examining Association (N.E.A.) area, the new English 
had been available since 1982 in the guise of the 16+ 
English Language there were very few changes made 
when the title changed to the 'English' G. C. S. E. 
English Literature however, was not available as a 
G.C.S.E. type 16+ course until one year prior to the 
change to G.C.S.E. and hence few centres took it up 
as an option, preferring to wait until the enforced 
change. 
Given the importance of English, and of the content of 
any syllabus .leading to a qualification in i t-~ v ' an area 
of concern to many teachers at the time of design was 
the degree of consultation permitted prior to the 
S.E.C.'s introduction. Within the area of this study, 
that of County Durham, that process of consultation was 
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thin. There was 1 itt] e opportunity for teachers and 
individual schools and departments to express their 
\/ i ev.J s, for even though S.E.C.'s and exam boa!"ds' 
proposals and deliberations were circulated to various 
interested parties for 'consul r;ation and comment', the 
designed timescale was such that it did not permit very 
much of Lhis. Certainly English teachers in County 
Durham had no opportunity to consult and comment, (see 
appendix 6). If this was a case repeated elsewhere 
them in fact little or no teacher consultation actually 
took place, and their views and beliefs on what the 
central emphasis for English should be were not heard. 
In view of the expressed priority and emphasis on the 
place of Literature-called for by the earlier writers 
and practising teachers contributing to T.E.S. and 
English .in Education - had full consultation been 
allowed, it is difficult to see them agreeing with the 
S.E.C. 's only reference to Literature in the document 
which proposed a unitary, integrated course in 
'English' being as follows: 
"many course activities will not be intended 
for assessment purposes and will have object-
ives such as delight in language for its own 
sake, the awakening of curiosity and the 
development of empathic understanding which 
will fall outside the purview of the public 
examination system."( 79) 
This final statement seems to be at odds with the views 
of writers described earlier who see such development 
as their area of central emphasis, approached through 
Literature, and that such work does not preclude the 
development of Language skills at the same time. 
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However, it may be that the effect of such a statement 
is that because exam pressures are so great, and school 
finances so tight, only those items to be actually 
assessed will be taught by a teacher and school that is 
pressed for time and short of resources. 
It would seem then that the G.C.S.E. proposals were 
designed to discourage Language teaching from being 
able to work towards such objectives as those listed 
above. t~1 any individual writers and teachers might 
see this as a retrogade step, believing that the 
teaching of Language co1Jl d be influenced for the worse 
by such a proposed shift of emphasis, and believing 
instead in having Literature at the centre of all 
English teaching including that of Language 
development. This problem is not reconciled by another 
of S.E.C.'s statements for although S.E.C. recognises 
some importance of Literature in the English syllabus, 
stating: 
Hence 
(the working party) "would wish to emphasise 
the need for English courses which give 
students both the desire and the ability to 
read for their own enjoyment ... (there is a 
need) to allow this aspect of reading to be 
given full weight," ... "however it would be 
impossible to define criteria for the 
measurement of this enjoyment."( SO) 
there is the likelihood that such work might 
be omitted because the consequence of this statement is 
that the emphasis for EngJ ish work would be prodded 
away from L.iterature and its use in English, towards 
the measurable, with most of the draft grade criteria 
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related to performance character'istics (see appendix 
7), to observable measurable objectives of the type 
criticised by Sampson sixty years before. 
In the criteria for English, which because of its 
greater importance '!_s J ikeJy to be a major part of any 
core curriculum, these measurable objectives are mainly 
in the writing and reading of 'different types of 
material' realm, essentially of a functional, relevent 
style. 
No one 
The material to be used is described thus: 
"texts which present an argument or intend to 
persuade, texts which intend to inform or 
explain, expressive and imaginative texts." 
( 81 ) 
of the three is given greater weight or 
significance than any other, but such a weighting of 
two thirds 'factual' to one third 'expressive and 
imaginative' is clearly at odds with the emphasis on 
Literature desired and believed important by individual 
writers, and with the traditions of English teaching 
described earlier. 
However, there is a counter argument that must also be 
recognised. Because Literature is a stipulated part of 
EngJ ish, it may be that Literature emphasis would be 
increased and more pupils exposed to it despite fewer 
pupils taking English Literature. These are areas of 
uncertainty. What is not uncertain is the degree of 
doubt felt by many teachers of English as agents and 
age n c i e s of c hang e work u p on them w i t h t he i r, at t i me s 9 
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contradictory areas of emphasis. It is difficult to 
say at this stage which will have the greatest eventual 
effect, but S.E.C.'s wil.l probably be considerable, 
especially in terms of content, method and assessment, 
for imposition of centrally designed syllabuses can be 
brought about with perhaps their emphasis at odds with 
that hoped for and promoted by others. Such 
contradictions clearly can be a cause of confusion 
amongst teachers as they attempt to redefine their work 
in the light of such requirements, particularly Hhere 
emphases may be different to those of the past. 
Difficult decisions, as to rontent and method, have to be 
made. These are made more difficult when as is 
apparent, elements of the S.E.C. designs and proposed 
innovations have been cal.led into question. 
One of the first areas to be scrutinised was that of 
the proposed grade criteria that the S.E.C. developed 
and intend to introduce at a future date. Roger Knight 
questions the use of objectives in the English 
proposals for grade criteria and their descriptions. 
Knight believes that: 
"the attempt to be concrete, particular and 
definable leads to the abstract, generalised 
and vague." 
He uses the S.E.C. 's statement referring to 'delight in 
language' and 'empathic understanding' as an example of 
the way they have cast doubt on the teaching of 
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Liter·ature by emphasising the wrong things. He poses 
the question as to whether it is possible to divorce 
deJight and empathy, for which S.E.C. states it is 
impossible to measure, from the ability still to assess 
a response to Literature in the following way: 
Knight 
"A grade C/D candidate will: demonstrate an 
understanding of the implicit development of 
the text, such as interrelationship of ideas," 
while 
"A grade A/B candidate will recognise and 
comment on the thematic development of the 
text." 
states that such distinctions are not only 
confusing and unclear, but also they: 
"deny the nature of our responses to Liter-
ature and are - for that reason - unusable." 
( 82) 
This is, he claims, a case of criteria ignoring what is 
central to the subject. The demand for measurable 
performance and for "skills and competencies" generate 
an approach to criteria that elude an understanding of 
that subject; and again contradict the work and belief 
of past and current writing and teaching. 
Similar criticism of the criteria descriptions were 
made of other aspects. With regard to oral work for 
example, teachers assessing competence need to 
differentiate between "using a deliberate gesture to 
enhance what is said" and the more difficult "using 
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non-verba] s.igna.l s ( eye-con':-act, direct.ion of gaze, 
posture, etc.,) to enhance what is said". Such fine 
distinctions may be no more easy to identify than 
taking a 'de.l.ight in J anguage' 
Despite these doubts, such a concept of Eng.l ish as 
being performance related to definable skills, and 
grade related, has had considerab.le effect on the 
design of G.C.S.E. sy.llabuses. Doubts also remain as 
to how such designs were introduced to teachers in 
Summer 1986, and on the stressed language emphasis 
which importantly did not recommend a Literature 
centred approach. 
It was S.E.C. that took the .lead in the introduction 
of the new exam system and in the estab.l ishing of 
guidelines. The view they took was important in 
cementing sttll further their thoughts on centrality 
of content. 
The S.E.C. rightly placed tts central emphasis in the 
language domain. It took note of the view, held by 
individual contemporary writers, that Literature 
should be central to the English curriculum, and 
agreed Literature to be of value but not central. 
In consequence, because Literature is often an option, 
it must be assumed that many 4th and 5th year pupils 
wil 1 sit only for 'English' and not a.lso for 
'Literature [I]. Therefore it is necessary to look at 
[1 J A point examined in the questionnaire to all 
County Durham Comprehensive schools. 
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what amount of Literature they wi11 have access to and 
be exposed to in their 'English' course. To do this 
on e m u s t f i t" s t ex am i n e the imp 1 ~ c ~ r and expJ icit baJance 
and stressed areas suggested by S. E. C. in their 
guidelines and suggestions. 
In the S.E.C.'s 'A Guide to the G.C.S.E.' which deals 
with a brief introduction to all subjects to be 
examined under the new system, ~t is made cJear that 
Literature's place and purpose is subor'dinate to that 
of 'English' In this guide 'English' is covered in 
five paragraphs, as is Maths and History/Geography. 
Only one of the five deals exclusively with a proposed 
G. C. S. E. paper in Literature. The 'English' paper 
concerns oral communication, writing "such as letters, 
reports and instructions as well as imaginative 
compositions" and reading which has: 
"to cover Literature through novels, stories, 
plays and poems, but also more everyday 
material such as instructions, newspaper 
articles and advertisements."(83) 
A move of emphasis is identifiable here. Reading of 
Literature is less 'everyday' than other more 
mechanistic forms, and the conjunction 'but' rather 
than 'and' implies a dominance of the latter reading 
materials over the former that is not made explicit. 
In such ways is a change of emphasis and centrality 
brought about. 
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The shift towards a language approach that does not 
have a Literature base is reinforced by the 'English 
G. C. S. E. A Guide for Teachers' T !1 i s w a s a v e r y 
important and influentLal training manual the 
standarrl ~~ork, used at all phases of the training fot" 
G.C.S.E. which were held in 1986. The manual explains 
the National Criteria and gives a rationale as to exam 
design. It gives methods of assessment, and examples 
of good teaching practice. It was used extensively 
for the in-service training and its practical 
activities based approach was familiar to many 
Open teachers through their contacts with the 
University. Because of its widespread use, and the 
approval given it by advisers, L.E.A. 's and Exam 
Boards, the areas of emphasis and view of what is 
central to English that it expresses may well have a 
considerable effect upon the forthcoming direction of 
English teaching as it is absorbed by those teachers 
at training sessions. 
The previous S.E.C. design had already maintained the 
separation between 'English' and 'EngJ ish Literature', 
the former needing some familiarity with Literature as 
another form of reading material. Whereas previous 
writers and current contributors to T. E .S. and 
'English in Education' wished to see the emphasised 
English area being in the Literature domain, this was 
not the case with 'English G.C.S.E. A Guide for 
Teachet"s' The ernph~sised areas can be discovered by 
using both a crude measuring system, and secondly by 
considering the rationale behind the course design. 
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The manual was designed to incJude explanations, 
examples and guidelines for both the 'English' syllabus 
and National Criteria, and the 'English Literature' 
syllabus and National Criteria; however a measure of 
space indicates the emphasised area. In the chapter on 
differentiation for example, there is firstly a general 
explanation of what constitutes 'differentiation', and 
relates both 'English' and 'EngLish Literature', but 
all examples and activities are English Language based, 
none are based in Literature. At the end of a long 
paragraph on 'Differentiation by Outcome', twenty four 
lines are givRn to 'Eng.l ish' but with no examp.l es 
using a Literature base - then two further lines state: 
Inevitably 
"In English Literature similar issues will 
obviously arise to the literary texts studied. 
Those questions are discussed further in 
Section 2.4 below." 
when considering the two separate 
certificatable areas, there is a clear weighting 
towards English and Language development. When 
discussing the National Criteria for English, 'English' 
receives fifty four lines, while 'English Literature' 
has thirty seven, and follows the 'English'. The 
placing second was significant in the manual because at 
training, all had to be covered in two days; 
effectively in County Durham at least, this meant there 
was not time to cover the latter section as 'English' 
had over-run its training time schedule. As far as 
Literature is concerned therefore, this placed greater 
importance on where it appears in the scheme of things 
for teaching within 'English. The manual states: 
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"The G.C.S.E. proposals bring them (language 
and Jiterature) together." 
In this way Literature is subsumed perhaps rightly into 
the wider , b i' o ad e r· ' Eng l ish' co u c s e and s y 1 J a bus and 
might J.ead to a more unified coherence. However, this 
statement is followed by: 
"You will need to think about how you will 
integrate your approach to language and 
literature in your teaching ... because the 
study of both literary and non-literary 
material is required in syJlabusses leading 
to the assessment in EngJ ish." ( 84) 
Consequently, rather than being at the core of English, 
Literature becomes one of many parts of 'English' to be 
considered and taught. Although one might find it 
difficult to disagree with the following area of 
emphasis, the area into which it Jeads might be 
considered to be more open to question by the earlier 
writers. The 'Guide for Teachers' states: 
"The emphasis given throughout the NationaJ 
Criteria is to the appropriate and effective 
use of language for a wide range of purposes 
- both in terms of students' abilities to 
communicate effectively on their own behalf 
and to recognise and understand the purposes 
for which language is used by others." ( 85) 
This statement of emphasis is followed by a term used 
for the first time in S.E.C. writing, although hinted 
at above, and that will be found to be used more and 
more frequently by other influential agencies. The 
definitive statement to summarise the National Criteria 
is: 
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"This view of language - as a means of effect-
ive and appropriate communication" (they use 
italics) - "is also evident in the importance 
given in the criteria to spoken as well as 
written language." ( 86) 
The term "communication" becomes used with increasing 
frequenty- as will be seen when examining T.V.E.I. and 
C.P.V.E. designs; it t~epresents a considerable move 
away from the Literature centralisation supported by 
others. 
This move of emphasis must obviously be considered and 
deliberate, but the closest the manual comes to making 
this explicit is when the new differential status is 
exemplified by a: 
There are 
"single unified course leading to an assess-
ment in English (with a possible)" - their 
brackets - "separate assessment in English 
Literature." 
other questionable elements within the 
manual; for example when the manual discusses teachers' 
course designs, The National Criteria refer to the four 
language modes of reading, writing, speaking and 
listening, and the manual suggests these are of equal 
importance: 
"courses must provide students with a range 
of experiences in each of the language 
modes." 
However, a further differential status is then built 
into the assessment procedure by: 
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"there wi11 aJso, of course, be a separate1y 
assessed component for oral communication 
itself . " ( 8 7) 
It is difficu1t to see the reason for 'of course', or 
why it .is so obvious, as if' all readers and teachers 
assume this to be a correct policy. Hence, the ora1 
communication assessment, despite its stated eq uaJ 
importance, will appear only as an endorsement on the 
final examination certificate, us.ing a different, 
shorter grade scale, and is hence seen to be of lesser 
importance. 
Such explicit contradictions cast doubt on the S.E.C. 
design, for there may also be other, less obvious 
contradictions too. 
Also challenged, and although of much greater 
fundamental importance, there is little space to 
consider the matter here, is the basis upon which 'the 
four modes' theory of .language is based. N.A.T.E. in a 
paper state: 
"Language is the sum totaJ of talking, Jist-
ening, reading and writing - no one of these 
four modes is more important than the others, 
and all should be developed equally."(88) 
This proposition vJas adopted by H.M.I. as weJJ as by 
S. E .C. in its course design. However, John Bald 
tutor, Reading and Language Centre, Colchester 
Institute, challenges this theory. Citing Vygotsky's 
'Thought and Language', he makes the point that 
Vygotsky analyses the existence of 'inner speech' 
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"a condensed, personal language which each 
of us has within our mind whether we are 
communicating or not." 
Ba.ld states: 
"al channels of communication depend upon 
it" (inner speach). 
He goes on to state: 
"It's omission from the four modes theory 
prevents it from dealing with formulation . 
. and isolates the theory from the dynamics 
of intellectual development." 
Bald ends with the challenging statement: 
"The existence of inner speech as a dis-
tinct form of language is sufficient to 
render (the four modes theory) untenable." 
( 89) 
However, how such "inner speech" could be taken into 
account is a difficulty not discussed. Although such 
a challenge to the basic premise upon which much of 
H.M.I. and S.E.C. curriculum design is founded, is a concern that 
might cast doubt on much of their work; so far the 
writer has seen no further discussion or refutation on 
this point. The design for syllabuses based on the 
National Criteria's use of the 'four modes theory' 
goes ahead but as can be seen, in several ways the 
rationale behind design can be held open to question. 
Nonetheless, the S.E.C. and Open University work and 
publication have had their enforced influence on exam 
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board syllabus design, and hence on cJasst~oom 
practice, by determining the emphasis of the English 
teaching, vlhich appears to be reduc:i_ng the place and 
purpose of Literature and pr·omoting a 1 anguage for 
'communication' approach. 
This concentration on 'Eng1 ish' , and increasingly 
'Communication' is being developed further by other 
agencies for change, Hhich make recommendations, and 
offer guidance to schools and teachers of English. 
These agencies include Her Majesty's Inspectorate, and 
the Assessment of Performance Unit (A.P.U.), and those 
linked with the Manpower Services Commission (M.S.C.) 
through the Technical, Vocational and Educational 
Initiative (T.V. E. I.) , and the Certificate of 
Pre-Vocational Education (C. P. V. E.) with their 
Business and Technician Education Council (B.T.E.C.) 
awards. 
The recommendations for English teaching made by 
H .M. I. and their discussions and proposals for 
emphasis will be considered first of these groups as 
they are the longest standing of the bodies mentioned. 
An important and influential document produced by 
H .M. I. has been a proposal for discussion paper 
'English From 5-16, Curriculum Matters 1' This is 
described as an "H .M. I. document" in an II H. M. I. 
series" and is in addition endorsed by the Secretary 
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o f S t a t e f o r· E d u c a t i o n , t h e r e f o r e t h e p a p e r· rr1 u s t b e 
seen as containing something akin to an officiaJ, 
approved statement of policy aims and objectives 
for EngJ ish. Although the document was onJy a 
discussion paper naturally it carries some weight. As 
with the S.E.C. the paper believes the primary aim of 
English teaching is to be in the area of: 
"achieving competence in the many and varied 
uses of our language," 
and that this is: 
"a vital part of the education of pupils in 
our schools."(go) 
The document restresses the four modes of language 
theory, and then suggests aims for each of these modes 
separately - having first stated that they 'constantly 
interrelate'. t·1 an y o f t h e c· e p o r t ' s a i m s a r· e l au d a b l e 
and worthy but for this study H.M.I.'s thoughts on 
the place and purpose for Literature within such a 
report is the concern. Again it would appear 
Literature is planned to have a much subordinated role 
and function, both separately and within 'English'. 
In the "area of reading" the aims stated are: 
"to read fluently and with understanding a 
range of different kinds of materia], using 
reading methods appropriate to the malerial 
and the purposes for which they are read-
ing; 
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to have confidence in their capacities as 
readers; 
to find pleasure in and be voluntary users 
of reading, for information, for interest, 
for entertainment, and for the extension 
of experience and insight that poetry and 
fiction of quality afford; 
to see that reading is necessary for their 
personal lives, for their learning through-
out the curriculum, and for the requirement 
of living and working in socj_ety."( 91) 
Again therefore, reading of Literature for the purpose 
of personal growth and development towards a liberal 
education becomes reduced to one of several equal aims 
in the same way as that proposed by S.E.C., so here 
there is a consistency of purpose. In addition, the 
dominance of objectives at specified ages which follow 
the aims tends to indicate an official consistency, 
and maintains the trend away from recent and mid-term 
past theory and practice, and reverts to those very 
specific objectives laid down in the nineteenth 
century by the Code and Schedules' Standards 8' 
and so vilified by Arnold and Sampson. 
As already shown, a number of individual writers have 
challenged elements of the H.M.I. document, concerning 
themselves particularly with these points. The point 
about personal growth and appreciation has already 
been covered. The criticism of the use of specific 
objectives needs to be further considered as an aid to 
considering the rationale behind the design aims of 
H.M.I. for a concentration on the objectives model is 
increasing. 
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A numbel~ of writers were critical of this. B. 
tvloorhouse of the English Advisers' Association, .is 
concerned v.'ith the use of specific objectives. He 
believes that: 
"the mechanistic element in objectives might 
reinforce less good practice." 
which is surely a paraphrase of Sampson and the 
Newbolt Report's views. This is a point that Prof. 
Denis Lawton reinforces: 
"If you have proper behavioural object.ives, 
designed in a way that you know whether the 
child has met them or not- in English they 
will cover the most trivial of things." 
The sense here of individual writers straining away 
from such prescriptions proposed by H .M. I. is 
continued by Prof. Andrew Wilkinson who, amongst other 
points, questions the objective for· 16 year olds who 
should be able, it is stated, to identify prepositions 
and conjunctions. He says that such an objective may: 
This 
"prevent them from doing other worthwhile 
things to improve their language and 
writing." 
belief that there is a need for wider 
understanding that it is felt the objectives will not 
achieve, and that are more difficult to assess, is 
reiterated by Michael Marland who criticises as an 
example the objective for 11 year oJds that they 
should "know the rules of spelling". He comments that 
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the objective should not be to "know the rules", but 
to know how to spel 1, but the w.ider aspect is his 
major point: 
"the rules are so limited. Othet" appr·oaches 
are necessary - talking about roots and 
derivations and pointing out other reJation-
ships."(92) 
The shift of emphasis is perhaps most clearly 
recognised by the content of recent publications from 
the A.P.U. 
In 1986, the A.P.U. in conjunction with the National 
Foundation for Educational Research ( N. F. E. R.) 
produced three booklets: 
'The Assessment of Writing, Pupils Aged 11 and 15' by 
Janet White, 
'The Framework for the Assessment of Language' by Tom 
Gorman, 
'Speaking and Listening, Assessment at age 11' by 
Margaret McLure & Mary Hargreaves.(gJ) 
These three booklets are a logicaJ deveJopment from 
previous central publications and work outlined above, 
and they indicate the likelihood of massive changes of 
emphasis. None of these bookJets addresses itself to 
Literature, and only fleetingly to 'English'. 
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A 1 l three booklets stress the mechanis!;ic 
functionality of language and its use for 
'communication' The McLure & Hargreaves publication 
stresses "the functiona.1 and communicative role of 
spoken language" and that "oeaJ communication is 
reJevant across the curricuJum" and "oral and written 
modes should be seen as reciprocal and integrated 
aspects of pupils' over aU communicative 
abilities." ( 94) 
The Gorman publication makes explicit some 
"assumptions". These include the statements: 
"different varieties of language are used in different 
circumstances," and "communication in different modes 
involves different demands." Now nobody is likely to 
disagree with these "assumptions" but again, the 
emphasis shift is what needs to be identified, and 
this is not made explicit. The term 'communication' 
becomes more frequently used, and in view of the 
subject of this study, the direction for 'English', 
the point needs to be made that the term 'English' is 
hardly used at all. In Gorman's publication of 42 
pages, the word 'English' is used three times. In 
White's work of 42 pages 'English' appears eight 
times, and in the 54 page paper by McLure and 
Hargreaves, 'English' appears only once, in this 
phrase: 
"opportunities for collaborative and explan-
atory talk are not restricted to the English 
lesson." 
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It is this loss of the word 'English' that the writer 
means when the term 'massive changes' is used. 
The proposed policy here would appear to be the 
deliberate removal and non-use of the Hord 'Eng] ish'. 
When used, it is often in a disparaging and/or 
critical fashion. In 'The Assessment of Wroiting', one 
of the eight uses is: 
"The prominence of the English department in 
defining what writing is at secondary level, 
may lead to an overvaluing of 'literary' 
genres, to the detriment of other ways of 
Hriting."( 95) 
This poHerfuJ denial of the literary tradition, but 
made without statistical support of 'overvaluing' is 
reinforced later in the same booklet by: 
"a disturbing picture emerges; one in which 
the majority of the more able Hriters 
(mainly girls) concentrate their energies on 
the writing of fiction and other 'literature' 
based prose."(96) 
This statement has two disturbing features, firstly 
the value judgement that is made but not supported 
concerning the 'disturbing' way in which better 
Hriters concentrate on what is implied as the Jesser 
task of Hriting 'literature based prose' and secondly 
there is a sexist imp1ication.[1] 
[1] El.seHhere in the booklet there appears something 
similar: 
"more boys than girls of both age groups (11 and 
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Footnote [ 1] continued 
15) show negative or reluctant attitudes towards 
writing" and "at both 1 i and 15 gil"1s as a group 
tend to do better in writing than boys, this is 
true for all Lasks used and hoJds for aJJ categ-
ories of assessment."(97) 
This is a statement of empirical fact; what is 
concerning is what A.P.U. recommends to counter 
this imbalance. It suggests that different sit-
uations, different tasks be found, and to move 
writing into the skill based sector of writing 
about hobbies, topics, and technical writing. 
An example is given - an explanation of a game 
of snooker, but this is a predominantly male game: 
however, judging by the latter statement made, 
girls would still do better, given the chance. 
The A.P.U.'s first 'general recommendation' of 
their conclusion is: 
"Pupils could be helped to improve their 
writing performance ... by producing less 
in writing in total". 
Whether this is one way of lessening the superior 
performance of girls over boys is difficult to 
judge. It is of passing interest to note that of 
those of identifiable sex on the A.P.U. Steering Group 
on Language given in Appendix Two of all booklets, 
nine are men, two are women. 
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The role of the 'English' teacher is also strongly 
questioned. Janet White states: 
"Development of a range of writing sk:Llls 
shouJd not be the sole responsibility of 
the 'English' teacher" (her inverted 
commas). 
She criticises the central role of the English teacher 
to be involved with the development of writing by 
saying "a majority of secondary schools automatically 
address requests for wr·iting to the English teacher." 
This she implicitly criticises with the phrases: 
"without specific instructions to the contrary" and 
"even requests for argumentative writing", and "once 
again English".(98) 
AU of this would appear calculated to reduce the 
English Department's role, and although there is much 
to be said in favour of other subject staff being more 
closely involved with language development, such an 
approach has dangers which must be recognised. One of 
Literature's features is its richness of language, and 
Literature can be employed to enrich both language 
teaching and resultant understanding and usage. 
However, the non-specialist might well avoid using 
Literature as a basis for language development and 
this couJd result in a reduction in quality and depth 
in pupils' language use, were White's suggestions fully 
implemented. 
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Although White's work has dangers, there are also 
possibilities. It could be argued that by reducing 
the emphasis on an English department's responsibility 
for writing, more time would become available for' a 
Lj_terature course, but ~his too might be less than 
sati_sfactory. To propose Literature as an isolated 
and separate subject within a school's cucr·_iculum 
might lead to its becoming an optional subject of 
somewhat mj_nor and esoteric appeal. Such are the 
pressures on resource allocation that it is possible 
to foresee such a Literature course diminishing in 
'take-up' and consequently few pupils being enriched 
by Literature's properties. To remove Literature's 
centrality to language teaching, as A.P.U. appears to 
desire, increases this risk. 
It is appreciated that the A.P.U. is mainly concerned 
with language, and much less with Literature, but they 
do claim to be involved with both, and complex issues 
of responsibiJ ity and control are raised here, for 
these points are concerned with changing the English 
department's role and affect its ongoing development. 
Teachers need to be clear as to what they want, and to 
fully the A. p. u. Is less integrated appreciate 
approach. The overall significance of the A.P.U.'s 
belief in a reduced Literature input 
heightened 'communication' and 'language 
approach needs to be recognised. 
and 
for 
to a 
use' 
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Th.is approach .is fully illustrated in Gorman's 
pub1.ication, and in the questionable assumption he 
makes about the nature of literat"Y language. The only 
time he writes about 'works of Literature' is .in a 
thirteen line paragraph. He states: 
"the abilities required to interpret 
language used for l.iterary or aesthetic 
purposes do not differ ... from those needed 
to interpret language used for other pur-
poses ... it is not assumed that '1 i terary 
language' differs in any radical way from 
language used for other purposes. All 
literate pupils are assumed to be capable 
of understanding and appreciating some 
aspects of works of literature."(gg) 
Having made his assumption, Gorman gives no further 
consideration to Literature, and the word 'English' is 
used but twice more. This view and concept of what 
was 'English' is clearly a very different one from 
that of the traditional model developed and described 
ear.l.ier. 
Such is the wording, the titles, the language used by 
A.P.U. in these publications that one begins to doubt 
the assumption first made by this writer's 
headteacher, and then by the writer himself when these 
publications were forwarded to the writer in his role 
as Head of English. One assumes at first that they 
are for Engl.ish teachers, but such are the examples 
given and the lack of reference to English and its 
traditional aims and designs that doubts arise. If 
the A. P. U. work is for English teachers and 
departments, then the A.P.U. envision and expect those 
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teachers and departments to have very different aims 
and beliefs from those of the past. If they are not 
for English departments the question arises as to whom 
they are addressed; and at where that leaves English 
departments. 
One must assume that the A.P.U. work originated in the 
English domain~ for Gorman's work says it started from 
the Bullock Report which was certainly about English. 
In addition many of the A.P.U. Steering Group are with 
English departments of one sort or another. However 
their work is moving so far away from English that one 
ends by doubting original assumptions, even whether 
the A.P.U. work falls within the scope of this study. 
Moving on from the A.P.U. some of the most recent 
initiatives being introduced are those emanating from 
the Department of Employment through the Manpower 
Services Commission, working through T.V.E.I. and 
C.P.V.E. and in many ways their initiatives follow the 
A.P.U.'s line. 
The C.P.V.E. is promoted by M.S.C. through various 
agencies and courses. It, too, emphasises the aim of 
gaining mechanistic skills. Its information and 
explanation booklets omit use of the term 'English', 
and have little or nothing to say on personal growth 
and development or aesthetic appreciation; the 
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C.P.V.E. calJs for attention to basic communication 
skills, with little regard for Literatures role in 
such plans, although design explanations are obscure. 
According to a pamphlet pubJ ished by the Joint Board 
foe Pr·e-VocationaJ Education, the C.P.V.E. is: 
"available to aJl 16 year oJds with a 
positive wish to achieve their full poten-
t i aJ . " 
It is part of a scheme whose aim is to: 
"equip students for aduJt and working life 
... they are given help to deveJop the 
attitudes, knowledge, personal and social 
maturity which they need and employers 
want." (100) 
In another pubJication from Central Office 
Information the following appears: 
"It is hoped that ultimately the great 
majority of young people will be able to 
benefit from C.P.V.E. experience." {101) 
of 
Clearly therefore, C. P. V. E. has been given a very 
broad remit and there are major hopes and plans for 
expansion. The programme is currently (Late 1987), 
receiving increased central government resour·ces, and 
although at present still restricted to 16+, it may 
not be very long before entry age t"equirements are 
lowered; particularly if C.P.V.E. were to be united 
with T.V.E.I. 
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The scheme is very much concerned to ink students 
with work and training, the qualification itself is to 
be issued by B .. ~ T.E.C. One stated aim is: 
"It is foi" those who wish to find out more 
about their empJoyment potential and pre-
pare themselves for the aduJ t world." ( 102) 
It could perhaps be argued that tvJ.S.C. and the 
C. P. V. E. initiatives are solely concerned with 
communications and vocational objectives and that 
therefore Literature falls outside their remit, but 
M.S.C. through the C.P.V.E. attempts, it claims, to 
cover all areas, including personal development; they 
state for example that students on their course 
"prepare themselves for the adult world" (103) and they 
are concerned to "equip students for adult life"(104). 
Vague though M.S.C.'s statements are on this issue, 
they do presumably involve some forms of development 
of wider aesthetic appreciation, of personal 
imaginative growth, of a richer intellectual life, and 
of a deeper human understanding of the sorts 
previously proposed. This is a fair assumption to 
make because the C. P. V. E. is made up of ten 'core 
competencies', 'core areas' as they are known. One of 
these is 'creative deveJ opment', and another is 
'communication' both of which have been identified in 
this study as areas of emphasis given to the teaching 
of English. These new course proposals clearly 
indicate a future direction for that teaching. 
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In 'Steps Forwar-d to Work', 'Cr-eative Development' is 
descr-ibed as being for: 
"young people both to become awar-e of their 
own cr-eativity and to develop their power-s 
of cr-itical judgement by exper-iencing, 
or-iginating and participating in a range of 
cr-eative and expressive activities." 
Here may be some indication of the possible use of 
Literature as foreseen, proposed and implemented for 
'traditional' purposes, a return to the beliefs 
described earlier. However, page 7 gives an example 
of a student profile of achievement in the 'core 
competencies', and under the heading 'Creative 
Development' is the statement: 
"can appreciate the need for good product 
design". 
This is an example of achievement of the aim 'Creative 
Development', and clearly has little to do with 
English or Literature, other than perhaps appreciating 
a paperback book cover. 
Under the 'Core Competence', 'communication', the 
explanation given states: 
"to develop a range of communication skills 
that will facilitate understanding between 
individuals and groups living within a 
modern and multi-cultural society." 
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Aga.in, the possibility 1.s here for some English work 
and input to achieve such an aim. But here too the 
opportunity is missed, and a very reductionist, thin, 
almost poverty stricken profile example is given: 
"can read and understand a variety of 
written materials."(105) 
One would imagine writers of the past, establishers of 
the Literary tradition, viewing these statements with 
some disquiet, for there wou1d appear to be a danger 
of working towards a very restricted form of 
'Communication' and 'Creative Development' that will 
not broaden thought, develop imagination, or enrich 
the student's life and intellectual growth, let alone 
foster an appreciation of human interaction. It must 
also be remembered that the aim is that "ultimately 
the great majority of young people will be able to 
benefit from C.P.V.E. experience." 
This future trend is further reinforced when studying 
the course books produced by the Joint Board for 
Pre-Vocational Education, the City and Guilds of 
London Institute, and B. & T. E .C. The aims for 
'Creative Development' and 'Communication' are given 
in full in appendix 8. Here it can be said that 
statements are vague, indeed incomprehensible at 
times, and yet they form the stipulated design. An 
exampJ.e of this is: 
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"Aim 3, Reading: To read and understand 
written texts ... relevant to a particular 
purpose by reading and understanding written 
information presented in a variety of 
styles."(106) 
Once more there is no use at any time of the term 
'English' or 'Literature'. The closest the course 
book for teachers comes to this is in the 'Creative 
Development' section under Aim 2.4: 
"To apply own creative and expressive skills 
to the practical world by expressing own 
feelings through chosen expressive medium -
writing, drama, dance, art."(107) 
It is difficult to know what is meant by "the 
practical world" or "chosen" medium, or what is 
indicated by "writing", but no further clarification 
is given. This epitomises the work of the central 
agencies for change, and although as yet there has 
been very little written about their work, designs, 
aims and methods, it is possible to summarise their 
main features with regard to the place and future of 
English. 
Firstly, there is the complete loss of Literature, and 
the point must be stressed these agencies do claim 
to foster "creative development" and to "facilitate 
understanding", and Literature is placed to be able to 
do this. Secondly, the removal of the term 'English', 
with a shift to the exclusive concentration on 
'Communication Skills' by the use of short term 
objectives. 
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It is possible to raise certain objections or to have 
concern over some of the ways these two th.ings have 
been done. Unlike previous proposals for development 
and change for English; with D.E.S. and tvl.S.C. designs 
there is total anonimity; one does not know who wrote 
the C.P.V.E. aims and measures of achievement for 
example. It is therefore diff.icult to communicate 
with such bodies in order to request clarification or 
explanation. This leads to a second concern: there 
has been little or no discussion or debate leading up 
to these changes of a quite radical nature; they have 
been and are being imposed with seemingly almost the 
attitude of dictating change. There has been no 
acknowledgement, that these new designs deviate from 
past practice, aims and purposes, and this silence is 
a concern. It has to be so for there is little in the 
way of curriculum design rationale, beyond a few 
somewhat vague and woolly statements, which can be 
contradictory in nature and based on challenged 
theory. One must also be concerned with the semantic 
manipulation, the loss of 'English' and particularly 
Literature without explanation or reason given, even 
though Literature could provide the means and achieve 
the stated desired aims. It can be difficult not to 
become suspicious when things are done in such a 
covert fashion. 
seemingly 
change. 
proposed 
Nonetheless 
by some 
this is the route 
central agencies for 
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However, to what extent such inovations will be 
implemented within schools, and particularly with 
p u p i 1 s 0 f 1 lj 16, is presently stil 1 difficult to 
measure, and is an area in need of furthel" monitoring 
[ 1 J • 
Whecher these new directions which concentrate upon a 
more mechanistic, functionalist and practical approach 
vJill supplant the more historical liberal tradition 
with its centrally educative literary model proposed 
by Arnold, Sampson and the like; and what position the 
liberal language tradition worked for by such as Dixon 
will hold in secondary schools of the future are 
points to be investigated. 
[1] This is a point raised in the follow-up survey to 
selected schools. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Investigation 
The main concern of this study is nmv to attempt to 
discover the place and purpose Literature may have 
ass.igned to it in the coming years .in schools in 
County Durham, given the increasing pressures on 
resources and emphasis changes that are being called 
for. 
The scope of this research into both current as well 
as future practice in schools can only be limited and 
of small scale. The scope is limited by constraints 
of time, money and access to schools. Therefore the 
gathering of information had to be designed to work 
within these constraints. In addition was the 
constraint of time imposed upon the respondents. 
Heads of English departments were first asked to 
respond in the Autumn term of 1986, shortly after the 
introduction of the G.C.S.E., and it must be 
appreciated that they were alr"eady 
very heavy workload. 
working under a 
Having had six years experience of teaching 16+ 
English Language, using the course work option, the 
writer has been aware of the amount of time and 
requ.ired to run such a scheme. In organisation 
consequence, prior to embark.ing on the survey of 
schools' English work, the writer was somewhat 
pessimistic about the amount of t.ime and work that 
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English teachers would be able to devote in future to 
Literature; the writer feared for its position in the 
English curriculum, particularly when one adds this 
immediate practical constraint to that of the other 
pressur"es for change and lessening fot" Litet"atut"e's 
syllabus allotment outlined previously. 
In consequence it was with some trepidation, but with 
considerable interest, that the writer began 
survey. The pessimism was felt because of 
writer's hypothesis. The hypothesis was that: 
the 
the 
Firstly the writer expected specific 'pure' Literature 
study to decline considerably in terms of numbers of 
pupils taking the subject, and for it to become 
something more of an esoteric, possibly elitist 
optional subject area within the arts. Secondly the 
writer expected that the use of Literature within 
English Language teaching would also decline as a 
result of the G.C.S.E. English syllabus. 
The reasons for these expected outcomes were twofold. 
Firstly because of the external pressures of 
curriculum design and proposals affecting the purpose 
and place of Literature initiated by the agencies for 
change already identified, and secondly because of 
constraints imposed by time on teaching staff. This 
latter point does need a brief further explanation. 
The writer has taught English Language 16+ 
G.C.E./C.S.E. for seven years, using a syllabus 
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involving 60% coursework. T h e N • E • A • G • C • S • E . ltJ h i c h 
has followed from the 16+ syllabus is very similar 
indeed to it. The introduction of the 16+ seven years 
ago to the writer's English department demanded a 
t~ e s t r u c t u t~ e d and t~ e des i g ned Eng l ish s y 1 1 a bus, not j us t 
in the fourth and fifth years, but also in years 1, 2 
and 3 . The innovation cesulted in unavoidable 
i n c c e as e d d em an d s o n t e a c h e t~ s• t i m e a n d c om m i t m e n t , 
with changes in strategies and methods and use of 
materials. It demanded more frequent meetings of 
staff, with time consuming consultation and discussion 
extended further to exam board representatives, as 
well as to pupils. Such demands were being made 
within the framework of a 95% contact timetable, for 
all but the Head of Department. Essentially, demands 
on time, cash, materials and most importantly, 
goodwill were greatly increased. 
The G.C.S.E. Literature syllabus presented by N.E.A. 
necessitates increased demands of similar proportions 
and types. As a projected outcome therefore, the 
writer expected to find from the survey that either 
there would be planning for increased timetable time 
for the global English provision, or alternatively, 
and more likely in the writer's view, that Literature 
would be increasingly offered only as an optional 
subject in the 4th and 5th years. In addition it was 
thought that the use of Literature in the G.C.S.E. 
English course would not be as great as might be hoped 
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because of the perceived inct"easing emphasis on 
technical, mechanical skills more frequently deriving 
its applied work from factual non-literary material. 
In view of the 'backwash' effect external exam 
syllabuses exert on work done earlier in the school it 
was thought that 1st, 2nd and 3rd year pupils too 
would work within similar areas of emphasis. It was 
against this background that the survey was conducted. 
It was thought possible to carry out an initial survey 
that would encompass all comprehensive schools in 
County Durham, recognising that more profound 
folloH-up enquiries Hould be carried out in three 
schools. The initial survey Has conducted for the 
folloHing purposes: 
1. to discover: current English Language 
and Literature provision, the number of 
5th formers (1986-87) studying Litera-
ture for external exam. 
2. Hhether there is any immediate change 
of ratios, reductions or increases in 
pupils studying for external exams in 
Literature because of the introduction 
of G.C.S.E., in current 4th formers. 
3. Hhether any further change in numbers 
and ratios is forseeable in the amount 
of Literature studied by pupils noH in 
1st year of comprehensive schooling. 
4. some indication of current and future 
method and practice in Literature 
teaching, Hhether Literature is separ-
ated from, or integrated Hith Language 
and Hhether Literature is compulsory 
or optional for 4th and 5th formers. 
The initial survey Has conducted in the form of a 
questionnaire (see appendix 9) sent to all 
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schools in County Durham. The comprehensive 
questi.onnaire was made up of three parts. The first 
dealt with current 5th form English provisi.on for both 
Language and Literature, and requested informati.on on 
studying for external exams, and whether 
Literature was opti.onaJ or compulsory. Very si.milar 
questi.ons were then asked in the second part which 
focused on current 4th years. This year on year 
comparison was thought to be of particular interest to 
this investigation because this cohort is the first to 
be examined by the G.C.S.E. and not by separate G.C.E. 
and C.S.E. The third part of the questionnaire was 
not in the form of the specific, closed questions of 
the two previous parts which requested factual and 
numerical information. The third part attempted to 
elicit longer term expectations regarding numbers of 
pupils studying for Literature in four years time 
( 1 9 9 0) ' upon what the respondents based such 
expectations, and what changes in method and content 
they foresaw for that time. 
The questionnaire was addressed to Heads of English 
Departments, with a covering letter of explanation and 
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope for the 
completed questionnai.re. The package of material was 
dispatched several days pri.or to the Autumn half-term 
in order to arrive before the week holiday. Of the 
forty four schools to which the material was sent, 
twentyfour responded. 
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These t"esponses from the twenty four schooJs were 
analysed, and the foJlowing findings were the result 
of the statisticaJ and factual enquiry. In view of 
the writer's hypothesis, some of the findings came as 
something of a surprise. It must, however, be 
recognised that the detaiJed factual and numerical 
returns from schooJs relate onJy to two years groups 
and not to any longer term; in consequence extended 
trends have not been measured. It wiJl of course be 
a number of years before this can be done. Generally 
it would seem Literature is receiving considerable, 
and continuing, emphasis within the broader English 
domain. 
Of the twenty four responding schools, slight changes 
were to be found from the 5th form of 1986-87, the 
last pupils sitting the old G.C.E. and C.S.E. and 4th 
form of 1986-87, the first pupils sitting the ne\v 
G. C. S. E. 
In the 5th form, 14 schools had Literature as a compulsory 
subject - 58% 
In the 4th form, 14 schools had Literature as a compulsory 
subject - 62% 
Unfortunately the school which changed 
unidentifiable. 
In the 5th form, 1 9 schools operated an integrated Language 
Literature policy 
- 79% 
In the 4th form, '01 schools operated an integrated Language 
"-' 
Literature policy - 87% [ 1 J 
was 
& 
0 
oc 
[1] A matter explained more fully in the follow-up 
interviews. 
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Both schooJs to change stated the put"pose was to 
bring themselves more in line with the ethos of the 
new G.C . .S.E. course, and that they Here happy for 
th.is to OCCUI". They both also stated that Literature 
wou.ld continue to be avai1able as a separate 
externally available exam. 
Of surprise to the writer Has the number of expected 
candidates for these exams. As 1-1as expected, the 
results of falling school roles caused by national 
demographic trends meant a fall in total numbers of 
year group pupils, from 4822 in the 5th form to 4467 
in the 4th form. 
There was what would ordinarily be described as a 
consequent reduction in the projected numbers of 
candidates sitting for: 
English Language (G.C.E./C . .S.E.) 
English (G.C.S.E.) 
from 4298 in the 5th form, 
which is 89% of the cohort 
to 4046 in the 5th form, 
which is 90% of the cohort 
Here there is a reduction of 355 total year group 
pupils between the years, but only a reduction of 252 
between the two year group English entry numbers. 
The discrepancy is small hoHever, and could be 
accounted for by the accuracy of 4th year numbers of 
entrants being less than those for 5th years. 
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Given this slight English Language/English reduction, 
the Literature figures become more interesting. The 
projected number of candidates for: 
Literature in the 5th form G.C.E./C.S.E. is 2780 which is 57% 
of the cohort 
Literature in the 4th form G.C.S.E. is 3032 which is 68% 
of the cohort 
This is an increase of 252 despite a global year 
group reduction of 355, and is a notable 11% rise. 
It would appear therefore that in the twenty four 
responding schools at least, and these represent the 
majority of secondary schools in County Durham, the 
number of pupils studying Literature is increased by 
a notable 11% rather than the expected reverse trend. 
Interestingly such a situation is expected to 
continue, or indeed to rise still further. 
to the question: "Do you expect a: 
In answer 
considerably higher, 
slightly higher, 
similar, 
slightly lower, 
considerably lower, 
proportion of pupils to be entered for an 
externally recognised English Literature 
qualification by 1990?" 
The findings were: 
7 thought numbers h'OUld be 'slightly higher' - 29% 
1 4 thought numbers would be 'similar' - 58% 
2 thought numbers would be 'slightly lower' 8% 
thought numbers would be 'consid. lower' 4% 
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It must of course be recognised that such projections 
are necessarily Jess precise than for fourth and 
fifth years, and may v1ell need alteration •~n the 
light of experience as 1990 approaches. Nonetheless 
this is the expectation believed most likely by 
respondents, and will be presumably worked towards 
when p.l anning resource allocation; Hhich in itself 
goes to aid the fulfillment of prophecy. 
Such rising expectations and beliefs concerning the 
place of Literature Here carried over into the third 
part of the questionnaire. The writer believed that 
this part was of as much importance and perhaps of 
greater value in terms of obtaining an impression of 
teachers' perceptions and hopes and beliefs. This 
third part was designed to elicit written information 
concerning some explanation and expectation for the 
future place of Literature within the overall scheme 
of English, with some thoughts on emphasis and 
method. 
The two questions were open-ended and it was hoped 
that those Heads of Department with more time could 
here make a greater contribution. They would also 
help serve as an indicator of schools which might be 
more able or willing to offer further assistance and 
contribution to the proposed follow-up interviews. 
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Of the cwenty four respondents to the questionnaire, 
seventeen made some further comment or gave a 
further explanation of reasons for change of numbers 
or course content or method, and/or expectations for 
implications for future teaching of Literature. 
In terms of content, eight made the point that with 
the G. C. S. E. English Literature, departmental 
freedom appeared to have been widened because the 
range of texts that could be studied, and that were 
permissable, was considerably greater. In 
consequence, department members' particular 
interests and strengths could be better reflected, 
and pupils' interests and enthusiasms could also be 
encompassed within the framework of the exam. Such 
responsiveness, it was be] ieved, might wel.l lead to 
a greater number of pupils opting for Literature in 
schools where the subject was not compulsory. Such 
possible developments were welcomed by respondents. 
With regard to method, nine respondents were hopeful 
that the G.C.S.E. would encourage a more creative 
response to the Literature. One school made the 
point that: 
"the 'learning/memory' element is no longer 
necessary. Less traditional more imagina-
tive approaches and responses to texts are 
now possible." 
Another· 
stated: 
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school from the other end of the county 
"The new scheme ~s _inv~t~ng creat:i_ve res-
ponse to Literature rather than expecting the 
formal traditional exam response to the text, 
(more open-ended assignments etc.,); Jess 
'drilling' 1~equi11 ed." 
Such comments as these, and othet"s like them, 
seemingly t'eflect the wor·k of Dixon and Stratts in 
'English in Education' Summer 1985 edition. (108) A 
further ten respondents expressed the expectation and 
hope that the new course would develop further a more 
child-centred approach to the work, and that such 
would be beneficial. Many of these comments followed 
on from statements concerned with personal and 
creative responses to texts. 
One such respondent made this very point: 
"The material will be more child-orientated 
and their response more personal. Individuals 
will be able to use their own choice of mat-
erials; a more lively response should be 
possible with discussion by the children 
playing a major role." 
Another made the contrast of method explicit: 
"A more personal response compared with 
former fact-learning techniques," 
One Head of Department summarised a number of these 
issues by numbering out the changes foreseen: 
"1. Mot"e individual preparation needed. 
2. Greater emphasis on personal opinion 
and evaluation of work. 
3. Greater choice in selection of texts 
by pup~ls. 
4. By fifth year, teacher's role will be 
concerned more with guidance than the 
teaching of facts and techniques." 
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Eight respondents wer-e of the belief that the 
G. C. S. E. wou1 d encourage, and r-esult in, the use of a 
mor-e integrated Language and Literature approach, as 
.is suggested by the G.C.S.E. Eng1ish syllabus. For 
some this appear··ed as nothing new: ''We have been 
' waiting fot" the powers that be to institutionalise 
our methods for some time", and from another school: 
"this kind of teaching has been done here since 
1 982." from a third came: "Language teaching is 
Literature based." 
Two respondents stated that the integrated approach 
would mean Literature being taken out of the option 
block system altogether. One school explained it 
thus: "The timetab1 e is unlikely to change, this 
means the Eng1 ish/Maths core will remain the same 
here. As the English work is integrated throughout 
the school, Literature is unlikely to become an 
option." This explanation came from a school in the 
centre of the County. One from the north saw the 
integration as an opportunity for expansion: 
Part of 
"We feel that at the moment separating 
English Language and English Literature is 
going against the National Criteria. We 
are therefore hoping to take Literature out 
of the options and increase time in the 
core: approx. 4 hours. Therefore more 
children will be completing Literature 
work, thus increasing our number of 
entrants." 
t h .is explanation and expectation sounds 
rather like a submission to an headmaster, and is 
certainly indicative of much County English thinking. 
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There were however, a significant number of Heads of 
Department who took a less sanguine view. Generally 
this was because of the constraints imposed by time 
and other resources. 
Some Heads of Department perceived this time 
constl"aint opei"ating because of tr·Je increased and 
heavy workload, and that this would affect 
particularly mid and lower ability pupils. 
Several respondents saw the 'English' course as 
something of a safety net into which less motivated 
pupils could fall, and still receive some Literature 
provision. One commented: 
"We are finding the G.C.S.E. more difficult 
than the old SylJ.abus B, for less able 
children because the lengthened assignments 
system is more burdensome. Many will only 
do English." 
Another school made a similar comment about the 
volume of work acting to restrict access: 
"The volume of work required in oral, 
Language and Literature in G.C.S.E. means 
that the burden of work for anything less 
than the top 60 pupils will be too great. 
We are concerned that the extra work in 
Literature may be too much even for them." 
This thought was echoed by another respondent who 
felt that the sheer quantities of work involved would 
mean that: "it will be difficult to allow the pupils 
to get the most out of their reading." 
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Because of the demands being imposed, some 
departments were already planning for a very 
different future from that env:i_saged by 
described earlier. One Head of Department explained 
her expectation thus: 
"Setting has been devised so that pupils 
who fall behind or lose enthusiasm may 
switch to an 'English only' set." 
Another respondent, from the extreme south of the 
County, made these remarks which rather summarise the 
thoughts of this group of respondents: 
"Pupils must present some Literature work 
for the 'English' exam, therefore lower 
ability groups will not be entered for both, 
only for English because: 
1. more time must be given to oral work 
and assessment, 
2. below average pupils have difficulty 
in coping with two separate exam 
requirements, 
3. demands upon English teachers re. 
setting and marking of work, meetings, 
agreement trials etc. (particularly 
when following a syllabus B!) and no 
extra time allowed." 
Here then, one can sense a very different feeling 
about future English provision, one somewhat less 
optimistic. It is held by this latter group that the 
'English' course will provide the Literature contact 
for lower-ability or under-achieving pupils. Only 
brighter or harder working pupils will continue with 
a course providing more profound Literature contact. 
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Nonetheless, because the English syllabus design 
requires it, all pupils will have some Literature 
content which may be deemed sufficient, but ~t~hich, 
one senses, will not be rich and to which only 
lip-service may be paid. 
As to which appr·oach is taken, this would deem to be 
influenced by and dependent upon the individual 
teacher and department's perception of what is 
achievable within their own situation. It would 
appear that those perceptions vary as schools and 
individuals vary, and the responses to those 
perceptions clearly vary too. This may illustrate a 
forthcoming difficulty in the creation of greater 
uniformity, caused by differences in interpretation 
and response. For example, all English departments 
do now have the opportunity to broaden and deepen 
Literature contact and experience within an 
integrated course of some richness and value, but one 
senses a few departments to be taking a more 
restricted approach despite their professed 
strength of feeling about the place of Literature. 
It may be that the greater degree of uniformity and 
standardisation of curriculum and syllabus hoped for 
at national .level is not, at least yet, being 
achieved at county level. This may be due to 
continuing feelings of uncertainty and doubt 
expressed by many departments. 
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As has been seen however, judging by the initial 
survey, the views and responses held by the less 
optimistic group of respondents are not shared by the 
majority. They may have similar feelings of doubt, 
but this major·ity appear- to see future Eng1ish 
provision more hopefully. They believe there is an 
opportunity to broaden and deepen the Literature 
provision particularly within an integrated course 
that ensures literary experiences are provided for 
all in a meaningful way. This group appears to 
believe that the teaching will be carried out in a 
more lively and interesting fashion, expecting it to 
be both more stimulating and more effective. They 
also expect that more pupils rather than fewer will 
be in a position to become candidates for an 
externally recognised Literature examination. 
Such are the general conclusions to be drawn from the 
initial survey of schools carried out in the first 
ever term of the G.C.S.E. 
The preliminary survey of English department 
expectation was necessarily fairly brief, designed as 
it was to give an introductory overview of Head of 
Department thinking, and general conclusions have 
been drawn which do provide a useful indication of 
trends of thought and planning. Recognising these 
points, the second part of the survey was designed to 
explore more fully the views of Heads of English 
departments regarding current and future attitude, 
expectation and practice. 
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The plan was not to obtain an overall, detailed 
p.icture of County-wide views and practice; such a 
survey wouJ.d fall outside the scope of this writer's 
work. The pJ an was to take a sample, and to look at 
the views and practice of tht~ee English departments 
within their comprehensive schools in the County, in 
greater detai1. From such a sample it was hoped that 
some final thoughts and conclusions might be drawn 
regarding English and Literature's place and purpose 
and future within that broader heading. 
Three schools were selected because this was the 
maximum number that could be accommodated within this 
survey. It is recognised that such a number imposes 
limitations upon the drawing of conclusions. 
However, they were selected to illuminate returns 
from the much wider initial survey and therefore ar~ 
as far as possible, a reflection of the balance 
indicated by the initial survey. 
The representatives of the chosen departments were 
all highly experienced professionals, able to bring 
the knowledge and understanding of the connoisseur to 
their work and their consideration of the areas for 
discussion. 
In the light of these points, the three schools were 
selected for more detailed research, using the 
following criteria: 
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a) schools' English departments that had resp-
onded fully to the initial survey, partic-
ularly in response to the open-ended final 
question, answering in more detail perhaps 
because they had thought more deeply and 
therefore had more to say, 
b) departments that appeared to mainly reflect 
the general tone of optimism and hopeful 
expectancy/discovered and expressed 
initial survey, 
in the 
c ) s c h o o 1 s w h i c h we r e of s i m i1 ar type and s i z e : 
all were state co-educational comprehensive 
schools with between 600 and 900 11 to 16 
year old pupils. 
Topics and areas for discussion and exploration were 
identified. 
departmental 
These included: a brief survey of 
response to the current practical 
demands made by G.C.S.E. and what effect these 
demands were having upon Literature input. In the 
light of this experience the discussion was planned 
to go on to consider what Literature's place in the 
overall scheme of English might be in the foreseeable 
mid-term future. Finally, a consideration of how 
such predictions and expectations might fit with the 
department's 
teaching. 
own beliefs and views on English 
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Having seJected the schools, English departments 
part_icipating in the follow-up study were each 
provided with papers outJining the proposed areas for 
djscussion prior- to the meetings heJd between the 
~o:riter and the schools' Heads of English (see 
append i_x 10) 
Although each interviewee was previously provided 
with a copy of the areas for discussion, the paper 
was both brief and fairly open, in order that 
discussion and response could be similarly flexible 
within the designated topic area. The writer found 
that this briefing paper was of value in that it both 
forewarned the interviewee, and gave them the chance 
for reflection, consultation and preparation within 
the department prior to interview. In this way, a 
considered and detailed response was hoped for, and, 
the writer believes, achieved. 
Face to face interviews were arranged between the 
writer and departments' representatives in all but 
one case the Head of department, and these took place 
straight after the Easter holiday in late April and 
early May 1987. Initially it had been planned to 
hold these interviews before Easter, but such were 
the time demands on Heads of department and other 
English staff caused by the external exams that 
postponement occurred. This had the benefLt that 
most departmental heads had been released from some 
of their normal timetable by the departure of fifth 
years after the exams and so gave them a chance to 
reflect and review progress of the G.C.S.E. 
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Each interview, with its findings and comments, will 
be considered in turn. Where the department's work 
and philosophy fits within the framework of past and 
cuJ"rent English, design and practice will be 
examined. The effects pcoposed cucciculum and 
syllabus 
teaching 
development may have upon depa!"tments' 
content and strategies will also 
consider·ed because the place and purpose 
Literature within that teaching may be affected. 
be 
of 
Although each will be discussed in turn, where 
departmental experiences, views and responses are 
similar these will be identified and commented upon 
where appropriate; as will contradictory or 
differing beliefs, practices and plans. This will 
be followed by a concluding summary of findings. 
Prior to the account of each department's summary of 
findings, a brief situational analysis of the 
department and school will be given in order to 
provide a context in which to place that 
departments' work. 
Department A functions in a mid County Durham town of 
about 12,000 people, it is the only secondary school 
in that town, and has about 650 pupils on roll. The 
school's pupils are grouped into three broad bands 
according to academic ability. Within this system 
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the English department appears to thrive. The 
departmental members are highly experienced, retain a 
J ively interest in their work, and are familLar with 
current trends and innovations. They wish to 
implement change, and to do so successfully. 
Historically the department had been entering 
candidates for the joint G.C.E./C.S.E. 16+ English 
Language exam for three years before the introduction 
of G.C.S.E. Until September 1986 there had been a 
clear, distinct division between language work and 
Literature. Literature had been compulsory for 4th 
and 5th year pupils, and the vast majority sat either 
G.C.E. or C.S.E. Literature exams at the end of the 
5th year. This had been the state of affairs since 
1974 and continued until June 1987. 
However, the introduction of G.C.S.E. for pupils 
entering the 4th year in September 1986 had by May 
1987 already resulted in changes being planned for 
this cohort's exam entry for May 1988. It was 
expected that far fewer pupils would be actually 
entered for the English Literature G.C.S.E. than had 
originally been expected, and would be very much 
fewer than in previous years under the old system. 
It was felt that Literature, as a distinct and 
separately examinable subject, would become available 
essentially only to the top academic band because of 
constraints imposed by time, and more significantly 
by the degree of difficulty imposed by the Literature 
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syllabus. Where previously less academic pupils 
could foJlow the C.S.E. Literature course and achieve 
a grade, this was felt with the G.C.S.E. to be 
unl ikeJy because of its design. No time had yet been 
found to consider Mode 3 schemes in detail. 
It was thought by the depat"tment that for the less 
academic pupils, exposure to Literary experience 
>-.'ould be changed in terms of method and content. It 
felt that a great danger of heavily reduced 
Literature content would become a reality unless 
positive steps were taken by the department in order 
that literary experience continue to be provided for 
as many pupils as possible. 
A further risk envisaged by the department was that 
if Literature were to become a restricted option 
available to few pupils, a danger was present .in the 
possible 
imposed 
threat 
upon the 
of reduced 
department, 
timetable time being 
with a concomitant 
reduction in resourcing, in provision of finances and 
staffing. It was felt by this department that this 
could lead to an English syllabus of reduced scope 
and richness of content. 
The department was responding by designing change of 
method and content, to a considerable extent in the 
way recommended by G.C.S.E. curriculum designers, and 
by such bodies as N.A.T.E. In terms of method, class 
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room organisation had been and still v1as changing. 
Desk layout for example was now patterned in clusters 
rather than rank and file. A heightened awareness of 
the need for oral practice was changing much teaching 
method. A more chiJ d-centred orientation v; as 
developing slowly but steadily as nevi skills, 
techniques and materials designed and introduced by 
the department over the last few years were improved 
and mastered by the department. 
In terms of content, the department members had 
concluded that the Literature external exam 
syllabuses they had seen would not be suitable for 
many pupils in that particular school, and that 
therefore their Literary experience would be gained 
solely from the English course. The department 
wished to ensure a high literature content. In order 
to do this, the great majority of English course 
content, both written language and oraJ work would 
stem from a literary base. A coherent integrated 
Literature/Language approach would be employed. In 
comparison 
practice, 
with 
it was 
the 
felt 
department's 
that already 
recent 
they 
past 
were 
operating a much more integrated system, with much 
less separation of Language and Literature than had 
previously been the case. 
However, this was felt to be generating difficulties 
of another sort, and is something other interviewed 
departments had also identified as a concern. The 
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department felt it was now doing very little - indeed 
insufficient language work. The interviewee 
stated: "I hardly teach what was ca11ed '1anguage' 
anymore." Then later added: "I hardly ever do 
comprehensions any more," and "I often feel I now 
neglect straight Language essays, particularly when 
they're having to write quite complex Literature 
essays. I don't seem to have t:i_rne to give them the 
chance to do the 'write about. type anymore." 
Despite these concerns, further content and method 
changes are being p1anned by the department for 
English, based upon their experience of the G.C.S.E. 
to date, and the recognition of the need for further 
development. The department is considering a modular 
approach with various options available for pupils to 
select from. The options would be designed and 
offered by department members employing their 
particular interests and enthusiasms; all of which 
appeared to be within the literary sphere. One 
teacher hopes to offer a poetry option, another a 
Shakespeare option, another an 'islands' theme. It 
is thought a media studies option might also be 
available. Whatever the option, a half or perhaps 
full term would be allowed for it. The department is 
also looking into the Manchester Modular L. E. A. 
Humanities Curriculum as a possible model from which 
to further develop the department's work. 
The department is clearly aware that many obstacles 
are in the path of such innovations; these range from 
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timetabling and the need for aJ 1 participating 
c1 asses to be 1 b.l ocked 1 to financial funding, the 
need for much in-service training, as welJ as the 
constraints imposed by the Literature exam which the 
course wouJd still have to accommodate. The English 
exam did not appear to be a concern to the department 
in terms of bending to its syllabus and requirements. 
In school A then, the English specialists are 
altering content and method of English teaching in 
response to and in anticipation of the call for 
change. The reason why the department is responding 
in the way described, by developing and giving 
greater emphasis to the place and purpose of 
Literature was straightforward and of interest in the 
light of where it places the department within the 
traditions of English teaching outlined earlier in 
the thesis. 
Clearly the department as a whole and apparently as 
individuals, see Literature as the centre of English. 
The G.C.S.E. English qualification is seen as of 
prime importance to their work, but in terms of 
inclination they hold Literature to be pre-eminent. 
Although recognising and accepting the place and need 
for the teaching of some of the other forms of 
Language use promoted by some central agencies for 
change, they have little time or desire to spend more 
than a minimally required period on them. 
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Essentially the staff would rather teach Literature, 
for in philosophical terms, all are pro Literature. 
This must have an influence upon content and method. 
The interv.iewee simply stated: "I like doing Lit." 
As a result, what would appear to be a split between 
the necessary and pre-eminent requirements of 
Language and 'English' and the desire to work wj.th 
Literature, is being resolved by an integration of 
the two. 
Interestingly, it was felt that the G.C.S.E. English 
syllabus gives that opportunity to integrate. The 
view held by department A's representative was that 
for the time being at least, a considerable degree of 
freedom existed for individual departments to develop 
courses in the way and with the materials they felt 
best - in this case with a strong literary bias. The 
representative felt that this would be the case for 
only a few years, perhaps four or five. This was 
thought because currently the exam boards do not have 
the syllabus fully 'bureaucratised yet', and syllabus 
imposition is still weak because of the disorganised 
state of the boards.[1] 
It was felt that currently there is little tradition 
of ethos or tone to the new exams. As yet there is 
no body of past papers, or examiners' reports to set 
[1] In May 1987, for example, N.E.A. was still 
advertising for examiners to mark the May 1987 
exam. 
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guideJines and impose structure and to ind_icate 
content and grades related to degrees of difficulty 
and content. Hence it was thought it might be 
possible for schools to influence and affect such 
tone and ethos over· the forthcoming years by 
establishing traditions of practice; in department A 
by using a very Literary emphasis. 
Essentially the department A representative felt, as 
did the other departmental members, that the current 
situation _is and w.ill continue for some time to be 
flu.id and dynam.ic, and that this provides an 
opportunity whether brought about by accident or 
des.ign for centres to be flex.ible in content and 
method because of this lack of imposed strict 
guidel.ines, and the lack of 'formula for passing'. 
This may, it was pondered; "of course be what the 
G.C.S.E. is all about. They may be cleverer than we 
think." 
Like department A, department B funct.ions in an 11-16 
co-educational state comprehensive school, of about 
750 pupils. The schooJ is one of two that serve a 
town of about 15,000 inhabitants, someway to the 
north of school A • Here too, the department 
certa.inly did appear to thrive. It has been lively 
and active, encouraging its pupils to participate 
actively. There have been frequent visiting authors 
and poets who have worked with pupils of all 
abilities, there are two bookshops and there was a 
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well supported 'English for Fun' club. However, it 
w o u 1 d a p p:e a r t.h at a c a:mb in at ion of fa c tors is 
r e d u c i n g su c h p r a.c t i c e • Certainly long term absence 
through illness and accident has severely affected 
the department, but according to 
Department the greatest cause of decline in activity 
of the sort des.cribed has be:en a waning in enthusiasm 
and strength of purpose broug,ht about by the workload 
imp o s e d by t he r e q u i r erne n t s of t he G • C: • S • E • , t h i s 
imposition h:as ha·d a m:aj or effect upon the 
department's English prov~sion. Historically 
Literature .was Compulsory for all 4th and 5th year 
pupils and the depa.rtrne~nt had for many years· entered 
almost all pup.ils for a LiteratU>re ·exam, either 
G.C.E. or C.S.E. as well as a Language exam, which 
for the past five Years has been ttl.e joint 
G.C.E,/C.S.E. 16+, using t 1he 60% courseworl<: option: 
th,ey are as a department highly experienced in the 
a.dministration a•nd m;oderation o.f cQI,lr'sew,o.rk, and 
deeply committed to it. 
Despite thi:s belief the metho<d, and the 
a·ccu,mulated exp~t!H'ien:ce and skill, the de:partment 
foun'd itself in May 19;97 very stretched fo·r time. 
'the d:epartment, according t,o its Head, wa~s havin·g 
gr:-eat difficulty in fulfilli.ng th·e re:quir~ements and 
demands imposed by the G.C.S.E. syllabus. One of the 
major reasons for this was the great volume of 
scripts bei~ng s:ent hy the exam board for departmental 
rnar:king, gradin:g and mod:erating; for both English a;nd 
English Literat,ure, The Head of department stated: 
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"We're like a team caught in revolving doors 
that keep going faster and faster, and we 
can't escape." 
Within the English department the problems caused by 
the increasingly heavy moderating load are being 
exacerbated by the exam board continuing to provide 
insufficient time for such work to be done at less 
than a frenetic pace; in consequence teaching appears 
to be suffering. To the writer of this thesis, it 
appeared as if the department and the effectiveness 
of its work with pupils was in grave danger of 
collapse. At times the difficulties have been 
resolved by 'doubling up' of classes. As the Head of 
department said: 
"we have to release teachers this way to 
get the scripts marked. The teaching is 
suffering, particularly the language work. 
We keep asking what are we here for? 
Sitting folio tests or teaching?" 
As with the representative from department A, it 
appeared here that areas and topics of importance to 
the department were being neglected because of the 
greater demands upon time. 
As a resultant effect, the Head of department felt 
such was the load that it would soon be impossible to 
carry on in this way, and that to try and do so would 
anyway be unfair on both staff and pupils. She felt: 
"something will have to go," and that would be 
compulsory Literature, because of the sheer volume of 
work. She felt to retain Literature as a subject for 
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mass study and experience there would need to be both 
not either/or fewer assignments demanded by the 
exam board, and more time tabled English time. 
Nejther requirement was felt likely to be met. 
Hence, given the view that English was the rnoi'e 
important, Literature as a separate_1y examinable 
subject would become an option; the reverse of the 
opinion expressed by this school in its written reply 
to the writer's Autumn survey. 
The Head of department hoped that the requirement to 
study some Literature in English would mean that 
Literature would retain a degree of currency within 
the department's syllabus, particularly as at present 
much of the department's English work employed a 
Literature based integrated approach. However, she 
felt a reductionist tendency was more likely and 
added: "the extended readers might not even be read 
in entirety", and within English the Head felt that 
the Literature input would be increasingly reduced, 
as it would become increasingly difficult to justify 
the purchase of texts when the input into the course 
English might become quite low, particularly as the 
demand for 'variety of media' grew. On this last 
point however, as with department A, department B 
felt that with things in a relative state of flux, 
this latter requirement might be open to negotiation. 
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Despite such a latter possibility, from a situation 
where in May and June 1987 over 90% of the 5th form 
read a number of literary texts, and clearly studied 
them in a lively and interesting way, a change would 
occur· whereby 1988 wouJd see many pupils having 
failed to complete the course because of its degree 
of difficulty, and that 1989 would see perhaps only 
30% of the 5th form as candidates for an external 
exam in Literature, because of the constraints of 
time imposed upon departmental staff. Clearly there 
are similarities here with the report presented by 
department A's representative. It may well be an 
area where exam boards will have to enter into 
further negotiation with the S.E.C. for otherwise 
department B felt the demands to be too great. 
This scenario for the forthcoming years was clearly 
at odds with the Head of department's personal view 
of the place and purpose of Literature. Over a 
number of years, as stated, much encouragement had 
been given and a considerable tradition established, 
of pupil participation in and enjoyment of reading. 
The Head felt this was now under great threat and 
that the current and foreseeable future situation was 
undermining the morale and enthusiasm of the 
department as they started to see Literature's place 
lessened. The Head of department stated: 
"I feel that Literature should remain in 
the core, but it's getting too difficult 
to keep it there." 
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She felt her abilities and experience Jay in using 
Literature to bring about: 
"not just skilful communication, but much 
more; it's the thinking, caring adults that 
I used Literature to try to produce." 
However, her opportunities for working towards this 
traditional, possibly liberal goal through the use of 
Literature were being greatly reduced by the 
lessening of time and chance for Literature in school 
B's English department. 
Department c works in an 1 1 - 1 6 co-educational 
comprehensive school in a large town in mid-Durham. 
The school is one of four serving the area. The 
department has had a relatively low profile within 
the school, and has suffered from a series of 
administrative and staffing difficulties. Recently, 
with the aid of specialist external advice and 
assistanc~ some of these problems are being overcome, 
and the G.C.S.E. with its coursework demands and 
heightened oral emphasis are being coped with. Unt.il 
recently teachtng was very much teacher centred and 
directed, with for example most work conducted from 
language text books employing a traditional approach 
of j_solated passage for fol1owing compt"ehension 
questions, fo.lJowed by a grammar section, then an 
essay topic followed by the next chapter. 
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Foi" at least twenty years, most pup.ils sat either 
C.S.E. or G.C.E. Language but from the late 1950's to 
1986, very few pupils in the upper age-range studied 
or were exposed to Literature. Only the top band had 
the opportunity for Li tei"ature. Having been 
experimented with over a two year period in the early 
1970's C.S.E. Literature for less academic pupils was 
dropped in favour of continuing with language 
exercises which had employed: "traditional source 
material, isolated passages, and comprehension 
exercises," as the Head of department explained to 
the writer. 
Clearly little had changed for many years; the writer 
for example noticed a 1 9 61 set of I Q I level 
Literature exam papers on a teacher's desk t 0 p, 
apparently in use that day. 
However, 
agencies 
the need for change imposed by external 
has resulted in a series of major 
alterations in teaching content and method, although 
such results are not being easily achieved. The Head 
of department explained that departmental planning 
and discussion meetings had been frequent and long -
in themselves major departures from past practice. 
As a result, by altering the content and method of 
teaching in line with external recommendations and 
requirements, the new demands of G.C.S.E. were, it 
was felt, being tackled to the benefit of all. 
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The Head of department stated: 
"the hour·s of talking were very useful, \ve 
worked the things out and kept on explaining 
to each-other what we thought was needed." 
A new emphasis on group discussion was planned and 
implemented, and found to be most successful with 
more academic pupils. This was thought to be the 
case because less academic groups had difficulty 
adjusting from the more traditional methods they were 
used to from the first three years. However the 
department head said: 
"we keep trying, what we learn now will be 
of benefit for the next groups, and we're 
doing more of it down the school so it's 
becoming more familiar to them and to us." 
The writer observed at least two of the English 
classrooms were now organised with desks in blocks in 
a similar pattern to those seen in department A, in 
order to facilitate group work. This was a 
considerable departure from previous practice. 
In terms of content, perhaps the most significant 
change appeared to the writer to be the raised place 
and purpose of Literature within the department. 
Contrary to the writer's previous expectations, 
department c like department A ' is raising its 
Literature input markedly, and pupil exposure 
throughout the ability ranges is increasing 
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considerably. This is taking place in a quite 
radical way for department c ' and is in clear 
contrast to the predicted route for department B. 
"Four year·s ago, I couldn' L buy enough language 
textbooks, now nobody .ln the department wants them!" 
the Head of department commented. All language 
textbooks have been dispensed with and complete sets 
of fiction are now being used thr·oughout the school 
as the primary resource. The department is now 
apparently "wholly Literature centred." As a result 
of the departmental meetings, Literature texts for 
upper and lower sets were decided upon and with 
reference to the National Criteria a range of 
possible approaches was agreed upon, drawing upon the 
department's members' individual strengths and areas 
of interest. The syllabus for English with its areas 
for study using a thematic approach vi as 
established, and discussion and planning then took 
place on ways in which Literature texts could be used 
in line with the National Criteria for English, as 
well as for Literature. As a result, four of the six 
classes in the current 4th year will be entered for 
both English and English Literature rather than the 
one class that would have been the previous case. 
The Head said: "they're all now getting more Lit., 
they're all getting complete texts." 
He added: "It's made the work a lot more enjoyable, 
it's much more meaningful. The emphasis has shifted 
completely away from the traditional diet of language 
textbooks." 
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The Head of department believed the change in content 
and move to a li.terary core, coupled with an 
increasi_ngly pupil -centred appt"oach, was t"esuJ t:Lng _Ln 
better moti.vated staff and pupils, and the latter 
could see more significance and purpose in their 
work. Essential1y he felt the i.ncreased literary 
emphasis was a good thing. He had always feJ t a 
nagging guilt that many pupils had previously had 
little literary experience pr·ovided in school, and 
thought that despite the immense increase in pressure 
and workload, the changes were much for the best, and 
that he would rarely revert to the techni.cal, 
mechanical exercises of previous years. 
In essence, this was a department, i.n the writer's 
view, which had become somewhat used to a tried and 
tested, familiar if less than entirely satisfactory, 
teaching method and content. It now appeared to be 
however, a department which was approaching the new 
G.C.S.E. with renewed interest and vigour. 
Perhaps here, as department A had suggested, the new 
syllabus requirements are being interpreted and 
adjusted to suit local strengths and understandings, 
and are being used for a variety of purposes; with 
department C to revitalise and change. Department C 
had taken the opportunity provided by the demand to 
re-think priorities and strategies to re-enhance and 
emphasise the place and purpose of Literature within 
the bounds of English. 
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To the writer it appeared that the Head of department 
and his colleagues were, like those in departments A 
and B, of the view that Literature was theil" main 
area of interest and enjoyment, from Literature their 
best and most useful work came, and that this was now 
available to all pupils. 
From these individual departmental findings and from 
the wider, initial survey into schools' English, and 
Literature provision, a number of conclusions can be 
drawn. The final chapter will consider these. 
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CONCLUSION 
Before this thesis was embarked upon, it was the 
writer's intention to try and discover something about 
what was happen_ing to, and what was J ike1y to happen 
to, the teaching of Literature _in County Durham 
schoo] s' EngJ ish departments as a resu} t of the many 
contemporary infJuences acting upon schools' curricula. 
It was felt that a number of such influences might well 
be working together to reduce Literature's pJace within 
the teaching of English. 
Working with this hypothesis, the enquiry i_nto County 
Durham English departments' work was initiated. 
The enquiry into past, present and probable future 
teaching of English Literature in County Durham 
comprehensive schools was initially carried out by 
means of questionnai_re issued to alJ comprehensive 
schools. From the analysis of returns trends were 
identified and sample schooJ s seJ ected for foJ low-up 
interviews. The three schools selected for this were 
representative of the main trends in 
teaching revealed by the questionnaire. 
Literature 
The latter 
part of the investigation involving the follow-up 
interviews was instigated in order to find explanations 
for the trends identified. In this way, conc1usions 
could be drawn regarding English Li_terature' s likely 
place and purpose in English departments' sy1Jabuses in 
- 1Lt 1 
County Durham. In addition, the writer has no reason 
to believe County Durham to be an untypical L.E.A. and 
within Lhe English sphere, it has some strong N.A.T.E. 
links wh.Lch keep teachers abreast of current thougl1t 
and development. In consequence it may be possible to 
relate these county-wide findings to National trends -
although caution must be observed when doing so. Such 
conclusions would necessarily be tentative - given the 
size of the follow-up survey - but nevertheless because 
the departments' views were chosen for being typical of 
the schools initially surveyed, the representative 
nature of the three departments means that conclusions 
can be drawn from the interviews which are of relevance 
and authenticity. 
Alongside the representative nature of the conclusions, 
two further points about the conclusion need to be 
made. Firstly that some findings were very different 
from those the writer expected to discover prior to the 
survey of schools. Secondly that the conclusions are 
not straightforward, because establishing direct 
relationships between cause and effect is impossible, 
for too many variables are present, and because little 
is certain. Conclusions must be hedged around with 
provisos of probability and possibility. 
Bearing these points in mind, the first conclusions to 
be drawn stem from the findings obtained with the 
questionnaire issued to aJl schools. 
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The responding departments were divided in their views 
of the effect caused by the G.C.S.E.'s introduction. 
The majority of departments - 71% were ~n favour of 
the introduction because it offered the possibility of 
what they saw as favourabJ e change. Significantly, 
that change was seen to 1 ie in the opportunity for 
increased Literature content in the English teaching. 
In most instances Literature centred English teaching 
was proposed. 
However, a minority of responding departments - 29%, 
were of the belief that the effect of G.C.S.E. would 
be to reduce the chance for Literature teaching. The 
changes were seen as 1 ikely to be reductionist in 
effect, leading to an increasingly narrow 
concentration on technical and mechanical competence -
something which was not felt to be enough and 
leading to a reduced opportunity for deveJopment of 
depth and richness of material and content. 
Although departments were divided as to effect, what 
appeared to unite them came as a finding from the 
response to the open-ended final questions and from 
the request for further comment and explanation. It 
became clear departments saw Literature as of key 
importance to their teaching. Those that were 
optimistic over the G.C.S.E.'s effects were happy to 
see the introduction because of their beliefs and the 
effects being in accord. Those pessimistic 
departments were disappointed by their expectation of 
unfavourable outcomes, by the likelihood of reduced 
Literature content. 
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To inquire further into these findings, and in order to 
be in a position to identify li.kely trends, three 
s c h o o l s vl e r e t h e n s e l e c t e d w h i c h w e r e r e p r e s e n t a t .i v e 
both of the beliefs and expectations expressed, and 
that were fairly representative of the balance of that 
expectation. In order to reduce external variables as 
much as possible, all three schools chosen had similar 
numbers of pupils, and all were 1-16 comprehensive 
schools within the state sector in the County. 
From these follow-up interviews and open-ended 
discussions, the unity of belief in Literature's 
importance was a finding of major significance to the 
writer. All three schools confirmed the view first 
detected in the questionnaire. 
the choice and opportunity, 
It was clear that given 
by inclination English 
teachers in all three schools would rather teach and 
work with Literature than anything el.se. It was quite 
remarkable to find such strength of feeling on this 
point about the importance of maintaining and indeed 
increasing the place of Literature. 
In more detaU it seemed these departments' teachers 
wished to work with the spirit and ethos of Literature 
identified and described earlier teaching 
thesis. As a result of such wishes, 
inclination can 
interpretations 
be 
and 
expected to colour 
implementations of 
in the 
such an 
teachers' 
National 
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Criteria and exam board syllabuses. The writer 
believes that aJJ three departments interviewed would 
want to slant their work towards Literature. It would 
appear from the survey and findings that aJJ department 
heads and staff interviewed are of the 
Literature-as-core school of trwught, and faJJ within 
the Literature as base for Liberal education area. As 
a resuJ t, they wouJ d want to increase the amount of 
Literature contact and teaching. 
However, despite this desire, as the original 
questionnaire found, a sizeabJe minority of departments 
felt that less Literature would be taught and used than 
in previous years. School B was one in which the 
English department felt this to be the case. It is 
of the 29% minority found in the representative 
questionnaire. It is also representative of those 
expressing similar views discovered since the 
questionnaire's issue in informal conversation with 
representatives from English departments in Teachers' 
Centres and at G.C.S.E. training meetings. School B's 
is a case study which typifies this minority. 
School B wishes to maintain a high profile for 
Literature in its teaching content but it believes the 
only Literature the department will be able to provide 
wilJ be in the English course, and that that will 
suffer progressive reduction. One reason given for 
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this is that it wil1 become increasingly difficult to 
justify the purchase of new Literature texts when they 
wilJ be used for only a smaJJ Literature input. A 
number of Heads of English are postponing the purchase 
of texts, and adopting a wait and see approach. School 
B's Head is one of these. This in itself, in the 
writer's view, 
to dec] ine in 
quality too is 
may wel J provide 
the quantity of 
in foreseeabJ e 
the continuing impetus 
Literature taught. The 
danger, as text stocks 
deteriorate and interest lessens. 
The adoption of wait and see attitudes amongst a number 
of schools is, in the writer's view, an understandable 
attitude to take in view of some of the writer's 
findings. Another reason given for the reductionist 
tendency seems to be because not aLl departments are 
well informed or forward looking - something of which 
department B could not be accused. In terms of 
information, G.C.S.E. boards have sometimes provided 
contradictory information and instructions. There have 
also been times of confusion over the actual meaning of 
criteria, lack of information over administrative 
procedures, and a lack of clear direction from exam 
boards through correspondence, personal visits and at 
G.C.S.E. training sessions. Such problems have left a 
number of departments, including that of school B, 
ambivalent towards G.C.S.E. and reluctant to commit 
further expenditure of time and money until more is 
known. 
Their decisions are also affected by other issues which 
go to further complicate the making of decisions. 
These, as in school B' s case, may not strictly be 
educational issues. School B's English department 
staff were clearly affected by such matters as 
insecurity brought about by falling roles, changes in 
pay and career structure, alterations in contract and 
the like, to the extent whereby their curricula design 
wishes were clearly influenced in ways they might not 
otherwise have chosen. 
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This level of doubt and uncertainty is clearly having a 
very unsettling effect, and the writer feels it _is 
important to recognise the very fineJy balanced 
position being held in late 1 987 The desire to 
maintain and develop a hi gl1 Liter·ature profile is 
demonstrably there - as department B shows, but because 
of the circumstances outlined, a not insignificant 
number of schools in County Durham may we] 1 evolve an 
English syllabus with much reduced Literature 
provision. The writer believes this conclusion to be 
something of which advisers, exam boards, parents and 
other interested parties need be aware. The scales can 
tip e_ither Hay, and continued monitoring Hou1d appear 
to be necessary. 
HoHever, the Schoo1 8 type response to contemporary 
influences particularly embodied by the G.C.S.E.'s 
introduction Has not the only, nor indeed the main, 
reaction discovered during the writer's investigations. 
Schools A and C Here more typical of the majority 
71%, response indicated in the initial survey. Their 
response was sharply different to that of 8 and School 
C's progressivism is a particularly interesting 
contrast to School 8' s retraction from he.l d beliefs. 
Here the new introduction, forced upon a department 
formerly entrenched in a traditionalist approach has 
resulted in, initially at least, a new desire to 
increase the Literature content of all courses, to do 
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so in a meaningful and coherent way, and to provide this for 
all pupils by committing and investing heavily in new texts 
at considerable expense. T h .i s n e Vi s p i r· i t , a n d t h e w r :i t e r 
does not believe that to be too strong a phrase, is working 
down through the school year groups, and the well documented 
'back wash' effect of exams content and method is having its 
influence throughout the school, so that much more 
Literature contact is occuring. 
This too is not untypical. Further investigation and 
discussion held by the writer indicate that a number of 
English departments within the County are increasingly 
addressing themselves to the question of designing similar 
strategems to operate through all years so that a 
consistency of approach is brought about. The problems of 
time and sheer bulk of additional work that such a 
uniformity of approach wiJ 1 bring are recognised as being 
immense however, and although many departments are 
investigating ways of making change practicable, it seems to 
be understood that these difficulties of time and volume of 
work may be insurmountable. So the departments' optimism 
must be tempered by practical constraints. 
This problem is particularly the case in the area of course 
work, the moderation of files, and the maintainance of 
standardisation which go with the design and implementation 
of new practices and the integration of Literature and 
Language which department C is attempting. It is felt by a 
number of schools that to work in this way with all year 
groups may be too much. 
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As far as the 16+ level is concerned however, some 
relief is already arriving, and bears out the comments 
made by department A. At regional level, the writer, 
as a member of the N.E.A. Examinations Committee, 
knows i_ t is pr'oposed that the number of required 
written assignments in both English and Literature is 
to be further reconsidered, and in recognition of 
demand from client schools that number vd_ l l be 
reduced. In addition, :it is also likely that the 
number and frequency of course work moderating 
materials in Literature will also be reduced. So that 
in a time of change and transition, as department A 
indicated, schools can and are having an influence on 
developments. 
Such alterations as these may well encourage Schools A 
and C as well as others like them, to continue their 
efforts to raise the place of Literature within their 
schemes of work, and might be sufficient for School B 
to reconsider its approach, for the situation remains 
fluid. 
It seems that the more traditionalist department such 
as department C, has been rejuvinated and is tending 
more toward a greater degree of integration and 
Literature core content. However, the previously 
progressive departments are now more pessimistic, 
believing increasing restrictions are constraining in 
their influence. It may be that different departments' 
course content is beginning to follow parallel paths. 
It is difficult to say what future directions w)JJ be 
taken, but it is clear that further" change and 
development is continuing as a result of implementation 
experiences and the following consultations and 
negotiations. CuerentJy, within County Durham, the 
wt"itee beJ ieves Literature's place 
department is relatively secure, 
in 
and 
the 
its 
English 
purpose 
understood as an aid to the development of a Liberal 
Education. However, the writer would wish to conclude 
by saying that although this may currently be the case, 
it may not remain so. He would suggest the need for a 
further survey of teacher attitudes and curriculum 
developments in perhaps a year's time when the first 
cohort of G.C.S.E. candidates have experienced the 
complete course. And then perhaps again in three years 
time in order to see how methods and content are being 
refined and institutionalised. Only then will one be 
able to begin to say with certainty whether the hopes 
of most English teachers within County Durham, that 
Literature plays a central role in the syllabus, have 
been fulfiLled. 
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APPENDIX I 
Time-Table of a Typical Elizabethan Grammar Schoo] 
Class V 
7-11 a.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
Class IV 
7-11 a.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
Class III 
7-11 a.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
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TIME-TAI3LE OF A TYPICAL ELIZAI3ETHAN GRAMMAR-SCHOOL, 1598 
(Schools Inquiry Commission, Vol. VII, pp. 262-3.) 
Classes Ill, IV, and V were taught by the master; Classes I and II by the usher. In winter the school closed at 4 p.m. 
MONDAY 
Prose theme. 
Lecture in Cicero or 
Sallust or Caesar's 
Commentaries. 
Latin Syntax or Greek 
Grammar or Figures of 
Sysenbrote.t 
Home lessons and 
exercises given out and 
prepared. 
Lecture on Cicero's de 
Senectute or de Ami-
citia, or on Justin.1 
Prose theme. 
Latin Syntax or Greek 
Grammar or Figures of 
Sysenbrote. 
Home lessons and 
exercises given out and 
prepared. 
Lecture on the letters 
of Ascham, or Sturm's 
Cicero's Letters,• or 
Terence. 
Paraphrase of a 
sentence. 
Latin Syntax or 
Greek Grammar or 
Figures of Sysenbrote.t 
Home lessons and 
exercises given out and 
TUESDAY 
V crse theme. 
Lecture same as 
Monday. 
Latin Syntax, etc., 
same as Monday. 
Lecture on Cicero, 
etc., as on Monday. 
Verse theme. 
Latin Syntax, etc., 
as on Monday. 
Lecture on As-
cham, etc., as on 
Monday. 
Vulgaria in Prose. 
WEDNESDAY 
Prose theme. 
Lecture in Vergil 
or Ovid's Metw1wr" 
phosis, or Lucan. 
Latin Syntax, etc., 
same as Monday. 
Lecture on Ovid's 
Tristia, or de 
Ponto, or on Sene-
ca 's Tragedies. 
Prose theme. 
Latin Syntax, etc., 
as on Monday. 
Lectures on Palen· 
genius, or the 
Psalms of Hess. 
Paraphrase of a 
sentence. 
Latin Syntax, etc., Latin Syntax, etc., 
as on Monday. as on Monday. 
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
Lecture in Vergil, Verse theme. Examination in 
etc., sa me as Repetition of the lecture of previous 
Wednesday. week's lectures. afternoon. 
Half-holiday. Repetition con- Declamation on a 
tinued. Lecture on given subject by 
Horace, or Lucan, several senior 
or Seneca's Trage- scholars. 
dies. Catechism and 
New Testament. 
Lecture, etc., as Verse theme, and Examination in 
on Wednesday. repetition of the lcctun.: of previous 
week's lectures. afternoon. 
Half-holiday. Repetition con- Catechism and 
tinued. New Testament. 
Lecture on Ovid's 
Fasti. 
Lecture on Palen- Vulgaria in Prose, Examination in 
g e n i u s or t h e and repetition of lecture of previous 
Psalms of Hess. the week's lectures. afternoon. 
Half-holiday. Repetition con-
tinued. 
Lecture on Eras-
mus' Apopluhegms. 
Catechism and 
New Testament. 
--------~~p~re~p~a~r~e~d~---~~--~-~-~~~~~-:~:1-~~~~~~(h~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ h · L t t Repetition of the Examinatiol\. in II · Lecture, etc., same Lecture on t e ec ure,e c., same Lecture on Co oqwes · w d d y week's lectures. lecture of previous Oass II 
7-11 a.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
Class I 
7-11 a.m. 
1·5 p.m. 
D . as on Monday. Cato sent or, or as on e nes a . of Erasmus or on 1a· Cato junior. afternoon. 
logues of Corderius. 
Translations from 
English into Latin. 
Home lessons and 
exercises given out and 
prepared. 
Translations as on Translations as on 
Mondays. Mondays. 
Half-holiday. Repetition con-
tinued. 
Lecture on /£sop's 
Fables. 
Writing out 
Catechism 
English. 
Arithmetic. 
the 
in 
The Royal Grammar. The Royal Gram-
mar: 
The Royal Gram- The Royal Gram- Repetition of the Examination in 
mar. work of the week. lecture of previous 
The English Testa-
ment, or the Psalms of 
David, in English. 
As on Monday. 
mar. 
As on Monday. Half-holiday. Repetition con-
tinued. 
Lecture on IEsop's 
Fables. 
1 J. Susenbrotus, a German, who dtcd m 1543. Wrote an epitome of Rhetoric in 1540. 
• Justinian's Institutes. · 1 H a R t f th h 1 at Strasbourg 
1 Sturm published a selection of Cicero's Ep1st es. e w 5 ec or o e sc oo · 
afternoon. 
Writing out the 
Catechism in 
English. 
Arithmetic. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Speech by Robert Lowe, made in 1868 
quoted by the Newbolt Report 
Retrospect. 
it is not a case of giving more time to subjects, it is a case 
- · k:· ... ·i~~s out. I will give more time to English if we may 
_ .Jc;' .::!1, ~-'· y, Latin or Chemistry for example." " More 
, .. ,1" is wauLed than present curricula are able to allow." 
Th•' mo~t helpful change would be a reduction in the 
-- 1.tl~c-;n ttical requirements of public examinations. It 
.. )U;,l t-::: much better for the girls to give more time to 
1~ ngli~h. ·' 
55- It appears to us a very grave matter that schools 
,--:ch as these are should be restrained by external forces 
i: om carrying out their own educational convictions and 
thus discouraged from relating their teaching to any educa-
tional convictions at all. For the only remedy against the 
menace which we are now considering is that all these varied 
principles at present competing with each other to the clis-
t;·actio:J of teachers and pupils should be duly brought under 
the ultinute purpose of education, which we have called 
guid::mce in the acquiring of experience, or the giving of a 
wide outlGok on life. Edu~~~i.Q.;l_Elust, as \Ye have urged 
already, bear directly upon life. Its failure, in so f:lr as it 
!1as failed, has been due to its turning aside from liie and 
reality. For this it has paid, and is still paying, a very 
heavy penalty, the penalty of indifference and scepticism on 
the part of people in general. A passage from a speech 
made by l\Ir. Eobert Lowe, in r868, may help to bring out 
our point. 
56 " First," he says, " I recommend to your notice a 
subject generally Ol'erlooked in our public schools, and 
th:1.t is-,,·hat do you think ?-the English Language; the 
bnguage of Bacon and Shakespeare ; the language of Pitt 
and Charles Fox ; the language of Byron and Shelley-
a language richer, probably, and containing more varied 
treasures than the treasures contained in any other 
language-which began to be formed and fashioned soone1 
than any other in Europe, except the Italian, which it 
surpasses in everything, except mere sound, that constitutes 
the beauty of a language. Is it not time that we who 
speak that language, read that language, so much of whose 
54 
Present Position. 
success in life depends on how we can mould that language; 
we who make our barg:tin< in tkl1 language, who make love 
in it, should know some-thin~ ahoctt it; that our care 
should not be limited to the rc·:tding of penny, threepenny 
or eYen sixpE-nny ne11·sp:tp-rs ; hut that we should, at least 
in our boyhood, be c:tlJ,-cl o:1 to rcn:c·mber ,,·h:1t sort of 
writers En:;land produced in tl1c sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries; that 11·e should know our own tongue theoretic-
ally as well as practicallv. I can only· speak from my own 
experience. During the List two years that I l':as at schcol 
I was, if not actuallv idle, :tt least not 11·holl\- cle1·oted to 
Latin and Greek, and I ktcl some qu2.lh1s of ~onscience on 
the subject. But there was a certain bookcase in the 
corner of the study whidt 11":1" [ull of standard :1ncl sterling 
English books; I spent 1:11' 1 i;tJ•· in n·:1rling l!IO.-L' En;;lish 
bool,s, and I fe-lt like :1 l'i:.tllt .t:l-1 :t"'lLtm<d of my~c·if, \l·ltcn 
I did so, l.Jcc:.ltl:'C I \1-:1."' ,;, ,t!in~ tltn:;c hours from the stucly 
of Latin ancl Greek. I ,·;m Oith· ~:ty tktt I owe my success 
in life to those stolen ltours-tltat the: po\\·u- of being able.' 
to 11·rite and speak my na ti,·e hnguage with some precision 
and force has been mon: \·alu:thk to me than ;Lll the rest I 
ha1·e learned.""' 
. ;we haw included this f1UOLliiun because it points out 
emphatically and yet unron-'ciou~ly tlic test to ,,-ltich ecluc:t-
tional theory and practice must constantly he put, the test 
of application to life. The sentinwnt \l·hich it n'\·eals is not 
the Jess interesting as coming from the author of the Revised 
Code, with reference to \l"hich :'IIatthew Arnold \\'rotc in 
rS;r, "the whole use that tlh' Co\'Crnment makes of the 
mighty engine of literature in the education of the ,,·orkin,; 
classes amounts to little- more, c\·en when most successful, 
than the gi,·ing them the: po\1cr to read the newspapers." 
'Now, as then, there is the danger that a true instinct for 
humanism may be smothered L>y the demand for dct1nite 
measurable results, espc·ci:t!ly the passing of cxamiiJations 
in a Yariety of subject<, and if those who arc anxious to 
------ ------
• !.lje a11d Letters o_i Viscotmt Sherbroolu. 
55 
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APPENDIX 3 
'Unlocking Mind-Forg'd Manacles' 
by Dixon and Stratta. 
In English in Education, N.A.T.E. 1985 
Volume 19, Number 2. 
Unlocking Mind-Fo~g'd Manacles? 
John Dixon and Leslie Stratta 
A unique Opportunity 
'A unique opportunity for improving the quality of education in this 
country'1: this is how the Secretary of State sees the introduction of G.C.S. E. 
And we agree. It could be so, especially in English Literature-provided 
that teachers and exam boards work together to seize the opportunity. 
For the first time in the sixty·odd years since the 'First and Second Public 
Examinations' were founded, national criteria are stating some of the 
obvious truths about assessing literature: 
Examination by the assessment of Course Work is appropriate to 
English Literature ... provides wider evidence of candidates' 
achievement . . . is especially suitable for the asssesment of wide 
reading. 
Thus 
In all syllabuses such Course Work must account for at least 20% of the 
total marks [and] It is recognised that some Examining Groups will 
wish to offer syllabuses which will be assessed by Course Work only.t 
So 'the general objective, as I see it,' says the Secretary of State, 'must be to 
give teachers all the help and support we can in order that the new 
examination may be as good as possible and the improvements in the quality 
of education and teaching may be maximised. '3 
Shortcomings for sixty years 
Now is the time to remember that in 1921, as the national exam system was 
being set up. the Newbolt Committee commented4 : 
1 'We have heard over and over again that answers to examination 
papers give much evidence of (unassimilated, and therefore 
insincere, criticism).' How is G.C.S.E. going to eradicate this-even 
· in coursework? 
2 'Many teachers set great store by the cultivation of original work on 
the part of their pupils or by'aramatic performance. It would be a 
misfortune should the examination system rule such work out of 
court.' Will G.C.S.E. provide for it? 
u-1 
--J 
2 john Dixon and Leslie Stratta 
S ' ... we agree with the English Association in holding that "if 
examination in ... Literature is to be complete and thorough, some 
pan of it at all stages should be oral".~ 
Will there be controlled experiments by the boards on these lines? 
Equally, it is worth recalling that despite Newbolt-and only a decade 
later- L. C. Knights, writing in Scrutiny said: 
Any English master interested in education who has prepared a school 
certificate form knows that bitter feeling of waste .... Since the damage 
done to education by external, 'standardising' examinations is so gross, 
obvious. persuasive and inescapable, the time has come to press, firmly, 
for their abolition." 
What is NATE going to be saying about G.S.C.E. Literature by the year 
2000?- 'the bitter feeling of waste' or 'a unique opportunity'? 
Escape from mind-forg'd manacles 
For the past sixty years, all of us-teachers, examiners and candidates-
have been through a peculiar processing that has distorted our notions of 
response to literature. especially through writing. Until we thoroughly 
understand this, we cannot escape. 
The evidence is unmistakable especially for teachers of literature, who 
pride themselves on close reading of the text. How extraordinary it is that we 
have no tradition of looking equally closely at the language of typical exam 
quc>stions ·-and how disillusioning it is when we do so. Let us scrutinise two 
groups of key words from 1984 G. C. E. exam papers7 • All are concerned with 
character study. one of the two major topics in literature papers. 8 
What are the assumptions behind them? 
'In what ways are X and Y similar?' 
'In what ways do X and Y differ?' 
'Outlz"ne the changes in X's attitudes to Y. . .. 
'Refer closely to the text to illustrate the points you make.' 
'By referring closely to the play. discuss this statement. . .. 
In this group, the key words we have underlined have two major functions. 
Primarily they direct the student into generalisation. Characters are to be 
treated on the whole as a bundle of traits, which may be fixed or may 
change in some determinate way ('the' changes). So the essay consists in a set 
of 'points'. Thus, when the text is referred to it is to be treated as purely 
subordinate, an 'illustration' for the candidate's generalisations. 
What's wrong with these instructions? If literature offers us any under-
standing of character or human nature, it does so by presenting people in 
action and interaction. Through dialogue and narrative, literature deepens 
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our awareness of the complexity, ambiguity and even contradictions in 
human behaviour. Within literatu~e. generalisation does have a place-but 
it arises directly from this apprehension of the subtle texture of living 
relationships. In effect. then. key words such as we have quoted reverse the 
way we learn from literature. But they do more: consider this second group. 
'Point to the difference in this extract ... 
'Outline the changes .... · 
'What is the effect ... upon the reader?' 
'What do we learn from X about Y?' 
'Point out what is revealed in these scenes of X's character.'. 
'What impressions of X can be obtained ... ?' 
The key words here are even more dangerous. They assume that the 
knowledge of people that we derive from literature is definitive and 
consensual. Thus condidates are expected to take on an authoritative role 
and assert the accepted position 'we' have had 'revealed'. On these 
assumptions readers are passive, while the text makes 'impressions' and 
'reveals' the truth to them. 
What is so dangerous? The student is being encouraged to deny self-
evident truths about response to literature. Reading is a creative act, 
whereby the individual reader uses the printed words to construct an 
imaginary experience. 
What's more, this imaginary experience depends on the thoughts. feelings 
and relationships readers can actively bring to bear from their own personal 
lives. If what we can draw on continues to develop and mature throughout 
our lives, then our individual readings too will change and mature. For this 
reason alone, no reading can be definitive. And to expect a definitive 
reading of 16-year-olds is nonsensical. Reading literature is problematic, 
subject to individual, cultural and historical change. 
To judge by these two sets of key words, then, examinations are 
attempting to turn the reading of literature into a form of knowledge which 
is generalised, consensual, determinate and unproblematic. A mind-forg'd 
manacle indeed! And it has been there fettering all our thinking for over 
sixty years now. But, not surprisingly, there are signs of unease, a desire to 
break free perhaps? At their best, these are giving further clues to what is 
being unconsciously suppressed as well as what is being enforced. Consider 
the following set of key words, scattered much less systematically through 
the 1984 papers. 
'Which of the (characters) do you.fz'nd most interesting, and why?' 
'Is there any one ... for whom you feel a spedal sympathy?' 
'What are your feelings about their conflicts ... ?' 
'Do you agree with her that sht• .lhould have '' 
'Do you thinh he i.l a suitable husband for . ,. 
\..)l 
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What aspect of the reading process do these key words point to? In one way 
or another, they acknowledge that, having created an imaginative experi-
ence, readers (like spectators at a play) view a character with 'interest' or 
'sympathy', their 'feelings' as well as 'thoughts' are aroused, and given the 
chance they will reflect upon the action from a personal standpoint. As it 
1->appe>ns, these questions are still tied to the request to generalise, but at 
L:ast they do not rule out a vital personal element in literary response, as 
:nost character questions do. 
To sum up: We have taken the most frequent form of literature 
'!twstion ~the character question- and by close analysis of the language we 
'l;:t\·e tried to demonstrate the distorting assumptions behind typical key 
'Hlrds. These assumptions deny what the imaginative student, teacher (or 
examiner) are trying to achieve in their day-to-day explorations of 
literature. vVe have discussed elsewhere their effects on the written work of a 
typical student.~ The question is: will G.C.S.E. Literature liberate itself, or 
not? Will 'the unique opportunity for ... raising standards' be taken, 
especially in the coursework consortia, and will the boards actively 
encourage it? 
Signs of new thinking by the boards 
Over the past decade or so, we can discern two new directions in Literature 
exam questions: both seek to recognise fundamental processes in reading 
and response, and to make room for them-as far as conditions allow-in 
the examination. 
The first arose from the Cambridge Plain Text approach. This accepted 
that it was wrong to base the assessment of Literature entirely on memory. 
With the text in the examination room, the way was open for teachers and 
examiners jointly to consider what processes they wanted to encourage. How 
could they help students in the first place to re-engage with the text, 
( re- )creating and extending their imaginative reading and response? What 
kinds of wording would offer guidance without restricting the student to a 
closed and pseudo-definitive view? How could the reader be encouraged to 
dwell on and explore particular moments from which a more general 
perspective and understanding might naturally emerge? These are not easy 
questions. 
There was fresh thinking here, but some traditional assumptions seem to 
have been left unquestioned. In general, f9r instance, this approach still 
asks the student to take on a version of the relatively familiar university role 
of 'critical' analysis. 
The second new direction offered students a different role; they were 
asked to write not as the reader but as an imaginary participant or 
spectator. h is a role that emerges naturally enough when students have 
taken part in a dramatic production, or dramatically re-enacted sections 
from a novel (as Dickens did). Writing allows room for the imagination to 
work empathically, extending the understanding of character and situation. 
Film and (video-) tape open up further possibilities. 10 Exam questions that 
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asked students to take on a role have been included intermittently by many 
boards (the Cambridge Plain Text among them). We have to make a careful 
distinction here between two poles,: at the one end, using the experience of 
literature as a springboard for constructing (related) imaginative worlds of 
one's own, and at the other. dwelling on the experience of the text by 
imaginatively living through it in role. Both show how much students can 
gain from literature, but it is the latter we want to attend to here. 
The question again is what processes to encourage. How can we help the 
student to explore tacit kinds of empathy and understanding? Is there room 
also for some explicit (more reflective) commentary, while still within role? 
Can we suggest ways of extending the language used in sean;hing for 
appropriate forms? Which parameters of the text are going to be important, 
which inciqental or peripheral (for 16-year-olds of varying abilities)? 
Can coursework learn from the plain text approach.~ 
In our experience, much of what passes as 'coursework' today is still 
moulded by past examination traditions. 'A unique opportunity' is not being 
taken up. Yet, as we have just seen, some examinations are themselves 
moving in new directions. What has coursework to learn from them? 
First, short sections of the play or novel can be a natural springboard for 
the student writer. In the Plain Text approach these are inevitably chosen 
by the examiners, but in coursework, when a class has been enacting, 
presenting readings, or taping key scenes, it is possible to encourage and 
assist students to make their own choices of a section for 'detailed study', 
where their 'first-hand knowledge' of the text can lead to a 'sensitive and 
informed personal response" 1 - with the text still in front of them, and the 
experience of enacting it fresh in their minds. 
Second, if they are taking on a more reflective, analytic role. some 
students may welcome or need guidelines. These will have three functions, 
at least; 
(a) to keep them actively engaged in re-creating and extending an 
imaginary world constructed from the text; 
(b) to help them to focus on elements in that experience that they 
find significant; 
(c) drawing on the ebb and flow of their sympathies, to help them 
stand back and reflect on what the experience means for them. 
Third, if there are going to be guidelines, or prompts, what are they going 
to look like? Here again Cambridge has been suggestive. Consider the effect 
of some of these phrasings taken from the last eight years' papers: 
re_creating and 
extendz'ng 
your reactions as you read through ... 
anv lines that particularly interest or puzzle you 
your feelings may vary 
when you look closely at what cJch man says and 
think about how he says it 
when you think of what each says and does 
\.n 
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finding 
significance 
reflecting 
on personal 
meanings and 
judgements 
what impression do you form (of the atmosphere ... ) 
. _ what do you find unexpected in their behaviour, 
attitude and language 
... explore some of the contrasts (in feeling, mood, 
action, character, attitude) that you yourself find 
interesting 
. what differences do you discover ... in 
temperament and in the way they look at life 
. what hints do you see that help you to understand 
(later) developments (or relationships) 
. your understanding of the problems that confront 
X andY 
. what portrait of X would you produce 
how well does Y cope with (the problems), do you think 
. in your opinion, (do) they deserve pardon or 
punishment 
. what is your own interpretation 
. do you think X is being fair 
In our view, phrases such as these encourage the process of reading and 
response, so that discoveries can continue to be made in the course of 
writing. Writing ceases to be primarily a summary (or, worse still, a 
regurgitation) of past thoughts; it is an opportunity to think through and 
even discover afresh. In imaginative teaching, of course, such writing has 
the launch pad of animated 'analytical' discussions, arising as a natural 
corollary of presentations and enactments. Talk precedes writing and helps 
to shape it. 
In one or two cases we find equally suggestive ideas in the Plain Text 
approaches to lyric poems. Although in the exam the poem was unseen, the 
following assignment- with adaptation- could equally have been given to a 
group who had chosen their own poem to explore, present, and write about: 
Read the following poem ('Incendiary' by Vernon Scannell) a number 
of times, till you feel you have begun to get inside it; then look at the 
questions .... which are intended to help you to express freely your 
own reactions to the poem. 
What is interesting in this 'introduction' is that it not only recognises the 
need for 'a number of readings 'to get inside' any poem, but also leaves the 
student free to accept or set aside the guidelines that follow'; 
-This poem is about a small boy and a fire that he started 
deliberately. What impression of the fire does the poem create for you? 
Mention some of the details in the poem that contribute to this 
impression. 
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-Write about your impression oft he small boy and the feeling towards 
him that the poem arouses. How far does the poem enable you to 
understand why he started the fire? 
-The poet repeats the word 'frightening'. What things frighten him 
about this incident? Do you find that 'frightening' is the strongest, or 
the final. feeling that the poem expresses for you? 12 
No doubt questions like these are not beyond improvement, but it is 
impressive to see their effect on students of varying articulacy and maturity 
in poetic response. Let us look in turn at the opening sections from two 
students15 : 
(a) The poem gives the impression that the fire -wa&were great and it 
had spread all over~ the farm. its flames spread quickly. as 
quickly as a tiger hungrily coming towards you aRd reariRg. the 
noise of the fire was as deafening as the roar of a tiger whilst 
tearing flesh. The brightness of the red and gold flames made 
the sky look red and fierce, and as persons chocked, you could 
imagine the stars up in the sky being chocked by the thick black 
smoke rising into the sky. 
My impressions of the small boy i& are that he was lonely and 
needed some attention just to tell him that he was still loved. 
... The last two lines of the poem 'He would have been content 
with one warm kiss had there been anyone w offer this'. made 
me feel sorrowful for the child. I wanted to reach out, .aft-6. pull 
him close and give him the one warm kiss that he so much 
wanted. which no one would give him. 
Space does not allow us to discuss here the detailed developmental features 
in this staging point of written response: however, we can point to the way 
she dwells on and imagines the possibilities in two dense poetic images in the 
poem ('flame-fanged tigers roaring hungrily' and 'set the sky on fire and 
choke the stars'): to her empathic understanding of the boy and the love he 
needed: to the directness of her warm, human response. She has trusted to 
the guidelines and found them valuable. 
(b) The fire was huge to compare -te- with what his heart needed. His 
need for love was 'brazen, fierce and huge'. That small boy with 'a 
face like pallid cheese' seems almost under other circumstance to 
be an angel. But the fire of hatred in his heart for not being 
wanted has burnt out his eyes. People say the eyes are connected 
to fi.i.& the heart his certainly seem to be. The colour suggests life 
and ~fierce Y€'ffl reactions. I don't feel it is true of the boy. He 
is almost ash in his feelings. Almost dead and gone. . .. 
And it is frightening that such a small child should carry such 
pain in his heart. That such a child could as the poem says 'set the 
0\ 
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sky on fire and choke the stars-6faf'& to heat.' It is frightening that 
we can allow such people to exist in such a state. The fear is 
emphasized by mentioning the boys actual size. The smallness of 
him to cause such a fire. 'such skinny limbs and such little heart'. 
And then we are offered the remedy. So simple as remedies 
usually are. So pure a feeling and action 'one warm kiss'. 
Again, briefly, we can point to a vital element of imaginative construction in 
her reading of the symbolism (the fire is not only external but internal!); a 
synthesising of 'fact and metaphor'; the sense of multiple meanings in an 
image .like 'burnt-out little eyes' or an action like 'one warm kiss'; a wider 
reflection on what 'we can allow'. The phrasing of the assignment has been 
helpful to her, but-:-impelled by her imagination-she has felt free to 
7 develop her own complex respon~e. 
Can coursework grasp the potential of imaginary roles? 
During the past decade a number of boards have experimented inter-
mittently- both at A level and 16 + -with the idea of asking candidates to 
write in an imaginary role, rather than within the analytic tradition. So far 
as we know, there has been no national review of the lessons that have been 
learnt. What are the options? Let us consider, for simplicity, a set of 
examples drawn from the past five years' papers in the Cambridge Plain 
Text syllabus: 
-There are as many different ways of directing Macbeth as there are 
directors. Each director has to make crucial decisions about what 
Shakespeare's play means and how the production will bring out the 
meaning. 
What would you, as director, want to convey to the audience about one 
of the following ... difficult problems ... and how would you do it? 
(June '81) 
-Uncle Ben's appearances in (Death of a Salesman) have a mysterious 
and puzzling quality. What do you make of him? You may, if you wish. 
think of yourself as a director talking to the actor who will be playing 
the part. (June '81) 
-(In 1984) As she sits in the cell, awaiting questioning, Julia looks back 
over her affair with Winston. 'what do you think her thoughts and 
feelings about their relationship would be? If you wish, you can write as 
if you were Julia. Qune '84) 
-Explain exactly why (Bathsheba) feels unable to knock at the door 
and speak to Oak (in Chapter 43). You may write as if you were 
Bathsheba if you wish. Qune '84) 
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-Imagine you are Laura's mother (in Lark Rise), and say what you 
think and feel about your nine-year-old daughter. Qune '81) 
.. 
Coursework gives students ampl~ opportunities to take advantage of such 
approaches-and others like them. The actual experience of working in 
class on the production of a scene from a play leads naturally into exploring 
what can be learnt in the role of director- or actor. All the script offers is 
printed dialogue on the page: taking on these roles adds in such new 
dimensions as gestures, actions and reactions; movement, stance and 
juxtaposition; inner thoughts and feelings; and. crucially. the spoken 
interpretation of the text. 
Similarly, in preparing a reading from a novel or short story, students 
have to imagine themselves into the role(s). in a particular era. culture and 
setting. Whatever the text- be it a Hemingway short story or a proposal 
scene from Pride and Prejudice- there will be massive demands on the 
reader to construct beyond the words. The sub-text of motive, intention, 
attitude and feeling may be no more than hinted at, or very obliquely 
indicated. 
Role play associated with prepared readings, then, is a method of slowing 
down the reading process, allowing for a fuller imaginative creation, while 
at the same time giving students the responsibility and the opportunity to 
learn from their own discoveries. As an alternative way of getting at sub-
text, 'explication de texte' from the teacher, while it certainly slows down 
the reading (1), is more than likely to deaden both imagination and 
response. 
Thus, as an element in coursework writing, the 'imaginary role' approach 
seems to us equal in significance to analytical writing. and best viewed as a 
complement and parallel to it. If so, no coursework folder should exclude 
either. 
As our final point, let us indicate briefly what may be gained: with space 
for no more than one example, we have chosen a piece from a C.S.E. folder, 
by an 'average' student. written- as it happens- in a mock exam and based 
on a N.W.R.E.B. question. 14 
'Imagine yourself a character in one of the books you have studied and 
write the full entry you make in your diary for one especially interesting 
and important experience. 
Include in your entry your thoughts and feelings.' (May '84) 
'Kes' 
22nd of November, something very important happened with my bird, 
'Kes' he started as a chick that wouldn't kill for its food unless it was fed 
by me so I looked up about this in~ books and they say that you 
should give~ the bird time to get used to not having a mother and so I 
did, and now he's flying around and fending for himself like any other 
wild bird. 
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I took him out to the park early this morning and let him go- at first 
I thought he'd fly off but he came straight back to me, so I let him loose 
again to catch some meat which I tied to a string and spun it round my 
head untill 'Kes' saw it and lunged at it. 
I then took a sparrow which I had caught before and~let it loose 
'Kes' was flying so fast I thought he'd miss it, but he never missed, his 
aim was superb he went straight through the skin w~H-with his sharp 
and killing claws. I know this was cruel but at least I gave the sparrow a 
Fifty-Fifty chance. I am glad that my training of the bird hasn't hurt its 
natural instincts to kill for food, but I am also sad that I will have to let 
him go soon because it belongs in the wild with the rest of the wild 
birds. 
Its been a long time since I ~First found him in an old building 
abandoned so it seemed; just waiting for some one to just walk along 
and help it, the little chirps that meant 'help me', almost brings tears to 
my eyes. 
The essential question to ask, it seems to us, is what kind of evidence such 
writing offers of empathy with Billy Casper, and understanding of the 
significance of the bird for this character. At two points, the prose seems to 
be· unusually responsive to feeling and thought. In the first, there is 
exultation and pride, 'he never missed, his aim was superb', followed by a 
more ambiguous acknowledgement of brute power, 'his sharp and killing 
claws'. There is a kind of wrestling with ambivalent judgements, 'I know it 
was cruel ... I am glad ... my training ... hadn't hurt its natural 
instincts.' In the second, the poignancy of the coming loss of the bird is 
prefigured, as Billy remembers finding it. The cadence of this final sentence 
suggem. a writer of surprising sophistication-'Its been a long time 
since ... abandoned so it seemed, just waiting ... almost brings tears to 
my eyes.' In order to recognise such evidence, we have to interpret what it 
enacts, rather than expect analytic fullness (of the kind our own commen-
tary begins to offer). 
Admittedly, there are two minor objections we may need to meet, in this 
instance. First, writing under exam pressures, with more than one text to 
cover in the session, Leslie has misremembered and kaleidoscoped more 
than one incident. Does it really matter, though? ('Undue emphasis should 
not be placed on mere recall' as the new National Criteria state.) Second, 
the opening reads more like a letter to a close friend (offering contextual 
explanation) than a diary entry. Neither· of these takes away from the 
positive achievements, in our view. The vivid external events evoked with 
such delicacy, the exploration of inner thought and complex feeling, the 
precision of the language and appropriateness of the rhythms, and the 
overall coherence of the piece are a fitting testimony to what this writer has 
learned in responding to literature. 
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APPENDIX 4 
Examples of 'reading for understanding' techniques, 
with the use of science textbooks. 
from "Reading for Learning in the Sciences" 
Davies and Greene, Schools Council, 
Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh 1984. 
Here Wl,.' W('uld expect to find references to the deck. the cables. the anchor 
l'•'ints. and s''''ll . .-\gain th~.·s~.· ar1.' sp~.'citk it~.·ms ,,f l."lllllt:nt. hut as related 
items of information they can also be classified as the ·parts of a structure'. 
And where the information constituent 'parts' is present. so too will be the 
constituents properties, location, and function. 
The occurrence of this particular structure in geography and history as 
well as in science texts enables us to identify similarities as well as differ-
ences amongst texts across the curriculum. 
In illustrating the notion of information structure we have identified two 
distinct structures underlying different types of science, and other texts: 
instruction and physical structure. This is a first step towards describing 
variations in science texts which is followed up in detail in Chapter 4. 
We now use the notions of writer intention and information structure to 
examine text variation across the curriculum. 
The distinction between English and science texts is sharpest and will 
serve to illustrate the distinctions we wish to draw out. 
Comparing the texts of science and English: writer intention 
With the exception of poetry and passages specially selected for particular 
exercises, most English texts are narrative; science texts and many texts in 
the humanities used in schools are informative: they are expository or in-
structional. These general terms do not tell us anything about particular 
writer intentions; but they do point to the wider purposes of the different 
types of text. 
We might say that the general function of narrative texts is to tell a story; 
in practice, things are much more complex than this. The novel or short 
story may well be thought of as an end in itself. Nevertheless, its story-
telling function differentiates it, at the most fundamental level, from texts 
written for the purpose of inf\)rming: describing or explaining the real 
world, or instructing the reader in a particular procedure. 
The narrative texts studied in English all share certain quite consistent 
features: 
1. they all tell a story, ie they are structured by a story 'frame'; 
2. they are frequently written by professional writers; 
3. they make reference to the personal rather than the public; 
4. they are not intended, in themselves, to be 'educative'. 
The texts which are used in science are all written for quite specific pedago-
gic purposes, but these purposes are manifold. While the instruction texts 
of science, like the narrative texts of English, do have consistent features in 
common, informative texts do not. For instance, an informative text which 
introduces a theory is as different from an informative text which describes 
a mechanism as it is from a narrative. Reading in science, we suggest, is 
more demanding than reading in English because it requires, as a basic 
condition, a willingness and capacity to deal with a wider range of text 
types. 
Meaning or information constituents 
The meaning constituents of the narrative are familiar, in principle, to all 
readers: the characters or actors around which a story reYolves, their 
qualities and goals, the settings in which they find themselves, and the events 
and resolutions which result. The information constituents of informatin 
texts, by contrast, vary widely according to the topic of the text. 
Thus, while texts giving instructions to experiment may all share the consti-
tuents - 'apparatus', 'materials' and 'steps' - texts describing a theory 
will have different constituents; and these will further differ from those 
describing structures or processes. 
It is this wide variation in the basic constituents of science texts which, as 
we show in Chapter 4, gives rise to information structures which are not as 
familiar to readers as the story structure. 
Meaning or information structure 
The structure of the story has been widely investigated by linguists and 
psychologists in recent years. They have been able to show how implicit 
knowledge of this structure serves as a framework for understanding; and 
that a knowledge of the basic structure of the story is acquired by children 
at an early age. 
By contrast, the structure of expository and instructional texts has not 
been widely investigated, and the models which have been proposed are 
very tentative. More importantly, it seems likely that pupils coming to the 
task of reading in science do not bring with them the implicit knowledge of 
the structures of science texts that they have of the narrative. This is one 
reason why the reading demands of the text used in science and English 
are quite different. 
Reading demands of texts in science and English 
Narrative text is conducive to the kind of reading termed receptive rending 
by the 'Effective Use of Reading' team. The reader who reads receptively 
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is metaphorically carried along by the text, or, if you like, by a story 
framework; s/he is so involved that s/he is likely in fact to be unconscious 
of what s/he is doing. 
Receptive reading may be contrasted with reflective reading. When read-
ing reflectively the reader does actually break the flow of his or her prog-
ress through the text and reflect on something s/he has read about or related 
to what s/he is reading about. Reflective reading may well occur in reading 
narrative prose; indeed it is an essential requirement for the advanced 
study of literature- but it is not an essential requirement for the reading of 
narrative. 
Both receptive and reflective reading play a part in learning from text 
but they make very different demands on the reader: 
1. Receptive reading, by virtue of the fact that it is intrinsically rewarding, 
maintains motivation and generates interest in a topic or theme; 
2. Reflective reading results in learning and in this respect may also be 
regarded as potentially rewarding; 
3. Reflective reading is harder work- and it is the predominant demand of 
reading expository instructional texts; 
4. Whereas (most) narrative texts offer the reader the option of reading 
receptively or reflectively, and we assume that some readers do pace them-
selves in this way, expository and instructional texts do not. Non-narrative 
prose does not offer the same opportunities fQr gear-changing. 
The opportunities to read receptively are rare in science, so it is essential 
that reflective reading is rewarded by understanding. But this does not 
happen unless the reader knows when and where to stop and reflect. Know-
ing when and where to break reading for reflection is facilitated by know-
ledge of structure. The question is, do pupils coming to the task of learning 
from the expository and instructional texts of science possess even implicit-
ly this knowledge? Our view is that they do not. 
Without this knowledge, and the support and guidance from teachers 
who know the nature of the task, pupil reading in science is unlikely to be 
truly reflective, and is likely in fact to become rejective. 
Rejective reading, as the term implies, is manifest either in a rejection 
of the task and the text, or in a passive passing over of print which does 
not result in satisfaction or learning. We know from personal experience 
when we ourselves respond rejectively to print, and we also know, from 
experience, the sort of texts which are likely to give rise to this reaction. 
We doubt whether we are always as sensitive to the potential responses 
of our pupils. It is true that we have all encountered some pupils who 
manifest, even in junior school, the motivation to read widely about 
science and the flexibility and capacity to deal effectively with a wide 
range of types of text. These pupils seem to possess an implicit knowledge 
of information structuring from an early age and use it to pace their reading: 
they cope with new content and terminology with ease. Perhaps these are 
the students who go on to become great scientists or science teachers. They 
are, nevertheless, in the minority. For most pupils, reading in science is 
probably one of the most challenging demands made on them throughout 
their secondary schooling. 
If pupils are to be encouraged to maintain a lively interest in science beyond 
the novelty of experimental work in the first years of secondary schooling 
they will need to read, and read effectively. 
This, we believe, will not come about unless science teachers are prepared 
to provide support and guidance in reading throughout the secondary 
school. Because the demands of reading in science are subject-specific they 
cannot be met by 'reading' or 'skills' lessons which go on elsewhere in the 
curriculum. The responsibility for training must be in the hands of the ex-
perts in science - the science teachers. 
Summary 
In our discussion of the nature of reading in science we have tried to sug-
gest some starting points for providing support and guidance for our pupils. 
1. We propose that a first step is to concentrate on the content and struc-
ture of texts used in science, rather than on features like terminology. In 
effect we are saying that if we take care of content and structure, terminology 
will look after itself. This we will illustrate in the next section. 
2. We have said, however, that we have much to learn about structure. but 
have pointed to some quite fundamental differences between the structure 
of the narrative texts of English and the instructional and expository texts 
of science. 
3. We have also tried to show that pupils have an advantage in reading 
narrative, namely possession of the story framework, but lack the counter-
,part(s) of this structure when they come to read science texts. 
4. A further challenge of reading in science is that pupils have to deal with 
a range of different text types, with unfamiliar and extensive content. 
5. Three kinds of reading response have been discussed: receptive, reflec-
tive .and rejective. 
6. It has been asserted that the opportunities for reading receptively are 
rare in science. Teachers will themselves consider whether or where there 
is a place for provision of material which will give rise to receptive reading. 
Q\ 
Ul 
are pr~1tected by plastic or acetate covers, or inserted into plastic en-
velop.!~. Any marking of the text can tht?n be done on the cover in wash-
able pens and subsequently erased. Alkrnatively, pupils may be provided 
with acetate sheets to lay over matl!rial which is going to be re-used. 
In general, most of the teachers with whom we have worked prefer their 
pupils to keep copies of worked-over texts. These are useful both for revi-
sion of content and as exemplars of a method of text study. We like the 
idea of pupils being able to return to texts which they have, for instance, 
underlined and labelled, especially when a recording outcome of the text 
marking, like a diagram, is also included in the file. 
2. Discussion 
Discussion is facilitated by the provision of a copy of each text to be used for 
each pupil involved, and by keeping group size to a minimum; pupils work 
in pairs or in groups of three. 
Only when the teacher and pupils are experienced in small group discus-
sion does the size of the group increase. Furthermore, teachers experi-
enced in working with mixed-ability classes usually ensure that weaker 
readers are paired with at least one more confident reader. In classes where 
there is a predominance of less-confident readers, pupils are often given 
the opportunity to follow the print while the teacher reads it aloud before 
the pupils undertake the reading task. Indeed, with almost all classes, the 
lesson begins with the teacher reading the text aloud while the pupils 
follow. 
The discussion has a purpose. Pupils are expected to make decisions. 
They are also expected to revise their decisions in the light of further in-
formation. This is made available through the pooling of ideas in a teacher-
led class discussion at the end of the lesson. The nature of the topic and of 
the text, as well as the teacher's own teaching style, determine the extent to 
which conclusions are open or closed. Frequently, though not always, a 
consensus is reached. 
3. Observing pupil responses 
Because the lesson has been very carefully planned, and because pupils are 
taking an active part in the lesson, it is possible for pupil performance to be 
closely monitored by the teacher. 
Insight into pupil interpretations may be gained from group and class 
discussions; and further evidence is available from marked-up texts as well 
as by recording outcomes. 
Pupils are also informed about the objectives of the lesson and are clear 
about what follow-up is required of them. The relevance of the reading 
activity for their homework and study is frequently discussed. 
Examples of directed-reading activities: reconstruction 
activities 
Completion 
There follow three examples of completion activities. 
1. Text completion: prediction of words deleted on a regular basis 
This is the activity known as cloze procedure. Originally developed as a 
technique for assessing the readability of texts, it is also used as a test of 
comprehension. 
When used as a directed-reading activity, deletion serves to initiate 
discussion and reflection about the important concepts and language of the 
text. 
Words are deleted from the text to leave gaps. Gaps are usually of uniform 
size so that clues to the word are drawn from the meaning of the text, 
rather than from 'letter clues' or word shape. 
An example of text prepared for doze by the deletion of every fifth word 
is shown below. 
Modified text 1: Expansion and contraction of solids 
Materials expand when they are heated. Most materials expand, or 
become larger, when they are heated, and contract, or become 
smaller, when they are cooled. The expansion of solid materials, like 
iron and brass, is so small that it is not noticed unless special appa-
ratus is used to measure it and to show that it is, in fact, occurring. 
The expansion of solids. Push the metal ball of a ball and ring appa-
ratus through the ring. Heat the ball and, when it is red hot, lift it with 
tongs and place it on the ring. The ball does not fall through the ring. 
It has expanded. What happens when the ball cools and contracts? 
Heat the bar of a bar and guage apparatus. Try to push the bar into 
the guage. It does not fit. Allow the bar to cool. It now fits into the 
guage for it has contracted in length. 
Lay a thick iron rod across two bricks. Use Plasticine to attach a 
straw to one end of a knitting needle. Place the needle. so that tlu: 
straw is upright, on one of the bricks and underneath the rod. Then 
0" 
0" 
heat the rod. The straw turns. Why? Now allow the rod to cool. The 
straw now turns in the opposite direction. Why? 
Expansion and contraction can __ a nuisance or even __ dam-
age. Therefore, engineers make __ for expansion and contraction. 
__ pipes are built with __ , bends and moveable collars __ 
that no damage is __ when the pipes become __ and expand. 
Telephone wires __ power cables are left __ so they do not 
__ ~vhen they contract in __ weather. Large metal bridges __ 
loosely on rollers or __ pads built into their __ . 
Then expansion can take place freely and no ~amage is done to the 
bridges. Narrow tar-filled gaps are sometimes made in concrete roads 
so that cracking does not occur when the concrete expands. The rails 
on a railway track are welded together to make a single rail that is 
often more than one kilometre in length. This rail is heated and 
stretched. It is then fixed down firmly in the expanded state so that it 
contracts only slightly when the weather becomes colder. The pendu-
lums of clocks are sometimes provided with wooden or plastic bobs 
and adjustable nuts. Wood and plastic do not expand as much as met-
als. The nut of a pendulum is turned so that the position of the bob is 
altered and allowance made for expansion and contraction. 
From C. Windridge, General Science, Book 1. 
2. Text completion: words deleted on an irregular basis 
While we believe that pupil discussion based on cloze passages deleted on a 
regular basis does have some potential for learning, we consider that an 
irregular or selective system of deletion has greater potential. 
A selective pattern of deletion is illustrated below. 
Modified text 2: making allowances for expansion and contraction 
Expansion and contraction can be a nuisance or even cause damage. 
Therefore, engineers make allowances for expansion and contraction. 
Steam pipes are built with loops, bends and moveable collars so that 
no damage is done when the pipes become hot and expand. Telephone 
wires and power cables are left slack so they do not snap when they 
contract in cold weather. Large metal bridges rest __ on rollers or 
plastic pads built into their supports. 
Then __ can take place freely and no __ is done to the 
bridges. Narrow tar-filled __ are sometimes made in concrete roads 
so that ___ does not occur when the concrete expands. The rails on a 
railway track are welded together to make a __ rail that is often 
more than one kilometre in length. This rail is heated and stretched. It 
is then fixed down firmly in the __ state so that it contracts only 
slightly when the weather becomes __ . The pendulums of clocks 
are sometimes provided with wooden or plastic bobs and adjustable 
nuts. __ and plastic do not expand as much as __ . The nut of a 
pendulum is turned so that the position of the bob is altered and 
allowance made for expansion and contraction. 
From C. Windridge, General Science, Book 1. 
With a regular system of deletion. I in 10. l in 7. 1 in 5. the teacher has 
little control over what aspects of content or of langu:1ge are focused on. 
\Vhen deletion is selective there is much greater control, since the teacher 
decides what words will be deleted. 
A comparison of the two ·Expansion· examples serves to illustrate this. 
The comparison is best undertaken through reference to the deleted words 
listed below. 
Example 1 
Regular deletion 
be 
cause 
allowances 
steam 
loops 
so 
done 
rest 
plastic 
supports 
Example 2 
Selecred delerion 
loosely 
expansion 
damage 
gaps 
cracking 
single 
expanded 
colder 
wood 
metals 
Of the ten gaps 111 Example l. five can be tilled by words (either the origin-
al- ·be·. 'cause·. 'so·. 'done·. and 'rest"- or synon~'ms) purely on the basis 
of language cues. No reference to the content of the p~1ssagc is required 
and hence in discussions about clozing the gaps there is unlikely to be refer-
ence to the important concepts discussed in the passage. The remaining 
fi\'e gaps. by contrast. do require reference to the content of the text. But 
there is a sense in which they also require reference our.1ide the text. There 
is not enough information left in the text for ·good· predictions <Jbuut 
appropriate words to be made. There is no way of knm1·ing in advance. ltlr 
instance. that the example of allowances for expansion cited by the writer 
will be 'steam' pipes, nor of knowing in advance that 'loops· as well <lS 
bends will be built in. In sum, deletions may not be sufficiently demanding 
of P.ffort. or irrelevant to the content. or thev mav be too demandinu. 
(]\ 
·-.:] 
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APPENDIX 5 
Number of C.S.E. candidates entered for 
N.R.E.B. examinations in 1985, 1986, 1987. 
- 1 69 -
THE NORTH REGIONAL EXAMINATIONS BOARD 
CERTIFICATE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
1985 EXAMINATION - PROVISIONAL RESULTS 
Mean grades are not shown where the number of candidates is less tnan 10. 
Percentages are not shown where the number of candidates is less than 100. 
The following subjects are available under all Modes: 
I 
TOTAL NO 
SUBJECT OF 
CANDIDATES j 
6 967 I Art 
Elements of Accounts Boo 
Commerce 1 965 I 
r Commercial Organisation 1 813 
I and Offic..:e Practic.:e 
I 
Typewriting 8 413 
Home Economics 6 065 
Needlecraft 2 166 
English Language - Written 22 014 
English Language - Oral 13 978 
English Literature 15 306 
i 
COT: Metalwork 2 979 i I 
I 
I 
COT: Woodwork 3 726 
I 
COT: Design 892 I 
I 
COT: Technology 394 
i 
Technical Studies: 
2 673 I Graphical Communicati,on 
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' ·I TOTAL NO 
I SUBJECI' OF CANDIDATES 
Geography - ll 894 
History 10 835 
Mathematics 27 031 
Computer Studies 4 066 
I ...... •'<t 
l Arit~tic 6 603 
' 
French 5 440 
German l 884 
Spanish 432 
Music 997 
Rural Studies 944 
i 
Religious Studies 4 715 
Human Biology 2 720 
Biology 9 962 
Chemistry 8 575 
Physics 8 403 
Science 4 849 
I'( ·1 -
THE NORTH REGIONAL EXAMINATIONS BOARD 
CERTIFICATE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
1986 EXAMINATION - PROVISIONAL RESULTS 
Mean grades are not shown where the number of candidates is less than 10. 
Percentages are not shown where the number of candidates ip less than 100. 
The following subjects are available.under all Modes: 
TOTAL NO 
OF 
SUBJECT CANDIDATES 
! 
Art 5625 ; I 
I 
Elements of Accounts ' 818 ! 
Commerce 
' 
2097 
I 
I 
I Commercial Organisation 
and Office Practice 2132 
Typewriting 
8658 
-Home Economics· 
5562 
Needlecraft 
2094 
I English Language - Written 19011 
English Language - Oral 
12078 
English Literature 
16321 
CDT: Metalwork 2607 
CDT: Woodwork 3551 
CDT: Design 
1271 
CDT: Technology 
841 
Technical Studies: 
Graphical Communication 2083 
--~-----· 
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·i 
TOTAL NO 
OF 
SUBJECT CANDIDATES 
Geography 10965 
History 10189 
Mathematics 24772 
Arithmetic 6523 
... 
. 
Computer Studies 5045 
I 
I 
French 5153 
French Alternative 493 I 
Syllabus (GOML) 
German 1688 
Spanish 274 
Music 1161 
Rural Studies 991 
Religious Studies 4836 
Human Biology 2676 
Biology 9009 
Chemistry 7864 
Physics 7314 
Science 5296 
- 1 7 3 -
THE NORTH REGIONAL EXM1INATIONS BOARD 
CE~TIFICATE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
1987 EXAMINATION - PROVISIONAL RESULTS 
Mean grades are not shown where the number of candidates is less than 10. 
Percentages are not shown where the number of candidates is less than 100. 
TOTAL NO 
OF 
SUBJECT CANDIDATES 
Art 5175 
Elements of Accounts 817 
Commerce 1860 
Commercial Organisation 
and Office Practice 2354 
Typewriting 8783 
Home Economics 5651 
Needlecraft 2082 
English Language-Written 16514 
English Language-Oral 11919 
English Literature 12002 
COT: Metalwork 2214 
CDT: Woodwork 3171 
, 
CDT: Design 1198 
CDT: Technology 781 
Technical Studies: 
Graphical C:Jm:nunication ~ 683 
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TCYrAL NO 
l 
OF 
SUBJECT CANDIDATES 
Geography 10458 
History 9619 
Mat~ematics 25976 
Arithmetic 6029 
Computer Studies 4490 
French 3736 
French Alternative 
Syllabus (GOML) 317 
German 858 
Spanish 117 
Music 930 
Rural Studies 1043 
Religious Studies 3745 
Human Biology 2580 
Biology 9518 
Chemistry 8210 
Physics 71.04 
Science ~ 4772 
! ( ') -
TOTAL NO 
OF 
SUBJECT CANDIDATES 
Nautical Studies: 
Navigation 2 
Nautical Studies: 
Shipbuilding 25 
Nautical Studies: 23 
SeamanshiP 
Human Movement Studies 10.:13 
Media Studies 176 i 
Business Studies 314 
Applied Science 833 
I Building Studies 484 ! 
Technical Studies 1366 
-
Related Studies 5499 
Information Studies 160 
- I 7 6 -
APPENDIX 6 
Letter from N.R.E.B., 1985, 
inviting teacher comment on G.C.S.E. proposals for English. 
The North Regional Examinations Board 
'N h e a if; c: 1 : = ~ , .._ 
Westernco9 
i'Jewcastle uoon T';ne i'JE:S 5JZ 
Telephone (091) 286 2711 
S123A 28 November 1985 
Dear Sir/Madam 
English Panel 
Consultation on NEA proposals for GCSE syllabuses A and B in English 
Copies of the enclosed Northern Examining Association syllabuses have been sent 
to all NREB centres, and teachers are invited to comment on the proposals by 
Friday, 10 January 1986. 
I should be grateful if you would arrange a meeting as soon as possible for the 
teachers whom you represent, using your usual LEA consultative machinery, so that 
they may have an opportunity to discuss and comment on the syllabuses. 
The next meeting of the English Panel will be held in the Board's offices on 
Wednesday 8 January at 10.00 a.m. Members will be invited to discuss the proposed 
syllabuses and report on the comments of their teachers. The Panel's response to 
the proposals will be reported to the NEA English Subject Committee. 
If any member is unable to attend this meeting a written summary of teachers' 
comments would be of value. 
Yours faithfully 
11~ ( . 
for Secretary to the Board 
.. 
To: Members of the English Panel 
(A corr.cany ltm1tea oy guar3ntee. ~~91s~er~c ·r. =~gJar1.:: .';c : J.gg-:;o =::e,;:srer~·.: :f~ .:e 3GCi-?:lS as accve .: 
S~·.::~!Z.""'; ""; .,..~ ~0;:!:"•::: ~ .:. ,"/ .-•.:.r""'·''·-~ :: . .:.. 
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APPENDIX 7 
Draft Grade Criteria for English, 
as first published in accessible form to teachers. 
Times Education Supplement, 11th October 1985. 
THETIM£S£DUCATIONALSVPPLEMENT U.lU5 
d. 
Domains 
Oral Commuokatioo 
This wiD carry the same weight a'l the 
other Jomains ii the working party's 
recommendation is accepted. All 
candidates will have to reach a 
pass standard in oral communicatit'n 
to achieve an overall pass. 'The work-
ing party has suggested that this do-
main should be subdivided into: 
~i) Content it) Organization and struCture. iii) Langua$e features- the ,;election 
and appropnateness of the vocabulary 
and grammatica} structures, with an 
equal emphasis on formal and informal 
re~ters. . · . ·T-· • 
(iv) Social conten...: the way in which 
speakers and listeners respond to their 
audience and usc skills such as intona-
tion, pausing, intervention and other 
types of non-verbal skills. 
Writing 
. candidates mUSt be able to develop a ... 
variety of llyles in response to diffe-
te.nt ~•tuati.ons. A '•sense of audience" 
is· vital. :'.. · 
~·; 
CandidateS onm be ~bk ~~write in the 
~ ....... ~:--- 4 
-·--n•u ..... Y• .. un• 
Aurrt~ 
2 
3 
41~ 
617 
1!!19 
10 
11/12 
GCSE gnuk Rr.>trictlc>tU 
G The can.lldste mu.a 
satisfy the FIG 
critena in oral 
F 
E 
D 
c 
B 
A 
oommWiicatiOD md 
in one aehu domain. · 
The c:mdidllte mUll 
><llisfy lhe FiG 
criu:ria in orral 
communication and 
in at leas! ooe other 
dolll<lin 
The caDdidatc miiSt 
satidytbc FIG 
critcna nn all 
domains 
The c-aooidate ll1us! 
satisfy lbe FiG 
criu:na 0<1 all 
domains 
The C<Uldidase m!Dl 
sa~tbeF/G 
critcru oa all 
domaiaa 
NofunJJcr 
n:suictiooa 
· The working party would ._;elcome 
suqe:s~ons on the most appropriate 
· .. me~ of obtaining an overall grade. 
. . '• :···.' .. . ~~:f; .. ' .L.;, , _ _, .. , . 
Examples · · 
A. Oral communication 
.• c.tat • ·. 
· Grade AlB candidates can;· .·· 
followin3 COiltexts: . · . 
e E.x:pres$ive writing and narrative in 
response to 5timuli ilnd experience. 
e Argument and persuasion. 
(1) Distinguish between power of ex-
. pression and the force of the ideas 
e Gi"ing information. 
Rea din;: 
Pupils must be gi\'eo the chance to 
respond to wbofe books and to re-
spond tD a wide variety of texts, 
including: 
0 E:q>reuive and imaginative texts 
0 Texts which pr~:acnt an argument or 
intend to pc:r"uade. 
0 Texts which intend to inform and 
explain. 
expresxd. 
(2) Sustain a coherent amount of 
(J!:rsonal expc: ri ence . 
(3) Ia conversation. discussion or 
. .ugument a.~er preparation which may 
iDcludc the consideration of source 
materials. 
e Select subject matter which i& re-
levant to the task and adapt it as 
appropriate to the purpose and audi-
ence. 
e Formulate: a tenable conclusion and 
justify it. 
e Compare points of view and weigh 
these against each other. . 
8 Go beyond a stated point or view to 
explore 1ts implications for the argu-
ment. 
-····~~.:~:rs -e.w .. $?:·~:~,,~). 
. ported opinion or hearsay eVJdence. 
• Give a balanced summary of the 
views expressed by the participants. 
Grade FIG caadtdates an: 
(1) RecoFe a speaker's more ob-
vious atutudes, anns· and intentions 
and react to them. 
: (2) Tell or retell an anecdote or story. 
(J) ln conversation, discussion or 
argument after preparation which may 
include: the consideration of source 
materia.ls. 
e Include subject matter relevant to 
the task set 
e Sutc a point of \iew. 
e Acknowledge the points of view of 
different speakers. 
e Contribute ideas "rc:levanrly." 
8Sodal context 
Grade A/B candldata cau: 
(1} Speak fluently anJ confidently in a 
variety of situations. 
(2) Use the voice for emphasis. con-
trast or dramatic effect. 
(3) Engage and control the response of 
the audience. 
(4) When speaking: 
e Use non-verbal signals to enhance 
what is said. 
e Take account of non-verbal cu1:s 
8 Assi"' the speaker in pacing~ his 
delivery by non-verbal.means - nods, 
frown.'>, etc. · 
e Recognize when the delivery con-
tradicts whai is said (e.g. as in irony). 
(6) lu dis..:ussion .or argument. 
e Recognize the cooperative nature 
of group exploration of an issue, taking 
the lead where appropriate. 
0 Sense when to recapitulate in order 
to malr.e progress. 
Grade FIG ~te can: 
( 1) Exchange ideas on a one to one 
basis and in small groups. 
~l Speak audibly and clearly 3 Hold the attention of 3 peer group. 4 When speaking. Wben listening. Concentrate upon the message 
being conveyed. 
e Interpret non-verbal cues as a gloss 
on meaning . 
(6) In discussion or argument. 
0 Ask. questions in order to seck 
a...sistance . 
B. Writing 
In expressive writing and aDd narra-
the, Grade AlB amdl.dates caa: 
(1) Give a coherent and perceptive 
account of both actual and imagined 
exfc:riem:e. 
(2 Write imagilllltive narrative with 
convincing characterization, setting 
and plot. 
(3) When asked to reflect or respond, 
explore feelings and reactions with 
insight and sensitivity. 
(4) Describe a scene or character as 
the task requires. 
Grade FIG caud!dates C8B: · 
(l) Give a coherent account ofpemm-
al experience. 
(2) Write imaginative narrative with a 
discernible plot. 
(3) When asked to rellect or respond, 
, ~ve a direct statement of their person-
al feelings m reactions. 
( 4) Describe a scene or character :n 
the task requires. 
e Use of lang~. 
Grade AID candida~ can: 
(I) At-curattly u,.e a wide vocabul:.il)'. 
(2) Judiciously use a variety of sen-
U3 
(3) Write with secure control of punc-
tuation, grammar and 5YDtltX. 
Grade fO/G candldatt-5 can: 
( 1) Use simple vocabulary appropriate 
to the task. 
(2) Write in !>Cntcnces.' · •· 
(3) Punctuate, anc! use grarnmatial 
conventions with :.ufficient accuracy lo 
be easily understood. 
C. Reading 
In all their n:llrllng. Grade AlB c3Ddi-
dlltes ClUJ: 
(1) Recognize and comment on the 
thematic development af the text. 
(2) Show an understanding of the 
relatiomhip oi what is wrinen to what 
is meant. 
(3) Jdeot1fy, i!lustrate and comment 
upon significant feature~ of the text. 
F/G candidates can: 
( 1) Identify main idc:1s in the text. 
(2) Idenufy a text 3lo b:tving an ex-
. prc:s~ive. persuasive or expcsitory in-
tent. 
(3) When their attention is drawn to 
specific features of a text, find words, 
phrases or sentences which exemplify 
those features. 
In thdr n:lldln3 of texts w-bkb praent 
an argrJIDCilt oc Intend t.o pcnaade, 
AlB candlcbites can: 
(1) Where appropriate, challenge an 
argument in a text. 
(2) Evaluate the effectiveness of an 
ar~mcnt. 
(3) Reu.>glllze the >igmfic,mce of the 
sequencing and orgalliLltion of the 
tc:.;r e.g. rc:~nring most telling point 
t1l1 Ui<.: .:nd. 
FIG c.mdiililks t~an: 
(1) ldcP.ttfy a pui!lt of vi<!w aJ gued in 
the- text 
(2) o;sungui>L fad from actmitted 
opinion 
(3) .Li>t ·:"~~11.· c'; :he 1 ·oi01is matlc: in an 
atgumn:•. 
Next wt.·do;.: French and 
The grade criicsia ior reading can-
nol t>e 3..'i.S~SJ;<~d through traditional 
comp11:hension rests, warns the work-
ing p•my. a Expose and challenge bias. unsup- . . p ---·----------
from th<!ir listeners. 
(5) When lisrenin11. tence structun::s. mat Its 
-.J 
\.0 
AllY nru.rs 
to sPlit? 
This week the nuuung battle over the 
curriculum passe(Fquietly into a new 
phase, 1U the long-awaited and ~on~· 
delayed GCSE draft grade cntena 
we;e unveiled. The collected thoughts 
of the Secondary Examinations Coun-
cil on nine major subjects are now on 
their way to the unions, local author-
ities, subject as.wciations and ex-
amination boards - comments by the 
end of February. 
Let it he stated again, for those who 
have been under the forgivable im-
pression that these notions were to be 
set in concrete next autumn: these 
particular proposals are ~t expected 
to be implemented until the early 
1990's. The GCSE syllalbuses which 
are intended to come into effect next 
year will follow the "national" criteria 
recently laid down. Syllabuses based 
on the new criteria are due to be tested 
from next autumn in pilot form. 
l11e underlying philosophy. of t.he 
latest SEC offering follows S1r Ketth 
Joseph's decision that competitive 
norm-referencing must yield to non· 
competitiv,e. criterion-referencing. In 
plainer terms, the system where~y 
pupils'. attainments. are ~ded (m 
theory, anyway) agamst nat1onal aver· 
ages is to be replaced by a system 
whereby their attainments are mea· 
· sured (in theory) against objectively 
established criteria. The old system 
implied that a significant proporti~n of 
the nation's children had automatically 
to be judged failures; the new system is 
an attempt to escape thh corporate 
·stigma. 
It has already been pointed out that 
:!ihce Sir Keith wishes a Grade Fin .tF. 
, ·new dispensation to be ef-on·eqwva· 
Use of terms 
e Domains: subject areas. Each 
m~bject has hffn dh·idcd into at leas! 
,.,..,, 't' r ,,, n 
lent standard to a CSE Grade 4. the 
purity of the conception is sullied in 
advance: criterion·referencing wa< nm 
born yesterday, and norm-referencing. 
will live on. far naore serious ol:>je,·-
tions wiU now be raised as thcorv i•. 
turned into practice. Has the SEC 
1
1 
made the· new notion work? Can 
anybody make it work? 
'I· 1t ·seetni• clear. that some form~ of 
learning -·progressively-acquired. in-
teUectual skills of maths or fomgn· 
language learning for example - lend 
themselves more to measurement bv 
objective criteria than others. It is 
fairly easy to tell if someone can or 
can't tell the time in French 
The trouble arises with those sub-
jects which depend prim~rily on L~e 
imaginative and aesthetlc facuiues. 
Two years ago the Assessment of 
Performance Unit published it<. 
thoughts on "aesthetic development··. 
and made a complete ass of itself in the 
process. Next week on this page we 
shall print a historian's verdict on the 
SEC's history proposals. but first im· 
pressions of these and their counter-
parts for English suggest how eas1ly the 
SEC could get bogged dow!l in ambi-
guous nonsense. 
History is subdivided into thn:e 
supposedly sepa~ble "domains": "has-
torical knowledge and understand-
ing", "historical enquiry", a?d ':hi.stor-
ical reasoning", each of wh1ch 1s 1tsclf 
subdivided into four levels of achieve-
ment. At the highest level, "rrcalled or 
selected" infomtation is presented in a 
"connected and consistent manner"; at 
the level below, in a merely "con-
nected" manner, and at the level below 
that "in a manner that shows some 
connection". This is an attempt to turn 
hair-splitting into a fine art. 
Some of the English proposal~ arc 
frankly bizarre. Teachers assessing 
competence in the domain of "oral 
communication" arc asked to dtffe-
rentiate between "using a deliberate 
gesture to ... enhance what is said" 
and the higher-grade "using non-ver-
bal signals (eye-contact, direction ~f 
. three domains. 1• 
0 Ul't/s I to 4: Level I corrl'Sponrls l 
to grades FIG, Lenl2 corresponds . I 
to grade E, Le\·el 3 coiTPSponds to 
wade cro, Len14 corresponds to 
grades A/B. 
gaze, posture, etc) to enhance what 1s 
said". How would they grade those 
excitable continentals who traditional-
ly• tall~: 'wkh 'their hands? The hair-
splitting propO*U ·in ~e- 'analysis of 
I 
I 
e The draft grade criteria define 
10·hat candidates must be able to do to 
achieve cacb level or grade In e\·ery 
domain. 
• ~criteria for Frenrh describe 
the levels of ochlc\'l'mcnt as "arus of 
competence," and !here are seven, 
not four. 
eAggrpgation: adding up the points 
srorro in each domain to produce a 
final grade. 
I ern ntoSt subjects, successful completion or one lnrl or grade in a domain entitles the candidate to one ! point, which goes towards ~lr total 
-~-: . ..c _ _.,. - --·- ~-- -· 
ding and writing skills would dri\'e 
•minen straight back int<l old-
1Shioned impression-marking, if it 
lidn't drive them mad tlrst. 
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APPENDIX 8 
Aims for 'Creative Development' and 'Communication' 
Consultative Document, Joint Board for 
Pre-Vocational Education. 
London 1984. 
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Main Aim 
To <kMJ!op an awareness of the role of commumcation in structuring and defining . 
an~udes and relationships between people and groups in a changrng and multi-cultural 
sociely. 
Sub-Aim1 
The young person should communicate effectively, using a wide range of mel hods. 
Course Objectives 
The course should provide opportunities 
for the young peiSOn to 
1.1 listen and respond appropriately to 
oral requests and p1esenlalions. and 
identify points rele'Janl to a particular 
purpose 
1.2 read, understand and present 
written texts, tabular and graphic dalain 
various f01ms and identify points relevanl 
to a particular purpose 
{ref: Numeracy 1.9, Science and 
Technology 1. 7/3.3) 
1.3 find and use information from a 
variety of given sources, including 
electronic information sources 
(ref: Problem Solving 2.12) 
1.4 respond to and use non-verbal 
communications 
1.5 talk in a controlled and elfective way 
appropriate to a range of situations, 
roles, purposes and r;tationships 
1.6 write competently and effectively, 
organising content and observing the 
conventions of legibrlity, spelling, 
punctuation and grammar to an 
appropriate standard such as to 
maintain the confidence of the intended 
audience 
(ref: ProblemSolvmg2.13. Science and 
Te.chnofogy 2.3) 
Suggested Teaching/Learning klivrties 
by tasks u'IIIOiving 
- listening to Instructions and carrying 
them out 
- hstenu1g to leterhone messages. laking 
lhP.tn clown an<t acttrl<l aJ>ptofHialely 
- obscrVJnn ltle Cit uses of breakdown tn 
spoken comrnuntcalion. eg wrong level 
ol malerrallor hstener. larlure to hston 
carefully, speed, poor artrculalion 
- reading and acting on instrudion 
manuals, notices, letters and labels 
- using questionnaires, memos and 
' workshoos 
- making own notes 
- by planning an event or course of action. 
working individually and in groups, e.g. a 
journey by public transport. making an 
object.l?tJying a vehicle-using source.s 
such as catalogues, timetables, indexes, 
dictionaries. yellow page.s, Prestel 
- by considering, in familiar and 
non-familiar situations (work experience. 
leisure activities. role plays), how spee.ch 
is affecte.d by situation, background, 
culture. emotion, etc · 
- by participating in exercises ifiiiOiving 
use of eye-contact. body space, etc 
- by improvising a given role (eg. 
interviews or being interviewed) 
- observing and simulating the 
conventions of formal mooings 
- initiating and carrying through a range of 
different types of telephone calls 
- taking a variety of parts (e.g. dO:ending a 
point of view, explaining a process, 
selling an item, retelling an experience, 
giving directions) in a variety of groups. 
formal and informal, culturally mixed 
- attempting to shape, conclude or 
destroy a discussion 
- bywritingformallellers, reports, 
agendas, etc 
- filling in forms (driving licence/insurance 
applications, insurance claims) 
- writing informal notes and messages 
- writing a personal account of a work 
placement 
- using appropriate languageol 
persunsion/cornp!ai r tt 
NB: The above achvities must be placecJ in I he conlexl of the sit H lonr~·; c.(pcr1cnc(:~; an( I 
aspimtions. Many ollhcrn rnny be 1mderlnkcn wrlhin wmk f!XPf!rtr:nr:f! ;HI( I (:ro!:': 
curricular projects. 
Sub-Aim2 
J•H! Y( )\Ill!) J f(~f·:on ~JlfH Jill f lf~'JPIO! I l;uup J; 1(11! ~;kJII!': it~~ at tH;;ut~; nllh111~ If 1~! ('t,il£: 1ily d 11 ·1l1 
1111~ WI tfl1l ,1/u lllllutrlill• ·r 
lllt:ll/ltf',t•'JU•llltl)Hif'JIIil:tt)ljtllfitllll!'l•', 
h ,r Tt1• ·'I' o111 ,, 11" ·r· '•II '', 
~ I 
:"· 
,.: 
/H.'h'•IJ t;ll'l' i 'I•· 
2.2 identify, analyse and respond to 
complex, conluse.d, emotive messages 
and unsupported claims in a range of 
texts and data 
2.3 makeinformedjudgementsabout 
the appropriateness of sources and 
me.dia for retrieval and presentation of 
information 
2.4 understand and respond critically 
to the presentation of information. ideas 
and opinions in a range of mass-me.dia 
2.5 evaluate his/her own and other's 
communicative strengths and 
weaknesses through observing and 
participating in a range of verbal 
encounters 
(ref Social Sk1lls 1.1) 
2.6 appraise the valueol possessing 
competence in a second language or 
lnnguagcs 
- C.l(flrrurnmJ aruJ aprrilrSing gfvcnlaults. 
protJif!lll~ ()f CVCIIIS (fillJily CQU1pment. 
collcg" over-cro'Nd1ng. a fall1n sales) 
work1ng 1nd1V1dually or 1n a group 
- by examon1ng sales literature, comparing 
products. odent1lying 1nstances where 
expert ~c!voce IS retevani to a maner of 
opinion 
- by partocopatong 1n small group 
discussions. demonstrating an ability to 
allend to another's point of view and to 
present a personal point of view 
art1culaicly 
- by analysong the methods ol 
cornrnunicatron used in large 
organisations. e.g. for publicity, internal 
communication, information storage. 
recru1tment 
- by partrcipating in the planning and 
creation of a complex piece of 
communication, matching medium to 
purpose 
- by a critrcal appraisal of. e.g. a novel, TV 
programme_ biography, record. 
identifying style, imagery, message 
being transmilled. influence of the 
technology. etc 
- choos1ng language appropriate to a 
given S1tuat1on and demonstrating 
understanding oltact. implication, 
persuasron 
- exper1enc1ng the communication 
requucrncnts of certa1n 10bs (e.g. with 
childrcn.1n an olfice, with customers. 
with VIPs) ancl evaluating !herr reaction to 
thorn. c>nc! Jhcor ab1l1ty to learn 
- by contHli ung the study ol mol her 
tonnuc or a ~;ccond language. as 
<tppror;n<lte 
- COil~;l( lr!riJ IIJ tt1e role tt1at lanfJllarJC pl<:.~ys 
Hl nalltHlill ancllntcrnn110fl;JI 
COfrHill HIIC!tJO!\ 
- COII~;tcJenr llJ Ill f.: lJSI::;- t:x>lh pr;H:ItC<I! 
.lJKI ··~o:11•1r: !I oii;HlfJrJ;Jqr::;otllcr 
\ t); 11 I ~ I ( ]II ';f·l 
;[\ f· I!• •J):ICI!IyL;•.~;l:IV(:(JHflf:(l:;lf)tiUfc<;;JIJI\l!ll"'. 
ill}•,r:Jc•lllll!.!ll\1 
~''"£ VEve:~frtEKI 
Main Aim 
For young people both to b0cornc awar0 ol tf11 :rr 
powers of crrtrcal JUdQerncrll trt P··or·nc"Ct' (; 11 
Of creatrVC .ln,-j t> Dfi'SSNt~ , c: 'r:r· ': 
end to develop their 
;l.:;r:rcrp~tmg rna rangn 
Sub-Aim 1 
To become~ avm.rt: olrndrv~rJu;rl Clr:atrvrly Iii ri~·l ":I I :1 ,)'Ill :,ocrnl COiliCXIS 
Course Objectives 
The course should provrdc npJlCH1r rr1r1w:•: 
for n 18 young pel son to 
1.1 demonstrate hisltwr f!cxrl)rlrty. ar1rl 
creatrve and expressive powers Onouyh 
a variety of adivrtrcs 
1.2 develop his/her awareness of sell. 
otherS, and groups in their societal 
context. and of the creative interaction 
between them 
(ref. Social Skills 1.6) 
1.3 apprecrclte far.tOfS rnfhu!rrr:ino tl1e 
'ltf':>Pfllrt!ICUIOI~f!llllrrl;f!r!tr·rrf•,(W'Lli 
:;.1~1iltiiJrlS · .. -- ... ---
:wl S<x;ial Sk1lls 1.7) 
1.4 develop his/her ab,tity to work 
:reallvcly with others on a cottalloratlvc 
orojoo 
'rnt· Soda! Skills 1.1) 
1.5 be able to make corineclions 
:>otween work ·and non-work activities 
md between the private and public 
:lomains 
)ub-Aim2 · · 
:),;~ .. p .tt·r i ll;,:)clung!Leammg kttvJ!JCS 
ll1· ,,1 ,,-!, l•';f'';IIISIJb-Airn1 maybe 
.11:;1 •'·.• 1! 
,.,;.-.:;, 11•-lloliiJifltlriln~wofactivltleS 
\'.'tl;ch 
t_;r K (J\H :JU( · .. Hllrncrslon" 1n an acllvity. 
cJcw.:top111~J c:q)aoties lor reacting at tl1c 
feeling~; lf.>v(.~l 
encuur;J~JC ''UIS\CJncrng"lrom an act1vtly. 
clcvelol)lflQ C<lpacitles to read without 
bccorn1ng rr1volved 
develop a sense of theextraord1nary in 
lhR cveryd~y 
- encow age the juxtaposition of ideas 
!rom d1tlercnt sources. or the application 
ol problem tackling mel hods from one 
dlsc1pline to another. e.g. thinking 
games. probtem·solvingexercises. 
simulations/role plays or work or non-
work Situations which arc: 
a) clrN?Iy linked to the young rerson'•; 
C)o.peruJnce. cg ollamrly. 
<HJolexcrlCC 
b) at some h1storicat or cultural m;tar 1ce 
from tho young person's ex~tn• •Pr ICf~ 
- by undertak,na tasks whir.h· 
involve\vorkrnuc:onsln•r.IIVf~i.,· Willi, 1 
srnall grotJp 
iflvoiiiOCOflltJIUfllly parliCII>diiOII 
- develop uncferstant11nn oltt1e ~>O(:t<ll 
potitical and cconomtc contcx15 of f<XA:11 
or national culture 
- which link hie at college or workplace 
with life with friends and family 
- e.g. producing drama/dancellilm. etc, 
participating in community 
events/activity 
responding to textslwordsfTV 
programmeS, etc. 
WDfking on projects in industrial 
archaeologynocal craftS, etc 
lil develop the_ basic cu~ural awareness necessary lor life in a tecllnological and 
nulticuttural society. 
";ourse Objectives 
rhe course should pr<lllide opportunilies 
01 the )'DUng person to: 
!.1 demonstrate cullural awareness 
hrough hos/her experience of a variety of 
:uftural conlexts lor crealillll activity 
!.2 demonslrate understanding of 
:uhure as a set of historical, social. 
eligious, political relations which lorm a 
IOillext lor human action and interaction 
!.3 beawareofthoseaspectsoftifeand 
I'Ork which are irrational. human, rilual. 
11ense-aswen as those which are 
ationaf, rnechanical.lechnical and 
M!f)'day 
ref: Science and Technology 2.1) 
Suggested Teachingl/..8aming .Adivities 
The objectives in Sub-Aim 2 may be 
achieved by: 
- being familiar with and able to discuss: 
the nature of his/her own cutlure 
(whether ethnic major~y or minocily) and 
of Olher relevanl cuttures 
- lhe forms in which cultures rnanilesl 
themselllllS in public representalion, e.g. 
Art. Music. Film 
- therangeol subcufturatoplions. e.g. 
Methodisl. Rastafarian, Cricketer. Punk 
- some of the ceremonials, traditions and 
co& oms associated wilh the young 
people and other cullures 
-attending 
a range of cultural activilieslel!llnls 
including if possible one from each of the 
following 
'high" culture. e.g. Opera. Play 
"popular culture. e.g. Circus. Rock 
concerts 
~ndustrial" culture. e.g. Miners" Gala. 
Design Exhibition 
"ethnic minority" cuhure. eg. Reggae 
Dance. Gaelic. Ceilidh 
1oreign·· culture. e.g. French film 
1ocaf" culture. e.g. Craft Museum. 
Community Feslivat 
1radilions and ceremonies." e.g. 
religious serviceS, leslivats. political 
rallies/meetings. weddings. funerals. etc 
- applying the knowledge gained above 
to: a) a cultural act1v1tyoftheyoung 
person's own d1ooslng 
b) A <;w·.~!yol lhcloca:pos .. 9bhtJP.SIIr :l 
J ~ar!wul;•t ~-tJihHaf arPa 
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Sub-Aim3 
To ap~y creatil!ll and expressillll skills to the pradicat wtrld and as a rcsu!t.lodeoelop 
tho a!Ji__lot!'_ to make critical judgemenls in aesthetic are~--------- __ _ 
Co.HSe Objectives Suggested Teaching/l..ootnitlgldivtlies 
-------· --·------ -- ·-
The course should provide opportunities 
lor the ~ng person to: 
3.1 dCYelop a feeling lor. and a sense 
and quality of an object 
3.2 be tamiliar with cntona used in 
appraisal in the aeslhelic areas 
(ref: Practical Skills 1.9) 
3.3 be aware of the creatil!ll BSpecls of 
work -that made objects can be seen as 
"work in progress" as well as finished 
products in the traditional sense 
3.4 be able to relale aaalillll 
axperiences in a college/working 
llflllirorvnenlto the wider wor1d of 
indu&ry 
(ref: Industrial. Social and Environmental 
Studies1.2) 
3.5 demonstrate understanding of lhe 
inlerrelationship of form and content. of 
the influence of the medium in which~ is 
UnderstOod. 
ObfOCiillllS3.1-35maybe~bv 
- designingandmakingsorrdhing.cg a 
clay pot. metal hook. he<bacoous 
border. poem 
- seeing and respondingloe>:amplesof 
good design. e.g. architecture. hi-~. 
lechoology 
- working on a project which Iris the use 
ofmoderntecllnologyandthenOOorlof 
creatillll pfay(rnaking a~8f game} 
- working on a project irli!Oiving a number 
of different stages or prooessos. eg. 
video projects ~nking sound and vision 
- radically redesigning or rev.orking a 
manufaduredobject. ori~ 
another use for~ 
- visiting a company design depar1ment 
or the different departmef1sof athealre 
- WOfking on design problems 
- comparing the presenlalions of different 
8\lllnlsinthesamemediumandthe 
same ewnts in different media 
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APPENDIX 9 
Letter of introduction, and questionnaire, 
sent by the writer to all Secondary Schools 
in Co Durham in 1986. 
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Dear Head of Department, 
52, Salutation Road~ 
Darlington, 
Co. Durham. 
15th October 1986 
As a recent Head of English myself, I am currently engaged 
in some re~~arch concerning the 1purpose and place for English 
on the secondary school curriculum_ OnP m~jnr ~~pPrt n~ thi~ 
work involves the terminal qualification at 16+. 
To this end, I would like some idea of what is, and what 
might be likely to go on in all secondary schools in County 
Durham: hence the enclosed questionnaire that I would be very 
grateful,if you would complete and return in the stamped addressed 
envelope~ by the end of October please? 
Thank you very much indeed for your cooperation. 
Yours sincerely, 
Paul Knight 
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NAME OF SCHOOL: 
Changes in English. 
I would like to start by thanking you for giving up your time to 
fill this form in, I am grateful. I know how busy you are. 
I want to discover in what ways the organisation of English 
Literature teaching is changing at secondary level as a result of the 
introduction of the G.C.S.E. 
Firstly I would like to know the current amount and proportion of 
English teaching that 4th and 5th years have. Recognising the changes 
taking place I have separated 4th from 5th 
Fifth Form: 
1) How many pupils are in the year group? 
2) How many hours per week of lessons (all subjects) does a 5th 
former have? 
3) Are English Language and English Literature available as 
separate examinable subjects 
4) Approximately how many of the 5th form pupils will probably 
be entered for an externally recognised English Language 
qualification next summer? 
5) Will some of them be entered for G.C.E.? 
Will some of them be entered for c.s.E.? 
Will some of them be entered for 16+? 
Other? (Please specify) 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
6) Excluding literature used for English Language work, is 
English Literature compulsory (not necessarily as an 
examinable subject) for all 5th formers? 
7) Is English Literature a) taught in an integrated fashion as 
a part of the total English time-
table, but still leading to a 
separate certificate 
or b) taught as a separate subject, 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
available in the option block system?Yes/No 
8) 
9) 
Approximately how many of the 5th form pupils will probably 
be entered for an externally recognised English Literature 
qualification next summer? 
Will some of them be entered for G.C.E.? Yes/No 
Will some of them be entered for C.S.E.? Yes/No 
Will some of them be entered for 16+? Yes/No 
Other? (Please specify) 
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10) If you answered YES at 7 a), how many hours per week are 
allotted to English? 
If you answered YES at 7 b) , how many hours per week are 
allotted to Language? 
and how many hours per week are 
allotted to Literature? 
Fourth Form: 
By 'English' I refer to the G.C.S.E. course of that title. 
11) How many pupils are in the year group? 
12) How many hours per week of lessons (all subjects) does a 
4th former have? 
13) Are English and English Literature available as separate 
examinable subjects? 
14) Approximately how many of the 4th form pupils will probably 
be entered for an externally recognised English qualification 
in the summer of 1988? 
15) Will some be entered for anything other than G.C.S.E.? 
If YES, please specify 
16) Excluding literature used for English work, is English 
Literature compulsory (not necessarily as an examinable 
subject) for all 4th formers? 
17) Is English Literature a) taught in an integrated fashion 
as a part of the total English 
timetable, but still leading to a 
separate certificate? 
OR b) taught as a separate subject, 
available in the option block 
system? 
l8) Approximately how many of the 4th form pupils will probably 
be entered for an externally recognised English Literature 
qualification in 1988? 
L9) If you answeredYES at 17 a), how many hours per week are 
allotted? 
If you answered YES at 17 b), how many hours per week are 
allotted to English? 
and how many hours per week are 
allotted to English Literature? 
~0) Do you expect~ a considerably higher/ 
Slightly higher 
Similar 
slightly lower 
considerably lower 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
proportion of pupils to be entered for an 
externally recognised Englsih Literature qualification by 1990? 
- 1 88 -
22) Do you foresee any changes in the way you teach for English 
Literature at 16+ because of the changes in criteria introduced 
by G.C.S.E.? 
Please indicate and identify what these might be. 
~3) Once again, thank you for the time and thought you have given. 
Paul Knight 
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APPENDIX 10 
Copy of a letter and paper 
outlining proposed areas for interview and discussion 
between the writer and Heads of English, Spring 1987. 
- I 9 0 -
Survey of current end future English Literature provision in County Durham. 
Question areas for diacueaiona 
1) Brief report/comments on departmental G.c.s.E. progress-
administration 
6 
organieation, 
particularly of Literature input / content in 'English' syllabus, 
and of 'English Literature• syllabus. 
2) How are new demands and I a~ encountered problema being responded to? 
Are you envisaging change for the future? 
3) Where do you see Literature in your department'• overall schema far 
English in the aext five yeare? 
4) Haw do you view both currant practice and future possible changes 
when compared with your beliefs and views on English teaching? 
Thankyou, 
Paul Knight. 
1 9 1 
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